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ABSTRACT 

 

Multi-model analysis (MMA) considers multiple model interpretations of a system. 

MMA provides a more realistic assessment of uncertainty associated with model predictions 

because both uncertainty of individual models and uncertainty associated with different model 

structures are considered. Models are evaluated for the strength of evidence that they represent 

an unknown system using different Information Criteria (IC) equations. IC equations are 

designed to assess the likelihood that a model in a set of models represents the true but unknown 

system. IC equations do not include a component which identifies a deficient model. Therefore, 

inclusion of deficient models in the set of models leads to poor model-averaged results. 

Evaluation of models to assess whether available observation data sufficiently support the model 

structure is an important step in MMA. Measures for evaluating models include: 1) failure to 

reach proper convergence during non-linear regression; 2) unreasonable parameter estimates; 3) 

unreasonable confidence intervals on parameters or a coefficient of variation greater than ten for 

one or more parameters; 4) high correlations between parameters; 5) determinant of the 

correlation matrix less than 1x10-12; 6) condition number of the Jacobian matrix greater than 

2000; and 7) unreasonable confidence intervals on predictions.  

Experiments presented herein are designed to evaluate how components of AIC, AICc, 

BIC, and KIC rank models and assign model probabilities, and to demonstrate how removing 

deficient models improves MMA results. Synthetic models are used to represent true but 

unknown systems in contrast to experimental models that are created to simulate a simplified 

version of the unknown system based on observation data taken from the synthetic models. AIC, 

AICc, BIC, and KIC generally assign high probability to deficient models. AICc generally 

assigns high probability to deficient models if 1) there are many observation data or 2) there are 

few observation data and the model fits the data well. KIC generally assigns high probability to 

deficient models because these models have low Fisher Information. AIC and BIC are influenced 

by the goodness-of-fit and are more likely to assign high probability to more complex models 

because these models are generally over-fitted.  Removing deficient models results in improved 

MMA results using AIC, AICc, BIC, and KIC.  
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CHAPTER 1   

INTRODUCTION 

I begin with an uneasy truth that we, as humans, are generally uncomfortable with 

uncertainty. We generally prefer a single, correct answer. To say there is uncertainty in the 

answer makes us uncomfortable because now we must face the reality that our “answer” may not 

be entirely correct. Assessing uncertainty, however, is critical in making predictions about 

natural systems. Facing the reality that a single answer does not exist is important to decision 

making because our decisions should not only consider what we know about a natural system, 

but most crucially, what we don’t know in order to assess the limitation of our predictions. 

Critically assessing prediction uncertainty allows us to evaluate the confidence we have in our 

predictions and make informed decisions based both on what we know, and the uncertainty of 

what we don’t know. 

Assessing uncertainty of predictions made by groundwater models in recent years has 

focused on considering multiple model interpretations of the same set of data with the 

understanding that different interpretations of the natural system can match observation data 

well. Equifinality, or the idea that many different paths can lead to the same outcome, is first 

credited to Hans Driestch (b. 1867, d.1941), a German biologist, and later by Karl Ludwig von 

Bertalanffy (Bertalanffy, 1934)  an Austrian biologist who is considered one of the founders of 

general systems theory (Davidson, 1983). Beven (1989, 1996) is credited with applying this term 

to the field of hydrology and groundwater modeling in the sense that multiple hypotheses about 

how a system functions can lead to the same behavioral representation of the physical processes 

we are modeling. That is, given a set of observation data, we may interpret several possible 

conceptual models, each of which leads to a model response which simulates the observation 

data. The concept of equifinality has given rise to the use of multi-model analysis in the field of 

groundwater modeling.  

1.1 Multi-model analysis   

Multi-model analyses (MMA) has been developed to consider multiple model 

interpretations of a single observation data set in order to obtain a more realistic assessment of 

prediction uncertainty. Hoeting et al. (1999) states that the typical approach to a problem is to 

create a model of a system, and calibrate it as though the model generated the observation data. 
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A different model may also reproduce the observation data well, but may result in a different 

predictive outcome. By choosing a single model, other possible interpretations of the data using 

different model structures are ignored, and other possible predictions are not considered. This 

leads to overconfidence in the prediction from a single model, which may or may not be an 

accurate prediction (Draper, 1995). Considering multiple interpretations of the data by creating 

different models calibrated to the same data, a more realistic assessment of prediction uncertainty 

is possible, and the resulting distribution of predictive outcomes is more likely to include the true 

prediction. Neuman (2002, 2003) addressed the importance of considering multiple 

interpretations of hydrogeological data to assess the joint predictive uncertainty by combining 

predictions of multiple groundwater models. Numerous authors have addressed the issue of the 

usefulness of multi-model analysis (Zucchini, 2000; Burnham and Anderson, 2002) and its use 

for groundwater modeling problems (Poeter and Anderson, 2005; Poeter, 2007; Tsai and Li, 

2008a, 2008b; Li and Tsai, 2009; Singh et al., 2010; Ye et al., 2008; Rojas et al., 2010; Ye et al., 

2010a; Foglia et al., 2013; Schöniger et al., 2014).  

One issue related to using multi-model analysis for groundwater modeling is that 

different equations used to evaluate models result in different model rankings. There is no 

consensus from researchers on which equation produces the best model-averaged predictions and 

prediction uncertainties (see for example, Tsai and Li, 2008a; Ye et. al., 2010b; Tsai and Li, 

2010). This research addresses the differences produced by four IC equations used to evaluate 

models MMA and the improvement in MMA results model deficiency is evaluated and only 

acceptable, well-founded models are included in the analysis. In addition, this research 

demonstrates how the components of each equation contribute towards ranking models in a set of 

models. 

1.2 Organization of this dissertation 

This dissertation is organized in the following manner: Chapter 2 offers insight into 

Information theory as it relates to groundwater modeling. Chapter 3 discusses the relationship 

between Information and Fisher Information. Chapter 4 defines criteria for evaluating model 

deficiency. Chapter 5 describes the process of multi-model analysis. Chapter 6 presents 

experimental methodology and experimental results elucidating the effects of including deficient 

models in multi-model analysis for models calibrated for a single parameter type (hydraulic 

conductivity). Chapter 7 includes experimental results explaining the effects of including 
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deficient models in multi-model analysis for models calibrated for both hydraulic conductivity 

and recharge parameters and related findings. Appendix A lists the programs used in the process 

of this research. Appendix B is a list of online supporting data files.   
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CHAPTER 2   

INFORMATION BASED APPROACH TO GROUNDWATER MODELING 

2.1 Introduction 

Natural systems such as groundwater flow systems are infinite in complexity (Burnham 

and Anderson, 2002).  We are only provided a small amount of evidence about the behavior of a 

system. This evidence, in the form of observation data, shows the response of the physical 

system. From this small amount of evidence, we attempt to create a model that represents the 

behavior of a groundwater system. The objective of this chapter is to explain the information-

based approach to groundwater modeling.   

2.2 Observations as evidence 

Observations of hydraulic heads and groundwater-flow volumes are evidence about the 

behavior of a groundwater system. That is, observations, which are random variables, are a 

measure of response of the physical groundwater system to stresses. The relationship between 

physical laws that govern groundwater flow, source of information, and the information we 

receive through collected observation data is addressed.  

2.2.1  Invariance Principle 

The information-based approach to understanding an unknown system involves 

“understanding the nature of the information conveyed by the data” (Frieden, 2000). There must 

be some knowledge of the system as defined by an invariance principal about how a system 

functions. The invariance principal for groundwater flow systems is the groundwater flow 

equation. The system may be unknown, but the laws that govern the system are known and do 

not change in time or space, therefore they are invariant. What we observe about the system we 

acknowledge comes from the Invariance Principle of the physics of groundwater flow. 

2.2.2 Input-output law 

Observation data include information about the natural variability of a system. Natural 

systems, such as groundwater systems, are open systems in that there is an exchange of 

information with the environment. This exchange is a result of natural processes which affect 

the system. Examples of natural processes in which there is an exchange of information for 

groundwater systems include recharge from precipitation, discharge by evapotranspiration, or 
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an exchange of groundwater with surface water. These are the inputs to the natural system 

which transform the system and produce a system response.  

A natural system obeys an input-output law which states there can be no output without 

input (Frieden, 2000). This input-output law can be expressed as (adapted from Frieden, 2000): 

 ( , )Z Y a a      (2.1) 

Inputs to the natural system are represented by Z in equation. The system response to this 

exchange of information is the output of the system Y, which in the case of natural groundwater 

systems is hydraulic head (head) and groundwater flow (flow). System output is represented by

 ,Y a   and includes a component of what can be explained, a, plus a random component,  , 

which is what cannot be explained.  ,Y a   represents information at the source.  

2.2.3 Loss of information 

There is always a loss of information from the source of the information to the observer.  

This loss of information can be expressed by (adapted from Frieden, 2000): 

 S I   (2.2) 

where S is information at the source, → indicates the messenger to deliver the information as an 

observation, and I indicates observed information. The observed information is always less than 

the information at the source.  Water level observations are determined using some device to 

measure distance from a reference point to the water surface in a well. Groundwater flow to/from 

a surface water body is calculated using surface water flow measurements at different locations. 

These methods can be considered the “messenger” which conveys the information about the 

system.  

2.2.4 Information loss for groundwater observations  

Observations of hydraulic heads and groundwater flow volumes are evidence about the 

behavior of a groundwater system. That is, observations, which are random variables, are a 

measure of response of the physical groundwater system to stresses. In addition to natural 

variability (  in equation 2.1), errors associated with gathering observation data are numerous 

and contribute to information loss from the source to the observer. These may be errors in the 

spatial location of the measurement, the elevation of the measurement reference point and all 

possible errors associated with the measurement (Hill and Tiedeman, 2007; Singh et al. 2010). 
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There are also limits on precision of measurements of the observations in the measuring of 

groundwater levels in wells, or if measuring stream flows using various methods to estimate 

gain/loss between the groundwater system and the stream. Although observation measurements 

are imperfect, they provide information and insight for understanding the complexities of a 

groundwater-flow system. The true system response is contained within the imperfect 

observation measurement, and as long as the errors associated with the measurement are not 

large, that system response can be used to estimate effective parameter values in groundwater 

models.  

Observations generally provide a small amount of information given that the area 

modeled is typically large relative to the area occupied by observation data. In addition, 

observation data are rarely randomly distributed throughout the model domain. The limitations 

on complexity of groundwater model structure is dependent on the physical distribution of the 

observations (Hill and Tiedeman, 2007). We can, however, construct groundwater models which 

represent what we know about the groundwater system response, given the data and model 

structure.     

2.2.5 Likelihood of parameters 

We observe the groundwater system (i.e. measured heads and flows) and construct a 

model to represent the unknown system. Parameter values are estimated for the model by 

adjusting their magnitudes until the simulated equivalents of the observations match the observed 

values with minimized error. This results in effective parameter values which represent the 

“average or integral of the physical values which makes the simplified model best represent the 

field data” (Beven, 1989; Brooks et al., 1994). Nonlinear regression is a method used for 

groundwater model calibration to find the most likely set of effective parameter values by 

minimizing the error between the observations and the simulated equivalent observation in a 

model (Hill and Tiedeman, 2007, Chapter 5).  The term which is minimized during model 

calibration is the sum of squared weighted residuals (Hill and Tiedeman, 2007, p. 29):  

   2

ˆ
1

ˆˆ
n

i i ib
i

SSWR by y


       (2.3) 
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where iy  is observation i,  ˆˆ
iy b  is the simulated equivalent observation evaluated at the 

maximum likelihood of the parameters, b̂  , and i  is the weight associated with the 

observation. Here the weight i  is assumed to be the inverse of the variance associated with 

observation i. Equation 2.3 is a measure of the variation in the data which cannot be explained by 

the model. The model errors are assumed to have a normal (Gaussian) distribution and sum to 

zero. The estimated residual variance is the average error per observation (Hill and Tiedeman, 

2007, p. 29): 

   2
2

1

ˆ1ˆ ˆ
n

i i

i

by y
n

 


      (2.4) 

where 2̂  is the estimated residual variance and n is the number of observations used for model 

calibration.  

Maximum Likelihood is used to evaluate the degree to which the model represents the 

system (Burnham and Anderson, 2002, p. 8): 

 ( | , model)L b data   (2.5) 

The L   indicates likelihood, which is the probability of the estimated parameter values, b̂  , that 

produced the minimized SSWR, given the data and the model. 

A model is constructed with parameters and boundary conditions that attempt to explain 

the observation data. Unknown true effective parameter values,  , are replaced by estimated 

parameter values b̂ , in the model. Observation data, y, must contain some information about the 

model parameters in order to define the unknown system.  If the probability of an event 

occurring without the knowledge of y is  ˆprob b , and if the observation data y does not contain 

information about the parameters, b , then y is independent of b  resulting in: 

 ( | ) ( )prob y b prob b . (2.6) 

where ( )prob b  indicates that the probability of the parameters is not dependent on the data y  

because the observation data is insensitive to the parameter values. 
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2.3 Quantifying Information 

Observations provide information about estimated parameter values in a model, given a 

particular model structure. This information is measured using the sensitivity of simulated 

equivalents to the observations produced by the model to the estimated parameter values. 

Sensitivity is calculated by taking the derivative of the function associated with the parameter: 

 

ˆ

i
ij

j
b

y
X

b

        (2.7) 

where 
ij

y is the change in simulated equivalent to the observation 
i

y for a change in simulated 

value of parameter,
j

b . Use of b̂  indicates sensitivity is evaluated at the maximum likelihood 

parameter values.  Dimensionless scaled sensitivities (dss) can be calculated using the 

observation weight and the estimated parameter value (Hill and Tiedeman, 2007): 

  
ˆ

ˆi
ij i j

j
b

y
dss X b

b
        (2.8) 

where, for the case of a diagonal weight matrix, 
i

  is the square root of the inverse of the 

variance associated with observation iy  (Hill and Tiedeman, 2007), and ˆ
jb  is the jth estimated 

parameter value. 

 Sensitivities can be approximated by using a perturbation method which is used in 

programs such as UCODE_2005 (Poeter et al., 2005), UCODE_2014 (Poeter et al., 2014) or 

PEST (Doherty, 2010). Parameters values are typically perturbed 1%, or a percentage specified 

by the user of the program. The change in the simulated equivalent observation is divided by the 

change in the parameter value to approximate the derivative as shown below in a forward 

perturbation (Hill and Tiedeman, 2007, p. 47, their equation 4.2): 

 
' ' ( ) ' ( )i i i

ij

j j
b

y y b b y b
X

b b

            (2.9)   

The sensitivity matrix in our models is populated with the sensitivities of each 

observation, i, to each parameter, j as calculated in equation 2.7 or equation 2.9. The sensitivity 
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matrix, also called the Jacobian matrix, is an n p  matrix where n is the number of observations 

and p is the number of estimated parameter values: 

 

111 12

1

1

p

ip

np

iji

njn

X X X

X X X
X

X X X

   (2.10) 

 

A multiple linear regression equation can be written as: 

 ˆy b X e    (2.11) 

where y is the vector of observations that reflect the response of a natural system (response 

variables), X  is the matrix of predictors of the parameter values, b̂  is the vector of estimated 

parameter values evaluated at the minimized error e . Using observations y for input, the 

information provided by X  is used to estimate b̂ , the vector of estimated parameter values in a 

model. To account for all errors, e  is the vector of remaining variability which cannot be 

explained by the model (equation 2.3). Non-linear regression methods are used for calibration of 

groundwater models because simulated equivalent values of head or flow produced by the 

groundwater model commonly are nonlinear functions of the estimated parameters (Hill and 

Tiedeman, 2007, p. 67). The concept is the same for linear (equation 2.11) or nonlinear 

regression in that y  represents input data which are observations, b̂ X is what we can explain 

about the data, and e is what we cannot explain.   

Information about estimated parameters is quantified by taking the determinant of the 

weighted sensitivity matrix (adapted from Poeter and Hill, 2007): 

 ˆ ˆln  
b b

Information  T

 X ω X   (2.12) 

Where X  is the Jacobian (sensitivity) matrix, T indicates the transpose of matrix X ,   is the 

full weight matrix associated with the observations, and b̂  indicates Information is evaluated at 

the maximum likelihood of the parameters. 
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Fisher Information (FI) quantifies information by considering the estimated residual 

variance produced by a model (Ye et al., 2008, their equation 5): 

 
2ˆ

ˆ

ln ln
ˆ

 
b

b

FI 
T

 X ω X
  (2.13) 

The determinant of FI in equation 2.13 provides information about the level of disorder of a 

model by including the error associated with a model (Frieden, 2000). The value of ˆln
b

FI   is 

generally smaller than Information unless the estimated residual variance, 
2̂ , is less than one.  

An algebraically equivalent equation for ˆln
b

FI  can be obtained by factoring the residual 

variance term from the natural log of the FI matrix: 

    2 2

2ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ

ˆ ˆln ln ln
ˆ

ln ln ln
p

b b b

b

FI p     
T

T T
 X ω X

X ω X X ω X   (2.14) 

Equation 2.14 can be written in terms of Information:  

  2
ˆ ˆn ˆl ln
b b

InformationFI p    (2.15) 

Factoring the residual variance term from the determinant demonstrates the exponential 

function associated with this term. The number of estimated parameters, p, multiplies the natural 

log of the estimated residual variance produced by a model. Consider two models with 

approximately equal estimated residual variances. Model A has p = 6 parameters, and model B is 

more complex with p = 8 parameters. Model B will produce a larger value of  2ˆlnp   because 

p is greater for model B. The information term will generally increase for more complex model 

B, and the entirety of equation 2.15 must considered in the final calculation of FI.  

Fisher Information is normalized by dividing the matrix by the number of observations: 

 
2ˆ

ˆ

1
ln

ˆ
ln  

b

b

FI
n 

T

 X ω X
  (2.16) 

2.4 Covariance matrix and related equations 

The variance/covariance matrix provides information about the strength of the 

relationship between estimated parameters in a model. This information is derived from the 
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sensitivities of the simulated equivalents to the estimated parameters, X , and the calculated error 

variance (Hill and Tiedeman, 2007, p. 95, their equation 6.1): 

 
SSWR

CEV
n p

    (2.17) 

Where n is the number of observations and p is the number of estimated parameters. The 

square root of the calculated error variance is the standard error of the regression. Smaller values 

of the standard error indicate a better fit between simulated equivalents and observation data. 

The variance/covariance of the parameters estimated during calibration is calculated as follows 

(Hill and Tiedeman, 2007, p. 125, their equation 7.1): 

    1 1ˆ( )
T TSSWR

Cov b X X CEV X X
n p

      (2.18) 

Where ˆ( )Cov b is a symmetrical p p  matrix evaluated at the maximum likelihood parameter 

values b̂ . The variance/covariance matrix for a 3 3  matrix is illustrated as (Hill and 

Tiedeman, 2007): 

 

1,1 1,2 1,3

2,1 2,2 2,3

3,1 3,2 3,3

Var Cov Cov

Cov Var Cov

Cov Cov Var

   (2.19) 

where Var1,1 is the variance of the first parameter, Var2,2 is variance of the second, Cov1,2 is the 

covariance between the first and second parameter (Cov2,1 = Cov1,2), and other terms apply to 

other parameters based on their subscripts. 

The standard deviation of an estimated parameter value is calculated as: 

    ˆ ˆ
j jStdDev b Var b   (2.20) 

where StdDev is the standard deviation of jth parameter.  

A 95% individual confidence interval on an estimated parameter can be calculated using 

the Student t statistic: 

    2 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ

j j j jb t StdDev b b t StdDev b        (2.21) 
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where α/2 is equal to 0.025, /2t  is the critical Student t value for n-p degrees of freedom, and   

is the true but unknown effective parameter value.   

Coefficient of variation is a standardized measure of the variation associated with the 

estimated parameter value and is calculated as:  

    ˆ
ˆ

ˆ
j

j

j

StdDev b
CV b

b
  (2.22) 

where  ˆ
jCV b  is the coefficient of variation for estimated parameter ˆ

jb .  The standard 

deviation can be described as a percentage of the mean by multiplying the  ˆ
jCV b by 100.  

The correlation matrix is a standardized measure of the strength of the linear relationship 

between pairs of estimated parameters and is calculated as (Hill and Tiedeman, 2007, p. 127, 

their equation 7.5): 

       
ˆ

ˆ ˆ,
ˆ ˆ

jk

j k

j k

Cov b
Corr b b

Var b Var b

  . (2.23) 

where   ˆ ˆ,
j k

Corr b b  is the correlation between parameter j and parameter k. Values in the 

correlation matrix vary between negative one and one with zero for no linear relationship 

between two parameters, and one or negative one for perfect correlation between two 

parameters.  

Variance of a prediction produced by model m is calculated as (adapted from Hill and 

Tiedeman, 2007, p. 159, their equation 8.1b):  

     1

,
ˆ 

TT

q m q qVar z CEV x X X x    (2.24) 

where ,
ˆ

q mz  is the qth prediction for model m, qx  is the vector of sensitivities of a prediction to 

each estimated parameter in model m. The standard deviation of an individual prediction is 

calculated as: 

    , ,
ˆ ˆ

q m q mStdDev z Var z   (2.25) 
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A 95% individual confidence interval on a prediction can be calculated using the Student 

t statistic: 

    , 2 , , 2 ,
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ

q m q m q m q mz t StdDev z Z z t StdDev z       (2.26) 

2.5 Determinant of the correlation matrix 

The determinant of the correlation matrix provides information about how well parameter 

values can be estimated.  Low correlation between parameters indicates parameters for the model 

can be uniquely identified, and the determinant of the matrix will be close to one indicating 

parameter values can be well estimated. As the correlation between parameters increases, the 

values of off-diagonal terms in the matrix increase, and the determinant of the correlation matrix 

decreases, indicating less confidence in the parameter estimates. In the extreme case where there 

is perfect correlation between two or more parameters, the correlation matrix is singular, the 

problem is ill-posed, and a solution to the non-linear regression problem cannot be found. More 

commonly, models may result in high correlation between parameters, but a solution is reached 

during the non-linear regression process.   

2.6 Condition number 

The condition number of the Jacobian matrix indicates the stability of the matrix in terms 

of solving the non-linear regression. Large condition numbers indicate that errors in the 

observations (input data) will result in large errors in estimated parameter values (output data). 

The magnitude of lost precision is the log of the condition number (Bonate, 2005). If the 

condition number is infinite, the matrix is singular and there is no solution to the non-linear 

regression. A low condition number indicates stability in the matrix such that a solution can be 

found. For a Jacobian matrix with extremely large condition numbers, a solution to the non-

linear regression may be reached, but the accuracy of one or more parameter values will be 

questionable.  
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CHAPTER 3   

UNDERSTANDING INFORMATION AND FISHER INFORMATION 

3.1 Introduction 

Examples are presented to demonstrate the relationship between model complexity, 

Information (equation 2.12), and Fisher Information (equation 2.13). Examples are used to 

demonstrate what measures of information reveal about groundwater models, and how those 

measures relate to the results of model predictions. Synthetic “true” models are used to represent 

a true but unknown system. Experimental models are models we construct to represent the 

unknown system. There is a distinction between the groundwater models, which are the model 

representation of the physical system, and the regression model, which is used to calibrate the 

groundwater model and estimate parameter values. The groundwater model provides information 

to the regression model regarding sensitivities of simulated observations to the estimated 

parameters (equation 2.10). The regression model uses that information along with the input data 

(observations) to find the values of the parameters which produce the minimum error.  

3.2 Synthetic “true” models and experimental models 

Quantification of the amount of information observation data contain about parameter 

values in a model is demonstrated here using synthetic models that represent the true but 

unknown system, and experimental models that are the models created to represent the unknown 

system. Synthetic models have a finer grid spacing than experimental models with a complex 

distribution of hydraulic conductivity. This is done by design so that no experimental model can 

exactly replicate the underlying “true” synthetic models just as we cannot capture all the details 

of a field system because of limited observation data and model design.  

3.2.1  SynM1 and SynM2 synthetic models 

Two groundwater systems are simulated using synthetic models. These two systems 

differ by the type of down-gradient boundary. The synthetic models provide both observation 

data used for model calibration of experimental models, and true predictions which can be 

compared with predictions produced by experimental models.  

Both synthetic groundwater systems are steady-state, one-dimensional, confined aquifers 

with a bottom elevation sloping 0.01 meter per meter (Figure 3.1a). The one-dimensional grid 

has 902 columns, each grid cell is 1.111111 meters (m) along a column, 10 m along the row, and 
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10 m thick vertically. Distance between the left face of grid cell 2 and the right face of grid cell 

901 is 1000 m. Columns 1 and 902 are boundary cells with a hydraulic conductivity of 10,000 

m/d.   

 

 

Synthetic models have a complex distribution of hydraulic conductivity with a different 

value of hydraulic conductivity for grid cell 2 through 901 (Figure 3.1b). This complex 

distribution represents the complexity of hydraulic properties in a groundwater system. This 

Figure 3.1. Synthetic models SynM1 (two constant boundaries) and SynM2 (one constant 

head boundary, one constant outflow boundary) used to generate flow and hydraulic head 

used for observations (a). Recharge is added as a stress and the prediction of change in head 

is calculated (H55). This “true” prediction is used to compare against experimental model 
predictions. Each grid cell has a different hydraulic conductivity value to represent the 

complexity in true but unknown field systems (b). The resulting hydraulic head (head) 

distribution has a gentler gradient in the up-gradient portion of the model, and a steeper 

gradient in the down-gradient portion (a). Smaller variations in head distribution are the result 

of the complexity in this distribution of hydraulic conductivity. 
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complex distribution of hydraulic conductivity results in a harmonic mean of 1.0 m/d in the up-

gradient portion of the system, and 0.1 m/d in the down-gradient portion. The variation in 

hydraulic conductivity results in a gentler hydraulic gradient in the up-gradient portion and a 

steeper gradient in the down-gradient portion of the synthetic model with smaller variations in 

head as a result of the complex distribution of hydraulic conductivity.  

The up-gradient boundary in column 1 is a constant head of 20 m. Synthetic system 1 

(SynM1) has a down-gradient constant head boundary of 10 m in column 902. Synthetic system 

2 (SynM2) has a constant outflow boundary in column 902 discharging at 0.1818 cubic meters 

per day (m3/d). By design, the distribution of head produced by SynM1 and SynM2 is the same. 

This is achieved by making the down-gradient outflow boundary discharge in SynM2 equal to 

the down-gradient constant head discharge in SynM1. 

The synthetic system is stressed by applying a recharge volumetric rate of 0.3333 m3/d 

equally distributed between 161.1 m and 327.8 m (Figure 3.1a). A prediction of the true change 

in hydraulic head is taken at a distance of 297.2 m from the left face of grid cell 2. (prediction 

H55). The true prediction is used to compare against experimental model predictions. True 

predictions are never obtainable, but in the work presented here, the “true” prediction can be 

used to evaluate how each experimental model reproduces the response of the “true” but 

unknown system.  

3.2.2  Experimental models 

Experimental models are the groundwater models we construct to represent the unknown 

SynM1 and SynM2 groundwater systems. Experimental models have 182 columns with each cell 

five times the cell width along the row of the synthetic model, or 5.555555 m which is five times 

longer in length than in SynM1 or SynM2.  Experimental models begin with a model structure 

which is incorrect because the grid cells are coarser than synthetic models. Therefore, detailed 

variations in the distribution of head which results from the complex distribution of hydraulic 

conductivity cannot be captured (Poeter, 2007). 

Experimental M1 models correspond to SynM1 with a down-gradient constant-head 

boundary, and experimental M2 models correspond to SynM2 with a down-gradient constant-

outflow boundary. Experimental M1 and M2 models vary in complexity with six different model 

structures (Figure 3.2). Effective hydraulic conductivity parameters are estimated in each 

experimental model by performing non-linear regression using a sampled observation data set. 
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For example, an experimental model may have a model domain divided to represent two 

hydraulic conductivity parameters K1 and K2 (Figure 3.2a). The estimate of K1 represents the 

effective average hydraulic conductivity properties defined by the extent of parameter K1 or K2 

as modeled (Beven, 1989; Bevin, 1996; Brooks et al., 1994). Experimental models differ by the 

number of hydraulic conductivity parameters (Figure 3.2b). The number of estimated parameters 

identifies each model. Model 4K, for example, is the model with four estimated hydraulic 

conductivity parameters in Figure 3.2b.  

 

Figure 3.2. Experimental models have a coarser grid spacing than SynM1 or SynM2 with 182 

grid cells. Grid cells one and 182 are boundary cells with either two constant head boundaries 

(M1 models) or one up-gradient constant head and one down-gradient constant outflow 

boundary (M2 models). The simplest model has two parameters (a, b). Other experimental 

model complexities are shown for three, four, five, six, and eight parameters (b). The average 

effective parameter value over the area defined by the parameter is estimated. For example, 

parameter K1 in (a) is an estimate of the average effective parameter value integrated on the 

area defined by K1.  
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3.3 Information and Fisher Information 

The example presented here consists of a set of six experimental models with varying 

complexity. Data are sampled from the true distribution of head from SynM1 or SynM2 (Figure 

3.3 a). The observation data set consists of ten observations of head and one observation of 

groundwater flow at the up-gradient constant-head boundary (Figure 3.3 b, Supporting data: 

Chapter3_Observation_data_sets.xlsx). Sampled values of head and flow are rounded to the 

nearest 0.01 meter to reflect the limited precision of field measurements. This introduces error 

associated with the observations which represents a loss of information between the source (S) 

and the observer (I) (equation 2.2). No other errors are added to the observation data.  

Six models are calibrated using the observation data set using non-linear regression. Four 

experimental models, 2K, 4K, 6K and 8K, have a structure which is consistent with the 

underlying true, but unknown, hydraulic conductivity properties, and two models, 3K and 5K, 

have a structure which does not conform. Consequently, M1 and M2 models 2K, 4K, 6K and 8K 

produce a simulated head distribution that reflects the general true distribution (Figure 3.3 c, e, g, 

h, i, k, m and n, Supporting data: M1M2_true_11A_sim_water_levels_Fig_3.3.xlsx).  M1 and 

M2 models 3K and 5K are less successful in reproducing the true head distribution (Figure 3.3 d, 

f, j and l).  

3.3.1 Model calibration statistics 

The difference between what can be explained by a model and what cannot be explained  

is measured as the estimated residual variance (equation 2.4). Residual variance of the M1 or M2 

3K and 5K models is larger than other models reflecting the poor fit of these models to the 

observation data (Table 3.1, Figure 3.4 a, b). Although model 5K has an incorrect model 

structure, a better fit is made to the data as compared to 3K because the 5K model is more 

complex than 3K and can explain more of the variation in the data. But the residual variance for 

the 5K model is considerably higher than for M1 and M2 models 2K, 4K, 6K or 8K. The 6K and 

8K models are more complex and can explain more of the variation in the data for M1 or M2 

models which is reflected in the lower residual variance for these two models.   
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Figure 3.3. True distribution of head produced by SynM1 or SynM2 is illustrated in (a). Ten 

observations of head and one flow observation are used to calibrate experimental models (b). 

Hydraulic head is simulated for six calibrated M1 models (c, d, e, f, g, h) and six M2 models 

(i, j, k, l, m, n). Incorrect model structure for the 3 parameter or 5 parameter models results in 

a poor fit to the observation data (d, f, j, l) as compared to models with correct model 

structure.  
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Table 3.1 M1 and M2 model statistics 

No. 

Parameters 

Residual 

Variance 
ln

a
T

X X   2ˆlnp  b 
ln FI

c 

Determinant 

of the 

correlation 

matrix 

Condition 

Number 

M1 Models 

2K 19.7 17.08 -5.97 11.11 0.006 26.6 

3K 1039.6 25.23 -20.84 4.39 5.88E-04 28.3 

4K 16.7 33.42 -11.26 22.15 5.72E-05 27.6 

5K 174.5 39.41 -25.81 13.60 2.78E-05 28.6 

6K 6.3 47.48 -11.05 36.43 3.21E-06 27.9 

8K 5.9 56.28 -14.25 42.03 2.79E-06 28.2 

M2 Models 

2K 19.6 23.30 -5.95 17.35 0.949 1.5 

3K 919.1 31.16 -20.47 10.69 0.273 4.2 

4K 16.5 38.17 -11.22 26.95 0.273 4.2 

5K 164.7 42.92 -25.52 17.40 0.070 6.3 

6K 1.2 51.07 -0.94 50.13 0.016 11.8 

8K 0.5 59.18 5.23 64.41 0.014 14.9 

a. Information calculated as the determinant of the weighted sensitivity matrix 

b. Matrix residual variance added to natural log of Information to calculate the natural log of FI 

c. Natural log of Fisher Information 

 

3.3.2 Sensitivity of simulated equivalent observations to parameters 

The sensitivity matrix X  (equation 2.10) contains the predictors because the sensitivities 

are used to predict the parameter values, b̂  which are the model output. The spatial distribution 

of sensitivities is different for M1 and M2 models reflecting the different down-gradient 

boundary conditions (Figure 3.5). Sensitivities are both positive and negative for M1 models, but 

are only positive for M2 models. Sensitivity is lower in the down-gradient portion of M1 models 

because of the presence of the constant-head boundary which constrains head in that area of the 

model (Figure 3.5 a, b, c, d, e, f). The constant-outflow boundary does not impose a constraint on 

heads at the down-gradient end of M2 models, thus sensitivities are larger for parameters located 

in the down-gradient portion of the models (Figure 3.5 g, h, i, j, k, l).  Sensitivities decrease for 

both M1 and M2 models as more complexity is introduced. Individual sensitivities are smaller, 

but information is higher because the sensitivities are providing information about more 

parameters (Supporting data: Dimensionless_scaled_sens_Figs_3.5_3.6_3.9.xlsx). 
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Figure 3.4 Statistics for M1 and M2 models calibrated with ten hydraulic head observations 

and one flow observation including residual variance (a, b). The natural log of Information, 

the matrix residual variance, and the natural log of Fisher Information (c, d).  The natural log 

of the determinant of the correlation matrix (e, f), and log base ten of the condition number of 

the Jacobian matrix (g, h). The determinant of the correlation is lower for M1 models, as 

compared to M2 models, and the condition number is higher for M1 models as compared to 

M2 models.   
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Figure 3.5. Dimensionless scaled sensitivities of head observations to each parameter for six 

M1 models with varying complexity (a, b, c, d, e, f) and six M2 models (g, h, i, j, k, l). 

Sensitivity decreases with increasing number of parameters. Distribution of sensitivity for 

M1 models shows generally decreasing sensitivity near the constant head boundary condition 

because heads are constrained by the constant-head boundary condition in that area of the 

model (a, b, c, d, e, f). The pattern of sensitivity is different for M2 models because the 

constant outflow boundary does not put a constraint on the heads in the down-gradient area of 

the model (g, h, i, j, k, l).  
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Sensitivity of the flow observation in M1 models to parameters shows a similar pattern of 

the sensitivity of head observations. As the number of parameters increases, sensitivity of the 

flow observation to parameters decreases (Figure 3.6). M2 models have a set outflow boundary. 

The up-gradient constant-head inflow is dependent on the constant outflow and is independent of 

the value of hydraulic conductivity. Therefore, the observation of flow at the up-gradient 

constant-head boundary carries no information about parameters in M2 models and has zero 

sensitivity to parameters in M2 models.  

 

3.3.3  Information and Fisher Information 

Information (equation 2.12) increases with increasing model complexity for M1 and M2 

models (Table 3.1, Figure 3 c, d). FI (equation 2.13) does not always increase with increasing 

model complexity. Models 3K and 5K have a higher residual variance, which has the effect of 

lowering FI. Although Information is higher for 3K as compared to the 2K model, and for 5K as 

compared to the 4K model, the higher residual variance decreases FI for these models. Models 

3K and 5K have a higher level of disorder which is reflected in lower FI as compared to other 

Figure 3.6 Dimensionless scaled sensitivity (dss) of flow observation to each parameter in 

M1 models 2K, 3K, 4K, 5K, 6K and 8K. Sensitivity decreases as model complexity 

increases. There is no sensitivity of the flow observation to parameters in M2 models, 

because the flow is dependent on the defined constant outflow rate at the down-gradient 

constant outflow boundary, and is therefore independent of the parameters in those models. 

Different colors define dss for each model. For example, the purple series shows dss for 

model 4K. 
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models. FI is higher than Information for M2 model 8K (Table 3.1, Figure 3.4 d). This occurs 

because the residual variance is less than one for the 8K model which reverses the relationship 

between FI and Information. This reversal is unlikely for field problems because error in field 

data is typically larger than the error associated with rounding of observation data drawn from 

the synthetic “true” models in this example.  

Information and FI are lower for M1 models as compared to M2 models (Table 3.1, 

Figure 3.4 c, d) because the down-gradient constant-head boundary in M1 models imposes a 

constraint on water levels in the down-gradient portion of the model. The constraint on heads 

results in lower sensitivity of the simulated equivalents of head observations to down-gradient 

parameters because the head response is controlled more by the boundary condition and less by 

the estimated parameter values. Consequently, the simulated equivalents carry less Information 

about the estimated parameters in M1 models, in particular down-gradient parameters, which is 

reflected in the difference of both Information and FI for M1 and M2 models.  

3.3.4  Determinant of the correlation matrix and condition number 

The determinant of the correlation matrix decreases with increasing model complexity for 

M1 and M2 models (Table 3.1, Figure 3.4 e, f, presented as the natural log of the determinant). 

M1 models result in less information about parameters compared to M2 models, as reflected by 

lower values of the determinant. The lower correlations between parameters in M2 models 

produce a higher value of the determinant. The higher value of the determinant for M2 models 

indicates parameters are better estimated as compared to M1 models, which is supported by the 

lower residual variance for M2 models.  

High correlation between parameters is commonly associated with more complex 

models, but high correlations can exist in simple models. However, simpler models have a higher 

tolerance for correlations, and parameters with high correlation may be uniquely identified in 

these models (Hill and Østerby, 2003). M1 model 2K results in a correlation of 0.997 between 

K1 and K2, but there is sufficient information to uniquely identify parameters in this model. The 

determinant of the correlation matrix is 0.006 which is the highest value of all models in this set 

and large enough to indicate the parameter values can be identified (Table 3.1).  As a 

comparison, correlation between K1 and K2 in M2 model 2K is 0.226, and the determinant of 

the correlation matrix is 0.95. Both models accurately estimate the effective parameter values of 

K1 or K2. However, there is more support for the M2 K2 model because simulated equivalents 
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provide more information about parameters in M2 models. Thus, the standard deviation of K1 

and K2 for the M2 model is lower as compared to those of M1. 

The condition number of the M1 models is consistent between models (Table 3.1) and 

sufficiently low to indicate a stable Jacobian matrix and no significant loss of precision for the 

estimated parameters (Figure 3.4 g, h presented as the log of the condition number). The 

condition number is lower for M2 models (Figure 3.4 h). 

3.3.5 Parameter estimates 

Given the model and the data, we seek to determine whether the observation data are 

sufficient to estimate the effective parameter values, b̂ . Statistical measures such as the 

determinant of the correlation matrix and the condition number of the Jacobian matrix indicate 

effective parameter values are identifiable for M1 and M2 models. Models 2K, 4K, 6K, and 8K 

which have a model structure more reflective of the true system produce accurate parameter 

estimates for M1 and M2 models (Supporting data: Chapter3_M1M2_Param_Est_11A.xlsx). 

Models 3K and 5K produce relatively poor estimates of parameter values for both the M1 and 

M2 models. Model 3K overestimates K1 and K2 and underestimates K3. Model 5K 

overestimates K2.   

FI is lower for M1 models, indicating greater disorder for M1 models as compared to M2 

models. Lower FI results in greater uncertainty of estimated parameter values. This is reflected in 

the larger variance associated with estimated parameter values for M1 models as compared to 

M2 models. Models 3K and 5K produce the lowest FI because of larger residual variance, and 

the variance of estimated parameter values is larger for 3K and 5K as compared to other models 

for both M1 and M2 models.    

3.3.6 Prediction 

The stress added to SynM1 and SynM2 (Figure 3.1 a) is simulated in each calibrated 

experimental model. The prediction produced by each M1 and M2 model is compared to the true 

SynM1or SynM2 prediction. The standard deviation of the prediction (equation 2.25) is used to 

calculate a 95% confidence interval on the prediction (equation 2.26). 

The least accurate predictions for M1 and M2 models are produced by model 3K because 

of the relatively poor model structure (Table 3.2, Figure 3.7 a, b). Models 2K and 5K also 

produce less accurate predictions as compared to other models. The 2K model does not capture 
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as much of the variability in the true model, and predictions are not as accurate as compared to 

more complex M1 and M2 models 4K, 6K, and 8K. Although model 5K has a poor model 

structure, the location of the prediction is in an area of the model where the prediction is accurate 

for M1 or M2 models. If the prediction was made at a different location of the model, the 

prediction would be less accurate because model 5K does produce as accurate a response in other 

areas as a result of an inadequate model structure. The larger confidence intervals on M1 models 

as compared to M2 models is a result of the high level of disorder for M1 models as is reflected 

in lower Fisher Information (Table 3.1).    

 

Table 3.2. M1 and M2 prediction and prediction statistics 

Model Prediction Truea-Prediction 
Standard 

Deviation 

Lower 95% 

confidence 

interval 

Upper 95% 

confidence 

interval 

M1 Models 

2K 0.78 0.029 0.20 0.34 1.23 

3K 0.55 0.258 1.09 -1.95 3.06 

4K 0.82 -0.005 0.41 -0.15 1.78 

5K 0.80 0.016 0.73 -1.00 2.59 

6K 0.80 0.013 0.15 0.40 1.19 

8K 0.82 -0.008 0.20 0.19 1.45 

M2 Models 

2K 0.83 0.029 0.01 0.80 0.86 

3K 0.83 0.253 0.20 0.15 1.07 

4K 0.61 -0.006 0.03 0.78 0.95 

5K 0.86 0.020 0.10 0.59 1.09 

6K 0.84 0.015 0.01 0.82 0.87 

8K 0.84 -0.010 0.01 0.83 0.91 

a. True SynM1 prediction: 0.811   True SynM2 prediction: 0.859 
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Variance of the prediction depends on the sensitivity of the prediction to the estimated 

parameters. The prediction exhibits negative sensitivity to all parameters in M1 and M2 models 

(Table 3.3). A negative sensitivity indicates a decrease of the change in head for the prediction 

with an increase in parameter value. The maximum sensitivity is observed for parameter K1 for 

all M1 and M2 models, and diminishes with distance towards the down-gradient area of the 

model. The prediction has no sensitivity to some parameters in M2 models indicating those 

parameters do not affect the prediction. 

The confidence interval on each model prediction reveals greater uncertainty for M1 

models reflecting the uncertainty in the parameter values to which the prediction is sensitive. The 

greatest uncertainty is for predictions in the 3K and 5K models. The narrow variance on 

parameters in the M2 models produces a precise and accurate prediction which is a result of the 

prediction sensitivity to parameters with a narrow variance.    

  

Figure 3.7. True prediction provided by SynM1 (a) or SynM2 (b) synthetic models (open 

circle), prediction H55 for M1 (a) or M2 (b) experimental models (black diamonds) and 

lower and upper 95% individual confidence intervals (solid line). M1 models produce lower 

Fisher Information as compared to M1 models which indicates more disorder in M1 models. 

The down gradient constant outflow boundary in M2 models results in greater sensitivity of 

observations to parameters, and the prediction to parameters, and therefore less uncertainty of 

the prediction. Models 3K and 5K do not correctly represent the underlying structure. Model 

3K produces a poor prediction compared to other models. Model 5K produces an accurate 

prediction because the prediction is made in an area of the model which does produce a good 

prediction. However, in other locations in the 5K model, a prediction would not be as 

accurate because the model structure does not properly represent the underlying structure.  

a) b) 
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Table 3.3 M1 and M2 Prediction Sensitivitiesa 
 K1b K2 K3 K4 K5 K6 K7 K8 

M1 Models 

2Kc -0.740 -0.042             

3K -0.532 -0.004 -0.018           

4K -0.730 -0.040 -0.023 -0.023         

5K -0.704 -0.052 -0.006 -0.017 -0.017       

6K -0.592 -0.163 -0.002 -0.014 -0.013 -0.014     

8K -0.453 -0.296 -0.025 -0.001 -0.011 -0.009 -0.012 -0.012 

M2 Models 

2K -0.830 0             

3K -0.606 0 0           

4K -0.817 -0.048 0 0         

5K -0.775 -0.064 0 0 0       

6K -0.656 -0.187 0 0 0 0     

8K -0.504 -0.335 -0.031 0 0 0 0 0 

a. Change in prediction with 1% change in parameter value (units in m/m/d=d-1) 

b. Parameter ID 

c. Model ID 

 

 

3.4  Effect of additional observations on Information 

Information increases with additional observations unless the additional observations are 

not sensitive to estimated parameters. FI can increase or decrease depending on the sensitivity of 

the additional observations, and the increase or decrease in residual variance. FI considers both 

the level of Information, and how Information contributes to explaining variations in the 

observed data as measured by residual variance. Additional observation data increases SSWR 

(equation 2.3), but residual variance, which measures the average error per observation (equation 

2.4), can increase or decrease. If average errors from the additional observations are smaller, on 

average, than the average errors in the model calibrated with fewer observations, residual 

variance will decrease. The relationship between increasing Information and an increase or 

decrease in FI depends on both the amount of increase in Information, the number of estimated 

parameters, and the increase or decrease in residual variance.   
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Three sets of four additional observations are sampled from the synthetic models. The 

first set of additional observations are located near the down-gradient boundary (Figure 3.8 a), 

the second set is centrally located (Figure 3.8 b), and the third set is distributed throughout the 

model domain (Figure 3.8 c). Each set of models is calibrated with the three data sets with added 

observations in different locations. 

  

Figure 3.8.  Additional four observations added to data set include down gradient (a), 

centrally located (b), and distributed (c). Increase in Information, ln
T

X X , change in 

2
lnnp  ,  and change in ln FI  from original data set for M1 models (d, e, f) and M2 

models (g, h, i). ln FI  for four data sets for M1 models (j) and M2 models (k).  
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3.4.1  Additional down-gradient observations 

Sensitivity of additional observations located in the down-gradient area of the model are 

affected by the down-gradient boundary condition. Information increases with the addition of 

observations for all M1 and M2 models (Table 3.4, Table 3.5, Figure 3.9 d, g), but the increase in 

Information is greater for M2 models because the down-gradient constant-head boundary in M1 

models, which constrains the heads, results in lower sensitivity of simulated equivalents to 

parameters.  M2 model 5K has a greater increase in Information than model 6K, but overall 

Information is larger for model 6K as compared to model 5K (Table 3.5). 

FI increases for M1 models 3K and 5K in part because residual variance decreases for 

both models. This decrease is because the average error associated with the additional 

observations is lower than the average error produced with the original data set (Table 3.4, 

Figure 3.8 d). FI decreases for M1 models 2K, 4K, 6K, and 8K. FI increases for M2 models 2K, 

3K, 4K and 5K, but decreases for models 6K and 8K (Table 3.5, Figure 3.8 g). The increase in 

residual variance for M1 models 6K and 8K is significant enough in these two models to counter 

the increase in Information.  

3.4.2  Additional centrally-located observations 

The addition of four centrally-located observations results in a larger increase in 

Information for M1 models than for the addition of down-gradient observations (Table 3.4, 

Figure 3.8 e). This increase in Information occurs because there is an overall greater sensitivity 

of the additional simulated equivalents to parameters as compared to the original data set. FI 

increases for all M1 models except model 8K (Table 3.5, Figure 3.8 h). The increase error in 

model 8K is greater than the increase in Information resulting in a decrease in FI. M2 models 

show an increase in Information when including additional centrally-located observations, but 

the magnitude of the increase is smaller as compared to the additional down-gradient 

observations (Figure 3.8 g, h). This is because the sensitivity of additional centrally-located 

observations is smaller as compared to the sensitivity of the additional down-gradient 

observations for M2 models. FI increases for M2 models 2K, 3K, 4K, 5K and decreases for 

models 6K and 8K. 
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Table 3.4.  M1 model statistics and change in values for added observations 

Model 
Residual 

Variance 
ln

a
T

X X  ln FI  b  

ln
T

X X
Increase 

from 

original 

data 

 2ˆlnp   

Change 

from 

original data 

ln FI  

Change 

from 

original 

data  

Determinant 

of the 

Correlation 

Matrix 

Condition 

Number 

Four additional down gradient observations 

2K 31.6 17.08 10.17 0.002 -0.940 -0.938 0.006 26.6 

3K 835.4 25.25 5.06 0.017 0.656 0.673 0.001 28.4 

4K 28.2 33.50 20.14 0.084 -2.096 -2.013 5.2E-05 27.7 

5K 139.0 39.59 14.92 0.172 1.140 1.312 2.4E-05 28.6 

6K 22.6 47.67 28.97 0.190 -7.654 -7.464 2.7E-06 27.9 

8K 19.3 56.44 32.75 0.157 -9.443 -9.286 2.3E-06 28.5 

Four additional centrally located observations 

2K 15.4 17.61 12.14 0.529 0.495 1.024 0.003 34.7 

3K 909.2 25.68 5.24 0.449 0.402 0.851 1.2E-06 35.9 

4K 12.9 34.19 23.94 0.768 1.023 1.791 2.7E-05 35.5 

5K 188.8 40.15 13.95 0.737 -0.394 0.344 1.4E-05 36.6 

6K 6.5 48.41 37.15 0.927 -0.204 0.723 1.4E-06 35.7 

8K 7.3 57.59 41.70 1.305 -1.640 -0.335 1.2E-06 35.9 

Four additional distributed observations 

2K 24.6 17.32 10.92 0.248 -0.439 -0.192 0.004 30.1 

3K 1257.0 26.42 5.01 1.189 -0.570 0.619 1.9E-04 33.1 

4K 20.0 34.92 22.93 1.498 -0.718 0.781 1.3E-05 31.9 

5K 193.6 40.61 14.28 1.194 -0.518 0.676 7.0E-06 34.4 

6K 8.3 49.20 36.50 1.715 -1.647 0.069 7.6E-07 32.5 

8K 6.9 60.97 45.47 4.687 -1.255 3.432 2.0E-07 32.6 

Eight additional random observations 

2K 18.1 17.47 11.67 N/A N/A N/A 0.004 32.3 

4K 15.3 34.66 23.74 N/A N/A N/A 1.7E-05 34.3 

6K 9.8 49.38 35.65 N/A N/A N/A 6.8E-07 34.7 

8K 10.1 59.33 40.84 N/A N/A N/A 5.6E-07 35.0 

10K 4.0 69.34 55.52 N/A N/A N/A 3.9E-07 35.9 

12K 2.0 45.89 36.92 N/A N/A N/A 3.1E-32 3.4E+08 

a. Natural log of Information 

b. Natural log of Fisher Information 
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Table 3.5. M2 model statistics and change in values for added observations 

Model 
Residual 

Variance 
ln

a
T

X X   ln FI   

ln
T

X X
Increase 

from 

original 

data 

 2ˆlnp    

Change 

from 

original 

data 

ln FI   

Change 

from 

original 

data  

Determinant 

of the 

Correlation 

Matrix 

Condition 

Number 

Four additional down gradient observations 

2K 25.1 24.65 18.21 1.36 -0.49 0.86 0.897 2.8 

3K 736.4 32.72 12.91 1.56 0.66 2.22 0.180 8.4 

4K 22.2 40.61 28.20 2.45 -1.19 1.25 0.041 11.2 

5K 137.0 46.49 21.89 3.57 0.92 4.49 0.013 26.1 

6K 14.4 54.58 38.59 3.50 -15.05 -11.54 9.6E-03 21.1 

8K 14.0 63.32 42.22 4.14 -26.33 -22.19 6.5E-05 38.3 

Four additional centrally located observations 

2K 15.2 23.84 18.39 0.54 0.50 1.04 0.965 1.2 

3K 796.8 31.66 11.62 0.50 0.43 0.93 0.204 4.5 

4K 12.9 38.98 28.76 0.81 0.99 1.81 0.052 5.8 

5K 177.5 43.49 17.60 0.58 -0.37 0.20 0.011 16.1 

6K 2.8 52.00 45.87 0.93 -5.19 -4.26 0.011 11.3 

8K 2.7 60.47 52.43 1.30 -13.28 -11.98 1.2E-04 21.1 

Four additional distributed observations 

2K 24.4 23.78 17.39 0.48 -0.44 0.04 0.940 1.5 

3K 1113.5 32.45 11.40 1.29 -0.58 0.71 0.413 3.0 

4K 18.8 39.93 28.19 1.77 -0.53 1.24 0.182 6.0 

5K 187.9 45.12 18.94 2.20 -0.66 1.54 0.039 20.0 

6K 6.6 52.89 41.55 1.82 -10.40 -8.58 0.020 10.9 

8K 2.2 63.94 57.48 4.76 -11.69 -6.93 0.002 17.9 

a. Natural log of Information 

b. Natural log of Fisher Information 

 

3.4.3  Additional distributed observations 

The addition of four observations distributed throughout the model domain results in the 

greatest increase in Information as compared to the additional down-gradient or centrally-located 

observation data for all M1 models except for model 2K (Table 3.4, Figure 3.8 f). FI also 

increases for all models except model 2K (Figure 3.8 f). Information is also increased for M2 

with the addition of distributed observations (Table 3.5, Figure 3.8 i). FI increases for M2 

models except for models 6K and 8K. Although Information increases from the original data set 

for models 6K and 8K, the increase in model error is enough to decrease FI overall for M2 

models 6K and 8K.  
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3.4.4 The effect of additional observations 

Increase in Information depends on both the location of additional observations and 

model structure, including model boundary conditions. This effect is apparent by comparing 

increase in Information for M1 and M2 models with additional down-gradient observations as 

explained in section 3.3.1. There is a greater increase in Information for M2 models as compared 

to M1 models because the down-gradient constant-outflow boundary allows for greater 

sensitivity of simulated equivalents to parameters in that area of the model as compared to the 

down-gradient constant-head boundary. Increase in Information is similar for M1 or M2 models 

for a cluster of additional observations in the central portion of the model. These additional 

observations are furthest away from model boundaries, and sensitivities of simulated equivalents 

to estimated parameters are similar in that area for M1 or M2 models. Additional distributed 

observations produce greater Information for M1 models with more than two parameters, and the 

magnitude of the increase in Information is similar.  

FI can increase or decrease depending on the level of model error introduced by 

additional observations (Figure 3.8 j, k). More complex models have a greater effect on model 

error on FI than simpler models. As an example, consider M2 models 6K and 8K. The addition 

of four down-gradient observations produces a residual variance of 14.4 for model 6K and 14.0 

for model 8K. The increase in residual variance is 13.2 for model 6K and 13.5 for model 8K. The 

natural log of the increase is 2.58 and 2.60, respectively. The natural logs are multiplied by -p 

where p is the number of estimated parameters (equation 2.14).  Although the change of the 

residual variance is similar for 6K and 8K, the change for the value of  2ˆlnp   is -15.5 for 

model 6K and -20.8 for model 8K.  

3.5 Decreasing Information for increasing model complexity 

Increasing model complexity often results in increased Information. However, if the 

increased complexity is not supported by the observation data set it will result in decreased 

Information and FI. For this example, eight random head observations are added to the original 

data (Figure 3.9 a). Six M1 models are calibrated with the data set including models 2K, 4K, 6K, 

8K, and two additional models 10K and 12K. Residual variance generally decreases as model 

complexity increases (Figure 3.9 b) with the exceptions of model 8K (Table 3.4, Figure 3.9 b). 

Model 12K produces the lowest residual variance of all models, indicating this model explains 
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more of the variation in the observation data as compared to the simpler models. Information and 

FI increase with increasing complexity up to and including model 10K, but there is a decrease in 

both Information and FI for model 12K (Figure 3.9 c). The determinant of the correlation matrix 

is extremely low, indicating one or more parameters cannot be estimated (presented as the 

natural log of the determinant in Figure 3.9 d). The condition number of the Jacobian matrix is 

extremely large, indicating a loss of precision for one or more parameter estimates (presented as 

the log of the condition number in Figure 3.9 e). 

 

 

  

Figure 3.9. Eight random head observations are added to the original data set (a). Model fit 

generally improves with increasing model complexity (b). Both ln|XTωX| and ln|FI| increase 
as model complexity increases for models with less than twelve parameters, but decrease for 

model 12K (c). Indicators that the 12K model structure is not supported by the observation 

data set include a low value of the determinant of the correlation matrix (d), and the extremely 

large condition number (e). Dimensionless scaled sensitivities are nearly identical for 

parameters K9 and K10 (f) indicating correlation between parameters. Parameters K9 or K10 

cannot be independently estimated because of these correlations. 
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The decrease in Information for model 12K results from a high correlation between 

parameters K9 and K10. This correlation is apparent by comparing the dimensionless scaled 

sensitivities of the simulated equivalents to parameters K9 and K10 (Figure 3.9 f, Supporting 

data: Dimensionless_scaled_sens_Figs_3.5_3.6_3.9.xlsx). The sensitivities are nearly identical. 

Parameter K8 also has a high correlation to K9 and K10, but dimensionless scaled sensitivities 

differ for some observations. The differing sensitivity for K8 may have allowed for convergence 

of the non-linear regression even though the model is ill-posed. Although twelve parameters are 

defined for this model, the data do not support the model structure, and parameters K9 and K10 

cannot be independently estimated. In a sense, the twelve-parameter model no longer has twelve 

parameter dimensions, because two of the parameter values cannot be independently estimated. 

Lower FI indicates a higher level of disorder for the 12K model as compared to the 10K model 

because of the high correlations in model 12K (Figure 3.8 c). The low value of the determinant 

of the correlation matrix and the high condition number of model 12K indicate that model is not 

supported by the observation data used to calibrate the model. 

3.6 Summary and Conclusions 

The application of Information Theory to groundwater modeling is explored in this 

chapter. Sensitivities of simulated equivalents to estimated parameters are used to quantify 

Information and FI. FI provides a comparative measure of the level of disorder of models in a set 

of models calibrated with the same data set. The magnitude of FI affects the uncertainty 

associated with estimated parameter values and predictions. Examples are used to illustrate how 

increasing model complexity results in increasing Information, and how Fisher Information may 

increase or decrease with increased model complexity. An example also demonstrated how 

Information decreases for a more complex model if the observation data set does not support the 

complex model structure. The change in Information and Fisher Information with the addition of 

observations located in different areas of the model domain was evaluated. Information and FI 

were evaluated for a complex model with high correlation between parameters. 

The following conclusions are drawn from examples presented in this chapter: 

1. Information theory considers the amount of information conveyed to the observer. 

Information is quantifiable based on the sensitivity of simulated observations to estimated 

parameters in groundwater models. 
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2. Information generally increases with increasing model complexity. Information can 

decrease with model complexity if the model structure of a complex model is not 

supported by the observation data. 

3. Fisher Information can be used to compare the relative disorder of a model in a set of 

models calibrated with the same observation data set. 

4. Fisher Information may decrease with increasing model complexity if the residual 

variance is large as a result of a poor model structure that is not representative of the 

unknown system, or if the observation data do not support the level of model complexity. 

5. Models with a structure that does not reasonably represent the unknown system result in 

larger model error, poorer parameter estimates, and less accurate predictions. However, 

the effect of a poor model structure is reduced by increasing model complexity.  

6. Additional observations increase Information, but the magnitude of the increase depends 

on the location of the added observations within the model domain, and the sensitivity of 

those added observations to parameters in the model. 

7. Models with lower Fisher Information have a higher level of disorder relative to other 

models. The higher level of disorder is reflected in a larger variance of both estimated 

parameters and predictions. 

8. Higher Fisher Information improves model calibration if the model structure is 

representative of the field system. 
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CHAPTER 4   

IDENTIFYING MODEL DEFICIENCIES 

4.1 Introduction 

Burnham and Anderson (2002, p. 62) emphasize that all models in a set of candidate 

models must be “well-founded”. This is consistent with Guideline 3, “Maintain a well-posed, 

comprehensive regression problem”, in Hill and Tiedeman (2007, p. 277).  The criteria presented 

in this chapter are designed to identify model deficiencies. A model is deficient if the observation 

data do not support the model structure (Hill and Tiedeman, 2007). In that case, one or more of 

the estimated parameter values is not identifiable (Cintrón-Arias, et al., 2009), and a unique 

solution of estimated parameter values cannot be found for deficient models (Poeter and Hill, 

1997, Figure 2).  

Information Criteria equations do not include a component which identifies and removes 

a deficient model from consideration. Also, the fact that a model reaches convergence during 

non-linear regression is not a guarantee that the model is not deficient. Therefore, models should 

be evaluated for deficiency prior to performing multi-model analysis. Hill and Tiedeman (2007) 

emphasize the importance of evaluating the support of a model structure, given the data set, and 

offer methods to evaluate models. We expand on their work by considering the assessment 

measures they presented, and offering some additional measures for evaluating models. 

4.2 Criteria for identifying model deficiency 

The seven criteria listed here identify model deficiency to assess which models to include 

in the model set. Criteria indicating a deficient model include: 1) unusual convergence of the 

non-linear regression during calibration; 2) unreasonable estimated parameter values; 3) 

unreasonable confidence intervals or large coefficient of variation on parameter values; 4) 

correlations of greater than 0.995 of the absolute value of the correlation between parameters; 5) 

low value of the determinant of the correlation matrix; 6) condition number of the Jacobian 

matrix greater than 2000; and 7) unreasonable confidence intervals on predictions. Criteria 1, 2, 

3 and 4 are addressed in Hill and Tiedeman (2007). The criteria presented here provide a 

framework for decisions regarding which models to include for MMA.  
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4.2.1  Non-convergence or unusual convergence of the non-linear regression 

Multi-model analysis requires that models are evaluated at the maximum likelihood of 

the model. This means each model in the set of candidate models has been calibrated objectively 

and the calibration results in a set of consistent parameters (Burnham and Anderson, 2002, p. 6; 

Poeter and Anderson, 2005). The maximum likelihood of a model is not reached if a model 1) 

has not been calibrated, 2) has been “manually” calibrated (e.g., by trial and error), 3) the 

regression did not converge to a reasonable convergence tolerance, or 4) the regression reached 

convergence because the sum of squared weighted residuals did not change for a series of 

iterations. For some deficient models, a regression may converge, but the lowest SSWR was in 

an earlier iteration and not in the iteration in which the convergence was reached. This is also 

considered an unusual convergence of the non-linear regression. The modeler must examine 

results at the completion of a non-linear regression application for each model to assure the 

model properly converged.   

4.2.2  Unreasonable parameter estimates 

Low sensitivity of all observations to one or more parameters can result in unreasonable 

estimated parameter values because a large change in the parameter value is required to achieve 

a change in the simulated observations (Hill and Tiedeman, 2007). A parameter value can be 

considered extreme if it is an order of magnitude beyond a reasonable lower or upper bound for 

the parameter value. 

4.2.3  Unreasonable confidence intervals or large CV on parameter estimates 

Unreasonable confidence intervals on estimated parameters will result from deficient 

models because of a large or extreme variance on the parameter estimate (Hill and Tiedeman, 

2007). This condition occurs if all observations exhibit low sensitivity to a parameter relative to 

the sensitivities of another parameter, or if there is a high correlation between two or more 

parameters. A value of ten or more of the coefficient of variation (CV) of a parameter estimate 

(1000%) can be used as a quantifiable measure of uncertainty of parameter estimates. This CV 

value indicates the variation in the parameter estimate is one order of magnitude greater than the 

estimated parameter value, indicating little support for the parameter estimate.  
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4.2.4  High correlations between parameters 

Correlation is a measure of the strength of the relationship between estimated parameters. 

If two or more parameters are highly correlated, then those parameters cannot be independently 

estimated and a unique solution to the regression problem cannot be found (Hill and Tiedeman, 

2007). High correlations between parameters can be found in both simple and complex models. 

Simple models may have parameter correlations that are greater than 0.95 that may round to 

1.00, yet parameter values may still be identified uniquely because, for simple models, there is 

enough information from the observations to estimate unique parameter values for the highly-

correlated pair (see discussion in Hill and Østerby, 2003). Confirmation of independent 

estimation can be obtained by repeating the non-linear regression analysis with different initial 

parameter values and obtaining similar estimated parameter values (Hill and Østerby, 2003; Hill 

and Tiedeman, 2007).  

4.2.5 Low value of the determinant of the correlation matrix 

The determinant of the correlation matrix provides information on how well parameter 

values are estimated. A value of one indicates parameter values can be exactly estimated. A low 

determinant value indicates observation data do not support the model structure, and one or more 

parameter values cannot be accurately estimated. If the determinant is zero the correlation matrix 

is singular, and parameter values cannot be estimated. A value of 1x10-12 or less is used as an 

indicator that one or more parameter cannot be well estimated. This threshold is based on the 

experiments presented in Chapters 6 and 7. 

4.2.6  Condition number of the Jacobian matrix greater than 2000 

The condition number of the Jacobian (sensitivity) matrix provides information about the 

stability of the regression solution. A large condition number indicates the matrix is nearly 

singular (poorly-conditioned) and regression may be unstable. As a result, small errors in the 

observation values can result in large errors in the solution of the non-linear regression problem 

(Cooley and Naff, 1990). Condition numbers range from one, which indicates the matrix is stable 

and non-singular (well-conditioned), to infinity, indicating a singular matrix (ill-conditioned) and 

parameter values cannot be estimated. Extremely large condition numbers result if the matrix is 

nearly singular (poorly-conditioned). Bonate (2005) provides a rule of thumb for calculating the 

loss of precision as the log base ten of the condition number. A condition number greater than 
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2000 is suggested to define a model as poorly-conditioned, and therefore deficient. This value is 

based on the experiments presented in Chapters 6 and 7.  

4.2.7  Unreasonable confidence intervals on predictions 

Extremely large confidence intervals, and sometimes extremely narrow confidence 

intervals, on one or more predictions is an indication that the model likely is deficient, and other 

criteria listed here should be reviewed. Coefficient of variation can be used to assess if the 

confidence interval is extreme on a prediction. An upper value of 10 (1000%) of the coefficient 

of variation of a prediction is used here to qualify a confidence interval as extreme.  

4.3 Checking for model deficiency if the model is borderline deficient 

Deciding if a model is deficient may not be obvious for all models. Confirmation of 

independent estimation of parameter values can be obtained by repeating the non-linear 

regression analysis with different initial parameter values and obtaining similar estimated 

parameter values (Hill and Østerby, 2003; Hill and Tiedeman, 2007). Similar parameter values 

resulting from different parameter starting values are an indication that the SSWR is minimized 

and a solution to the non-linear regression is satisfactory.  
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CHAPTER 5 

MULTI-MODEL ANALYSIS AND RELATED STATISTICS 

5.1 Introduction 

Information Criteria (IC) equations are designed to assess a set of models and identify 

which models in the set are more likely to represent a true, but unknown, system. Two 

approaches include Akaike Information Criteria model averaging (AICMA) (Singh et al., 2010) 

which is an Information Theoretic approach (Akaike, 1974; Hurvich and Tsai, 1989; Burnham 

and Anderson, 2002) and Maximum Likelihood Bayesian Model Averaging (MLBMA) (Draper, 

1995; Hoeting et al., 1999; Neuman, 2003). AICMA is based on a Frequentist framework, which 

means the choice of the “best model” can change depending on the number of observations. 

Therefore, more complex models may be assigned a higher AICMA probability if the number of 

observation data are increased. MLBMA uses information provided by the observations about 

the parameters. MLBMA measures the plausibility of a model based in part on the measure of 

Information. According to Poeter and Hill (2007, p. 15) MLBMA, results “tend to strive for 

consistent complexity regardless of the number of observations”.  Philosophical differences 

concerning MLBMA and AICMA are not addressed here in detail, but discussions can be found 

in various publications (Poeter and Hill, 2007; Ye et al., 2010b; Tsai and Li, 2010; Ye et al., 

2010b; Schӧniger, et al., 2014). Calculations of model weights (AICMA) or model probabilities 

(MLBMA) are performed using the same method as described below. The term “model 

probability” is used in this document for both AICMA and MLBMA results.  

5.2 Information Criteria equations 

Multi-model analysis is designed to objectively rank a set of models based on the strength 

of evidence for each model. Strength of evidence is determined by which IC is used to develop a 

model, and what penalties are assessed given a particular IC. IC equations all have the same 

general form and include a goodness-of-fit term and one or more penalties to account for 

increasing model complexity: 

  scoreIC Goodness of fit Penalties      (5.1) 

where ICscore is the calculated score for a particular IC. Goodness-of-fit, common to all IC, is a 

measure of how close the simulated model values match observations, and Penalties is one or 
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more penalties added to the goodness-of-fit term to account for model complexity. As model 

complexity increases, the penalties increase for AICc, AIC, and BIC. Penalties for KIC depend 

on model structure and do not always increase with increasing model complexity.  

A more complex model will be assigned a higher rank (lower IC score) and a higher 

model probability for a particular IC if the increase in penalties is offset by sufficient decrease in 

the goodness-of-fit. Different penalties for different IC equations are designed to evaluate the 

trade-off between bias, which is the measure of goodness of fit between simulated equivalent 

observations, and observation data and variance, which are a measure of spread about the 

estimated parameter values. A more complex model has the advantage of reducing the impact of 

an incorrect model structure and may produce simulated equivalents that more closely match 

observations. However, the additional complexity comes at a cost, because greater model 

complexity may result in greater uncertainty of estimated parameter values. In theory, models 

with the higher posterior probabilities assigned by a particular IC should produce more accurate 

(closer to the true prediction) and more precise (smaller variance) predictions given the data and 

the model.  

The goodness-of-fit term in IC equations includes the number of observations and the 

natural log of the estimated residual variance, which assumes a Gaussian (normal) distribution of 

model errors: 

 
2ˆlnn    (5.2) 

5.2.1  Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 

AIC adds a penalty for the number of estimated parameters in addition to the goodness-

of-fit term (Akaike,1974), (in the form presented by Poeter and Hill, 2007): 

 2ln 2AIC n k    (5.3) 

where k is the number of estimated parameters, p, plus 1 (k=p+1).   

5.2.2  Akaike Corrected Information Criterion (AICc) 

AICc adds a second-order bias correction penalty to AIC which accounts for small 

sample sizes in which the ratio of observations to estimated parameters is less than forty 

(Hurvich and Tsai, 1989; Burnham and Anderson, 2002; in the form presented by Poeter and 

Hill, 2007): 
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 2 2 ( 1)
ln 2

1

k k
AICc n k

n k
        (5.4)  

5.2.3  Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 

BIC (Schwarz, 1978) includes a penalty for the number of parameters related to the 

number of observations (Ye et al., 2008, their equation 3, in the form presented in Poeter and 

Hill, 2007, their equation 2.7): 

 2ln lnBIC n k n    (5.5) 

AIC, AICc, and BIC rank models with the same number of parameters, but different 

model structures, based on the goodness-of-fit term because models with the same number of 

parameters have the same value for the 2k penalty terms in AIC and AICc, the second-order bias 

term in AICc, or the penalty term in BIC. Therefore, the only IC difference between different 

models with the same number of parameters is the goodness-of-fit term for AIC, AICc, or BIC. 

5.2.4  Kashyap Information Criterion (KIC) 

KIC includes a penalty for the number of estimated parameters, and normalized Fisher 

Information, FI (Kashyap, 1982; as presented in Morales-Casique et al., 2010, their equation 13): 

 
2ln ln ln

2 b

n
KIC n p FI 

        (5.6) 

where b̂ indicates FI  is evaluated at the maximum likelihood of the parameters.    

5.3 Strength of evidence 

Strength of evidence is quantified using the Kullback-Leibler (K-L) distance.  K-L 

distance is a measure of the information lost when a model is used to approximate a true but 

unknown system (Kullback and Leibler, 1951; Burnham and Anderson, 2002; Poeter and 

Anderson, 2005; Burnham et al., 2011). Field systems have no parameters because variability of 

the system is infinite (Burnham and Anderson, 2002, p. 20) and full reality cannot be modeled. 

Groundwater models are a necessary simplification of natural groundwater systems. Given that it 

is impossible to include full reality in a model, a relative K-L distance is measured based on the 

distance between the IC score of each model and the lowest scoring model, which is assumed to 

be the most plausible representation of reality.  
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5.3.1  Kullback-Liebler distance 

This relative K-L distance is a measure of support of a model in the set of models 

(Burnham and Anderson, 2002; Burnham et al., 2011):  

 Δm m minIC IC    (5.7) 

where Δ , which represents the K-L distance. This difference between the score of model IC  

and the score of the lowest scoring model, �� �  is the measure of strength of a model in a set of 

models.  Although an IC score for a model is independent of other models in the model set, 

model probabilities depend on which models are included in the set because probabilities are 

calculated based on the relative K-L distance between models. 

5.3.2  IC model probabilities 

IC model probabilities quantify the probability of a model, relative to the most plausible 

model identified by the lowest IC score. Calculating an individual model probability, in which 

the sum of the probabilities equals one, Burnham and Anderson (2002) define the relative 

probability for an individual model, given the data, as: 

 
0.5Δ

0.5Δ
1

 
m

m
m M

m

exp

exp
prob





   (5.8) 

where probm is the probability for model m. This probability is sometimes expressed as a 

percentage by multiplying mprob by 100. Equation 5.8 results in an exponential decrease in 

model probability as the K-L distance increases. The K-L distance window must be narrow for a 

model to be assigned a significant model probability (Tsai and Li, 2008a, 2008b). A difference of 

two or less between the most plausible model and another model in the group indicates strong 

support for a model resulting in a significant model probability (Burnham and Anderson, 2002; 

Poeter and Anderson, 2005). Support decreases as the K-L distance increases. A K-L distance of 

10 or more indicates little support for a model resulting in a low model probability.  

The narrow variance window as imposed by the small K-L distance which results in few 

models with a significant model probability was addressed by Tsai and Li (2008a, 2008b). They 

found that the narrowness of the variance window excludes potentially viable models, and they 

expand the variance window by using shape factors in the exponential function of equation 5.8 
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so that more models, which may produce plausible results, are assigned a significant model 

probability.  

5.3.3  Equal probability 

Considering only models that are not deficient, as determined by applying the criteria 

presented in Chapter 4, an alternative to calculating IC probabilities as presented in equation 5.8 

is assigning an equal probability to each acceptable model. This method, as presented in Seifert 

et al. (2012), is called Equal Weighted Average (EWA). Here we use the term AVG so as not to 

conflate EWA with the term Exponential Weighted Average. Using this method, all acceptable 

models are considered to have equal strength of evidence and no one model is considered to 

exhibit evidence that the model has superiority over other models in the model set. This 

probability is calculated as: 

 
1

m mprob AVG
M

    (5.9) 

where AVGm is the equal probability of model m in a set of M models. This method may not be 

appropriate for every circumstance in which multi-model averaging is considered, but offers an 

alternative to using a specific IC if there is no reason to consider one model may be superior to 

another. This method would be appropriate, for example, if models exhibit a similarity to each 

other and if there is not a substantive difference in the goodness-of-fit value between models. 

This is an unconditional probability because the model probability is not conditioned on any 

particular penalty. 

5.4 IC model-averaged statistics and related statistics for predictions  

Model-averaged prediction for a single prediction, and model-averaged variance on 

predictions, is presented below. In addition, related statistics for comparing experimental model 

predictions results to “true” synthetic model predictions are presented.  

5.4.1  IC Model-averaged predictions and prediction variances 

Model-averaged prediction for a single prediction is calculated as (Poeter and Hill, 2007): 

 , ,

1

ˆ
M

q M m q m

m

probz z


   (5.10) 

where ,q Mz  is model-averaged prediction q for M models in the model set.   
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Model-averaged variance of a prediction considers both the variance of the prediction in 

each model, the difference between an individual model prediction, and the average prediction 

for M models. IC model-averaged variance for an IC model-averaged prediction includes both 

the individual model prediction variance and between-model variation of the prediction 

(Burnham and Anderson, 2002, p. 162, their equation 4.9): 

      2

, , , ,

2

1

ˆ ˆ 
q M q m q m q M

M

m

m

Var z Var z zprob z


        (5.11) 

where  ,q MVar z  is the IC model-averaged variance for 
,q Mz .  

The IC model-averaged standard deviation for the model-averaged IC prediction is: 

    , ,q M q M
StdDev z Var z   (5.12)

  

 The model-averaged 95% individual confidence intervals on the IC model-averaged 

prediction is: 

    , , , ,1.96 1.96q M q M q M q Mz StdDev z Z z StdDev z      (5.13) 

The coefficient of variation for the IC model-averaged prediction is calculated as: 

    ,

,

,

q M

q M

q M

StdDev z
CV z

z
   (5.14) 

5.4.2  Percent error between model-averaged prediction and true prediction 

Accuracy of model predictions is measured as the percent error between the true 

prediction from the synthetic model and the IC model-averaged prediction: 

 
,

,

z
% 100

q M q

q M

q

True
Err z x

True

   (5.15) 

Where ,% q MErr z  is the absolute value of the percent error for IC model-averaged prediction, 

,q Mz and qTrue  is true prediction q taken provided by the synthetic model.  
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5.4.3  Prediction error statistic 

Prediction error measures the error for all predictions produced by a single calibrated 

model. Prediction error is calculated using an adaptation of the SSWpred statistic (Foglia et al., 

2013): 

  2

,

1

1
 ˆ

q m q

Q

m

q

PRERR True
Q

z


    (5.16) 

Where Q is the total number of predictions, ,
ˆ

q mz   is prediction q produced by model m, and 

Trueq is the true prediction q from the SynM1, SynM2, SynM3, or SynM4 synthetic models used 

to represent unknown systems in this research. In the experiments present herein, all predictions 

are for change in head.  

5.5 Considerations when performing multi-model analysis 

 Guidelines for model development proposed by Hill and Tiedeman (2007, p. 277) state a well-

posed regression problem is one in which the model converges to optimal parameter values given 

reasonable starting parameter values. If this condition is met, a model is at the maximum 

likelihood of the parameters. Maximum likelihood requires that each model has been objectively 

calibrated to minimize the error between observed data and simulated equivalent observations to 

observed values, and the calibration results in a set of consistent parameter estimates (Burnham 

and Anderson, 2002, p. 6; Poeter and Anderson, 2005).  
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CHAPTER 6   

EFFECTS OF INCLUDING DEFICIENT MODELS ON MULTI-MODEL ANALYSIS FOR 

MODELS CALIBRATED FOR HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY 

6.1 Introduction 

Groundwater models are commonly constructed and calibrated with sparse observation 

data relative to the scale of the groundwater system. Sparse data allow for multiple 

interpretations with regard to model structure, and more than one conceptual model may 

adequately explain the data (Beven, 1989; Brooks et al., 1994; Beven; 1996; Beven and Freer, 

2001).  Using a single conceptual model for predictions only accounts for parameter uncertainty 

of that one model, and ignores uncertainty associated with model structure. This results in bias 

(lack of accuracy) and an underestimation of the true uncertainties (variance) of model 

predictions (Burnham and Anderson, 2002; Poeter and Anderson, 2005).  Both model structure 

and model observations are associated with errors, and no one model, or set of parameters in a 

model, can be considered a true model of a system (Beven and Binley, 1992; Brooks et al., 

1994). Using MMA accounts for both sources of error and provides a more realistic assessment 

of uncertainty associated with the unknown system. 

Model Information Criteria (IC) commonly mentioned in published groundwater 

modeling studies include Akaike, AIC (Akaike, 1974), corrected Akaike, AICc (Hurvich and 

Tsai, 1989), Bayesian, BIC (Schwarz, 1978), and Kashyap, KIC (Kashyap, 1982). AICc and KIC 

are examined in detail in this study because these criteria have been cited as producing different 

model-averaged results (Morales-Casique et al., 2010; Ye et al., 2010a; Singh et al., 2010; 

Schӧinger et al., 2014; and discussions by Ye et al., 2010b and Tsai and Li, 2010). AIC and BIC 

are included because these two criteria have been used in groundwater modeling (Poeter and 

Anderson, 2005); Hernandez et al., 2006; Li and Tsai, 2009; Morales-Casique et al., 2010; Lu et 

al., 2011). AICc and KIC have been reported as producing different model probabilities for the 

same set of models (Tsai and Li, 2008; Ye et al., 2008; Li and Tsai, 2009; Rojas et al., 2010; 

Singh et al., 2010; Foglia et al., 2013; Schöniger et al., 2014) and opinions vary between authors 

on which IC to use (see for example Tsai and Li, 2008a, 2008b; Ye et al. 2010b; Tsai and Li, 

2010). Inclusion of deficient models in the model set can affect final model-averaged results 

(Burnham and Anderson, 2002, p.182, Rojas et al., 2010). Examples in this study demonstrate 

why AICc and KIC produce different results, how model-averaged results for all four IC are 
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affected by including deficient models in the analysis, and how results are improved with 

removal of deficient models. 

6.2 Experimental methodology 

Experiments presented in this chapter and in Chapter 7 are designed to evaluate how 

including deficient models in a set of models can result in poor performance of any IC used for 

multi-model analysis, and how performance of IC improves with the removal of deficient 

models. This chapter includes experimental models which are calibrated for increasing 

complexity of hydraulic conductivity parameters. Chapter 7 includes experimental models which 

are calibrated for both hydraulic conductivity and recharge parameters with varying levels of 

complexity for hydraulic conductivity and recharge parameters. 

The method used for these experiments includes the following steps: 1) develop a 

synthetic model that represents a hypothetical “true” system to provide observations and true 

predictions; 2) calibrate a group of experimental models; 3) apply a stress to each calibrated 

model to obtain model predictions; 4) calculate IC scores and model probabilities; 5) calculate IC 

model-averaged predictions; 6) identify and remove deficient models; 7) recalculate IC model 

probabilities and model-averaged predictions; and 8) compare IC model-averaged predictions for 

accuracy and precision for the complete model set and for the model set with only acceptable 

models. All models are assigned an equal prior probability. 

6.2.1  SynM1 and SynM2 synthetic “true” models  

Synthetic models in these experiments are used to represent the true complex and 

unknown field system. Synthetic models provide observation data for calibration of experimental 

models, and true predictions. Synthetic models SynM1 and SynM2 are described in Chapter 3 

(section 3.1). These models are used to represent true but unknown systems in which the 

distribution of hydraulic conductivity is unknown. The distribution of hydraulic head is the same 

in SynM1 and SynM2.   

A stress is applied to SynM1 and SynM2 as described in Chapter 3 to provide “true” 

predictions. The synthetic system is stressed by applying a recharge volumetric rate of 0.3333 

m3/d equally distributed between 161.1 m and 327.8 m (Chapter 3, Figure 3.1a). The first “true” 

prediction is located at a distance of 297.2 m, and  a second “true” prediction is located at a 

distance of 852.8 m from the left face of grid cell 2 (Chapter 3, Figure 3.1).  
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6.2.2 Observation data sets 

Experimental models are calibrated using six different observation data sets generated 

from synthetic models SynM1 and SynM2 (Figure 6.1, Supporting data: 

M1M2_Observation_Data_Sets.xlsx). Head observations in the data sets consist of 18 head 

observations (data sets labeled 19 to reflect 18 heads and one flow observation at the up-gradient 

constant head boundary), or 32 head observations (data sets labeled 33 to reflect 32 heads and 

one flow observation). Data sets labeled 19 are a subset set of data sets labeled 33. Flow rate at 

the down-gradient constant outflow boundary for SynM2 is equal to the flow rate out of the 

down-gradient constant head boundary for SynM1, and the distribution of hydraulic head is the 

same for SynM1 and SynM2. Observation data sets are used for M1 and M2 experimental 

models. Data sets labeled “A” (19A, 33A) have randomly distributed observations (Figure 6.1 a).  

Data sets labeled “B” (19B, 33B) have more observations in the down-gradient portion of the 

model (Figure 6.1 b). Data sets labeled “C” (19C, 33C) have more observations in the up-

gradient portion of the model (Figure 6.1 c). Head observations are rounded to 0.01 m (i.e. 0.1% 

of the total head difference across the system). Each observation data set includes a flow 

observation of 0.1818 m3/d flow into the up-gradient constant-head boundary.  

6.2.3  Experimental models 

Experimental models, as described in Chapter 3, have a coarser grid spacing than the 

synthetic “true” models. These models represent alternative groundwater models constructed to 

simulate a true but unknown field system. Experimental models are identified by the type of 

down-gradient boundary condition. M1 experimental models correspond to the SynM1 

groundwater system with a constant-head down-gradient boundary condition. M2 experimental 

models correspond to the SynM2 groundwater system with a constant outflow down-gradient 

boundary condition. Model sets are identified by the M1 or M2 model type, and the observation 

data set used to calibrate the set of models. For example, model set M1_19B is a set of M1 

experimental models calibrated with observation data set 19B. 
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Effective hydraulic conductivity parameters are calibrated in the experimental models in 

columns 2 through column 181 using different model structures (Figure 6.2). Models are 

identified by the number of zones and calibrated parameters. A model with two zones and two 

estimated parameters is labeled 2Z2K (Figure 6.2 a), a model with ten zones and ten estimated 

parameters is labeled 10Z10K (Figure 6.2 b). Parameter derivations are used for some models to 

make a model a more tractable problem, and to allow for structural identifiability of model 

parameters (Cintrón-Arias, et al., 2009). A model with one or more derived parameters is labeled 

to reflect the number of zones and actual number of estimated parameters. For example, 

parameter K3 is derived from parameter K2 for model 10Z9K in Figure 6.2 c. Models with the 

same name but in different M1 or M2 model groups are different structurally. For example, 

model 12Z11K in model set M1_19B derives parameter K5 by making it equal to parameter K6. 

Model 12Z11K in model set M2_33C derives parameter K12 by making it equal to parameter 

K11. Parameter derivations are different for these two models because the distribution of 

observations in each data set results in different sensitivities of observations to parameters.  

Figure 6.1.  Six head observation data sets are used to calibrate M1 and M2 experimental 

models which include either 18 or 32 head observations and one flow observation. Data sets 

with 19 observations (a, b, c) are a subset of data sets with 33 observations (d, e, f). Model 

observation sets include a random distribution of observations (a, d), more observations 

down-gradient, (b, e), and more observations up-gradient (c, f). One flow observation of 

0.1818 m3/day located at the constant head boundary at the up-gradient end of the model is 

included in each observation data set. 
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M1 and M2 models are calibrated using the six data sets in Figure 6.1. Twelve model sets 

are evaluated in all. Two example problems are presented in detail here to demonstrate the 

method used to evaluate the performance of different IC and to illustrate the importance of 

removing deficient models when performing MMA.  

6.3 Example 1 Model set M1_19B 

Example 1 includes eleven M1 models calibrated with data set 19B (model set M1_19B) 

which has more observations in the up-gradient portion of the model (Figure 6.1 b). Three 

models in the set include structural modifications to make the regression problem more tractable 

including models 12Z11K, 14Z13K, and 16Z14K. All of the models reached convergence during 

non-linear regression.  

Residual variance generally decreases with increasing model complexity because more of 

the variation in the observation data can be captured in complex models (Table 6.1; Figure 6.3 

a). Models with eleven or more parameters result in similar values of residual variance. All 

predictions are reasonable, but the simplest models produce the least accurate predictions as 

measured by the PRERR statistic (Figure 6.3 b). Model 8Z8K produces the most accurate 

prediction. Complex models with ten or more parameters, which have a low residual variance 

compared to simpler models, do not result in the best predictions.   

Figure 6.2. Experimental models have a coarser grid spacing than synthetic models and 

different levels of model complexity (a, b). Zones are combined for some models by deriving 

one parameter from another, such as K3 being set equal to K2 (c), reducing the number of 

parameters from 10 to 9 and making the model more tractable. Models are labeled by the 

number of zones and number of estimated parameters. For example, the model in (a) is 

labeled 2Z2K. The model in (b) is labeled 10Z10K, and the model in (c) is labeled 10Z9K.   
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Table 6.1.  Individual model statistics for model sets M1_19B and M2_33C 

Model 

No. of 

Estimated 

Parameters 

Residual 

Variance 

Prediction 

Error 

Determinant 

of the 

Correlation 

Matrix 

Condition 

Number 

H55        

True-

Prediction 

H155        

True-

Prediction 

M1 models  Data Set 19B 

2Z2K 2 30.21 5.43E-04 1.01E-02 19.83 0.024 0.023 

4Z4K 4 21.19 2.39E-04 2.69E-05 30.40 -0.004 0.021 

6Z6K 6 17.04 1.03E-04 2.45E-06 33.35 -0.013 0.006 

8Z8K 8 14.06 8.53E-05 2.89E-07 67.75 -0.012 0.004 

10Z10K 10 13.89 2.54E-04 3.51E-07 63.99 -0.022 0.006 

12Z11K 11 2.77 2.80E-04 2.91E-08 84.57 -0.022 -0.010 

12Z12K 12 2.77 4.23E-04 2.21E-22 158151 -0.026 -0.013 

14Z13K 13 1.88 1.91E-04 2.89E-10 124.02 -0.019 -0.004 

14Z14K 14 1.88 1.92E-04 9.63E-35 8.0E+08 -0.019 -0.004 

16Z14K 14 1.96 1.97E-04 6.52E-11 79.41 -0.019 -0.004 

16Z16K 16 1.96 1.63E-04 1.87E-42 2.6E+09 -0.018 -0.003 

M2 models  Data Set 33C 

2Z2K 2 27.74 1.57E-03 9.70E-01 1.20 0.030 0.026 

4Z4K 4 22.15 6.38E-05 1.23E-01 6.52 0.007 0.004 

6Z6K 6 17.70 3.81E-04 2.52E-02 9.18 0.015 0.012 

8Z8K 8 10.32 1.37E-06 1.59E-03 15.41 0.001 0.001 

10Z10K 10 7.73 8.09E-05 5.86E-06 51.78 -0.005 -0.007 

12Z11K 11 3.41 5.03E-05 7.77E-06 36.04 -0.005 -0.005 

12Z12K 12 3.41 5.03E-05 7.77E-06 Infinite -0.005 -0.005 

14Z12K 12 1.74 5.86E-05 4.32E-06 55.21 -0.006 -0.005 

16Z13K 13 1.18 8.81E-07 1.13E-08 707.49 -0.001 9.2E-05 

14Z14K 14 1.74 5.86E-05 0 Infinite -0.006 -0.005 

18Z14K 14 2.11 4.94E-05 2.12E-07 42.49 -0.006 -0.004 

16Z16Kc 16 1.08 1.91E-06 1.20E-29 Infinite -0.001 -3.8E-04 

22Z16K 16 1.01 1.05E-04 1.83E-09 193.35 -0.006 -0.008 

26Z17K 17 0.93 3.58E-05 7.03E-11 343.11 -0.004 -0.004 

18Z18K 18 2.11 4.94E-05 0 Infinite -0.006 -0.004 

30Z18K 18 1.30 8.07E-06 1.37E-10 88.64 -0.002 -0.001 

22Z22K 22 1.01 3.81E-06 0 Infinite -0.002 -0.001 

26Z26K 26 0.92 1.19E-05 0 Infinite -0.003 -0.002 

30Z30K 30 0.51 3.17E-06 0 Infinite -0.001 -0.001 
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6.3.1  Individual model predictions 

Each calibrated experimental model is stressed with the addition of water injected at the 

same location and amount as in the synthetic “true” SynM1 model. Predictions of change in head 

are made for each experimental model at two locations.  Prediction H55 in experimental model 

grid cell 55, and prediction H155 in experimental model grid cell 155, correspond to the location 

of “true” predictions in SynM1 (Table 6.2).  

Figure 6.3. Residual variance (a, e), prediction error statistic PRERR (b, f), natural log of the 

correlation matrix (c, g), and log of the condition number (d, h) for each candidate model for 

M1 models calibrated with data set 19B (a, b, c, d) and M2 models calibrated with data set 

33C (e, f, g, h).  
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The variance of each prediction is calculated and individual 95% confidence intervals on 

predictions are constructed. Confidence intervals are reasonable for most models (Table 6.2, 

Figure 6.4 a, b). Two exceptions are model 12Z12K which results in a large confidence interval 

on both predictions, and model 14Z14K that produces an extremely large confidence interval. 

These large confidence intervals are a result of uncertainty associated with parameter estimates 

in these models (Supporting data: M1M2_Parameter_Estimates.xlsx). 

6.3.2 IC scores and model probabilities for the full model set 

IC scores are calculated for AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC. Equation components for each IC 

demonstrates how the IC penalties, along with the goodness-of-fit term, affect the resulting IC 

score for each model. The model with the lowest IC score is considered the model with the 

greatest strength of evidence that the model is most likely to represent the true but unknown 

system. The relative K-L distance between other models in the model set and the lowest scoring 

model in the set determines the model probabilities for a particular IC. 

AICc scores are influenced by the second-order bias term which imposes a large penalty 

on complex models (Table 6.3; Figure 6.5 a). AICc results in high probability for the simplest 

models. Model 2Z2K has a probability of 0.52 and 4Z4K has a probability of 0.45 (Table 6.4; 

model set M1_19B). The AICc K-L distance between these two models is 0.28. The influence of 

second-order bias term is apparent by the shape of the AICc score which more or less follows the 

shape of the second-order bias penalty as model complexity increases. This penalty results in 

relatively high AICc scores for more complex models in the model set, and therefore low AICc 

probability for those models. 

KIC scores are influenced by goodness of fit and by FI. FI generally increases for 

increasing model complexity, but decreases for model 12Z12K and 14Z14K (Table 6.3, Figure 

6.5 b). A KIC score is not calculated for model 16Z16K because the FI matrix is indeterminate, 

although convergence was reached during the non-linear regression. Model 14Z14K has both a 

low goodness-of-fit and low FI and as a result has a KIC model probability of one (Table 6.4; 

model set M1_19B). Model 12Z12K which also has low FI, ranks a distant second with a 

probability of 6x10-5.  The K-L distance between these two models is 19.2.  
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Table 6.2.  Individual model predictions, standard deviation, and confidence intervals 

  Prediction H55 Prediction H155 

Model ID Predictiona 
Standard 

Deviation 

Lower    

95% c.i.b 

Upper    

95% c.i. 
Prediction 

Standard 

Deviation 

Lower    

95% c.i. 

Upper    

95% c.i. 

M1 models  Data set 19B 
2Z2K 0.788 0.234 0.293 1.283 0.225 0.067 0.084 0.367 

4Z4K 0.816 0.218 0.352 1.280 0.227 0.061 0.098 0.356 

6Z6K 0.824 0.212 0.366 1.282 0.242 0.063 0.106 0.378 

8Z8K 0.824 0.209 0.364 1.284 0.244 0.062 0.107 0.382 

10Z10K 0.833 0.233 0.307 1.360 0.242 0.068 0.088 0.397 

12Z11K 0.833 0.110 0.579 1.087 0.258 0.035 0.178 0.338 

12Z12K 0.838 5.14 -11.31 12.99 0.261 3.48 -7.96 8.48 

14Z13K 0.831 0.107 0.568 1.093 0.252 0.033 0.172 0.332 

14Z14K 0.831 21453 -55155 55156 0.252 16877 -43391 43392 

16Z14K 0.831 0.118 0.528 1.134 0.252 0.036 0.159 0.345 

16Z16K 0.829 0.063 0.630 1.029 0.251 0.021 0.183 0.319 

M2 models  Data set 33C 
2Z2K 0.829 0.010 0.809 0.848 0.838 0.010 0.819 0.858 

4Z4K 0.852 0.013 0.826 0.878 0.860 0.012 0.835 0.886 

6Z6K 0.844 0.011 0.821 0.867 0.852 0.011 0.829 0.875 

8Z8K 0.858 0.010 0.839 0.878 0.864 0.009 0.844 0.883 

10Z10K 0.864 0.009 0.845 0.883 0.872 0.009 0.854 0.890 

12Z11K 0.864 0.006 0.852 0.877 0.869 0.006 0.857 0.881 

12Z12K 0.864 0.006 0.852 0.877 0.869 0.006 0.857 0.881 

14Z12K 0.865 0.005 0.855 0.874 0.869 0.004 0.860 0.879 

16Z13K 0.860 0.004 0.852 0.868 0.864 0.004 0.856 0.873 

14Z14K 0.865 0.005 0.855 0.875 0.869 0.005 0.860 0.879 

18Z14K 0.864 0.005 0.853 0.875 0.869 0.005 0.858 0.880 

16Z16Kc
a
 0.860 0.012 0.835 0.885 0.865 0.012 0.840 0.890 

22Z16K 0.865 0.004 0.857 0.874 0.872 0.004 0.863 0.882 

26Z17K 0.863 0.004 0.854 0.873 0.868 0.004 0.859 0.878 

18Z18K 0.864 0.020 0.822 0.907 0.869 0.020 0.826 0.912 

30Z18K 0.861 0.005 0.850 0.873 0.866 0.005 0.855 0.876 

22Z22K 0.865 0.019 0.823 0.908 0.872 0.020 0.829 0.916 

a. SynM1 H55 true = 0.8114 H55 true = 0.2484; SynM2  H55 true = 0.8588, H155 true = 0.8645  

b. Lower and upper 95% individual confidence interval on the prediction 

c. “c” after the model name indicates constraints were applied to one or more parameters during non-linear regression 
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Figure 6.4. H55 and H155 true predictions (open circle), individual predictions (black 

diamonds and black lines) and model-averaged predictions (color coded lines) for M1 models 

calibrated with data set 19B for the full model set (a, b, c, d, e, f) and reduced model sets (g, 

h, i, j). All predictions are reasonable, but predictions are less accurate for simpler models. 

AICc model-averaged results favor simpler models (a, b). KIC model probability is 1 (100%) 

for model 14Z14K which produces extreme confidence intervals for predictions (c, d). AIC 

and BIC assign a significant probability to the same model resulting in extreme confidence 

intervals (e, f). With deficient models removed, KIC results in a narrower confidence region 

than AICc (g and h), and AIC, BIC, and KIC results are nearly identical (g, h, i, j). 
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Table 6.3.  AIC, AICc, BIC, and KIC components and scores 

Model pa 2ˆlnn  b  2kc AIC 
2k(k+1)/  

(n-k-1)d 
AICc k ln(n) BIC p ln(n/2π) ln FI e KIC 

M1 models  Data set 19B 
2Z2K 2 64.75 6 70.75 1.60 72.35 8.83 73.59 2.21 3.78 70.75 

4Z4K 4 58.01 10 68.01 4.62 72.63 14.72 72.74 4.43 10.12 72.56 

6Z6K 6 53.88 14 67.88 10.18 78.06 20.61 74.49 6.64 11.92 72.44 

8Z8K 8 50.22 18 68.22 20.00 88.22 26.50 76.72 8.85 12.27 71.34 

10Z10K 10 49.99 22 71.99 37.71 109.70 32.39 82.38 11.07 10.32 71.37 

12Z11K 11 19.35 24 43.35 52.00 95.35 35.33 54.68 12.17 28.66 60.18 

12Z12K 12 19.35 26 45.35 72.80 118.15 38.28 57.63 13.28 11.64 44.26 

14Z13K 13 11.99 28 39.99 105.00 144.99 41.22 53.21 14.39 30.82 57.19 

14Z14K 14 11.99 30 41.99 160.00 201.99 44.17 56.15 15.49 -2.38 25.10 

16Z14K 14 12.78 30 42.78 160.00 202.78 44.17 56.95 15.49 28.11 56.38 

16Z16K 16 12.78 34 46.78 612.00 658.78 50.06 62.84 17.70 N/A N/A 

M2 models  Data set 33C 
2Z2K 2 109.65 6 115.65 0.83 116.48 10.49 120.14 3.32 11.14 124.11 

4Z4K 4 102.22 10 112.22 2.22 114.44 17.48 119.70 6.63 14.83 123.69 

6Z6K 6 94.83 14 108.83 4.48 113.31 24.48 119.31 9.95 17.56 122.34 

8Z8K 8 77.01 18 95.01 7.83 102.84 31.47 108.48 13.27 20.56 110.84 

10Z10K 10 67.51 22 89.51 12.57 102.08 38.46 105.97 16.59 18.91 103.00 

12Z11K 11 40.48 24 64.48 15.60 80.08 41.96 82.44 18.24 28.17 86.90 

12Z12K 12 40.48 26 66.48 19.16 85.63 45.45 85.93 19.90 23.45 83.83 

14Z12K 12 18.35 26 44.35 19.16 63.51 45.45 63.80 19.90 36.00 74.25 

16Z13K 13 5.53 28 33.53 23.33 56.86 48.95 54.48 21.56 31.60 58.69 

14Z14K 14 18.35 30 48.35 28.24 76.58 52.45 70.80 23.22 -1.47 40.10 

18Z14K 14 24.58 30 54.58 28.24 82.81 52.45 77.02 23.22 32.11 79.91 

16Z16Kc 16 2.39 34 36.39 40.80 77.19 59.44 61.83 26.54 0.00 0.00 

22Z16K 16 0.43 34 34.43 40.80 75.23 59.44 59.87 26.54 38.04 65.00 

26Z17K 17 -2.41 36 33.59 48.86 82.45 62.94 60.53 28.20 33.36 59.15 

18Z18K 18 24.58 38 62.58 58.46 121.04 66.43 91.01 29.86 0.00 0.00 

30Z18K 18 8.65 38 46.65 58.46 105.11 66.43 75.08 29.86 31.94 70.44 

22Z22K 22 0.43 46 46.43 122.67 169.09 80.42 80.85 36.49 N/A N/A 

26Z26K 26 -2.57 54 51.43 302.40 353.83 94.41 91.83 43.12 N/A N/A 

30Z30K 30 -22.41 62 39.59 1984.00 2024 108.39 85.98 49.76 N/A N/A 

a. p=number of parameters  b. n = number of observations  c. k=p+1  d. second-order bias correction term 

e. natural log of the determinant of normalized Fisher Information 
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Figure 6.5. AICc, KIC, AIC, and  BIC components and score for model set M1_19B (a, b, c, 

d) and model set M2_33C (e, f, g, h). AICc scores are strongly influenced by AICc penalties 

as model complexity increases (a, e). KIC scores are influenced by Fisher Information (b, f). 

AIC and BIC scores are influenced by the goodness-of-fit ( ˆlnn  ). The AIC or BIC penalty 

is more influential as model complexity increases (c, d, g, h). The BIC penalty carries more 

influence than the AIC penalty. Models with no KIC score are a result of a zero value of the 

Fisher Information matrix, although the models did reach convergence during non-linear 

regression. 
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Table 6.4. M1 and M2 top three IC model probabilities for full model sets 

    AICc KIC AIC BIC 

Model 

Set 

No. of 

Models 

 

Model 
  

Model 

Prob. 
 Model   

Model 

Prob. 
 Model   

Model 

Prob. 
 Model   

Model 

Prob. 

19 Observations 

M1_19A 11 

2Z2Ka   0.815 16Z16K Db 0.959 16Z15K   0.529 12Z11K   0.484 

4Z4K   0.119 12Z12K D 0.039 16Z16K D 0.195 16Z15K   0.265 

6Z6K   0.067 14Z14Kcc D 0.002 12Z11K   0.146 12Z12K D 0.111 

M1_19B 11 

2Z2K   0.518 14Z14K D 1.000 14Z13K   0.525 14Z13K   0.505 

4Z4K   0.452 12Z12K D 6.9E-05 14Z14K D 0.193 12Z11K   0.242 

6Z6K   0.030 16Z14K   1.6E-07 16Z14K   0.130 14Z14K D 0.116 

M1_19C 13 

2Z2K   0.657 16Z13K D 1.000 16Z11K   0.796 16Z11K   0.821 

14Z10K   0.158 14Z11K D 1.9E-07 16Z13K D 0.108 14Z10K   0.110 

4Z4K   0.141 10Z10K D 2.1E-10 14Z10K   0.066 16Z13K D 0.043 

M2_19A 11 

2Z2K   0.701 16Z15K   0.456 16Z15K   0.644 16Z15K   0.472 

6Z6K   0.211 14Z14K D 0.313 16Z16K D 0.237 12Z11K   0.293 

4Z4K   0.088 12Z11K   0.196 12Z11K   0.061 16Z16K D 0.108 

M2_19B 11 

2Z2K   0.372 16Z16K D 1.000 14Z13K   0.431 14Z13K   0.374 

8Z8K   0.326 14Z14K D 4.1E-08 16Z13K   0.272 16Z13K   0.236 

6Z6K   0.216 12Z12K D 5.3E-13 14Z14K D 0.158 12Z11K   0.169 

M2_19C 13 

14Z9K   0.871 16Z10K   0.923 16Z10K   0.920 16Z10K   0.882 

16Z10K   0.063 14Z9K   0.069 14Z9K   0.077 14Z9K   0.118 

12Z8K   0.041 12Z8K   0.008 16Z16K D 0.002 12Z8K   2.1E-04 

33 Observations 

M1_33A 17 

14Z14K   0.819 22Z22K D 0.997 16Z16Kc D 0.342 14Z14K   0.507 

12Z12K   0.115 18Z18Kc D 0.003 22Z21K   0.291 16Z16Kc D 0.329 

10Z10K   0.036 16Z16Kc D 3.9E-04 14Z14K   0.118 16Z15K   0.126 

M1_33B 17 

16Z14K   0.691 16Z16Kc D 0.990 22Z17K   0.614 22Z17K   0.926 

14Z13K   0.243 14Z14Kc D 0.010 22Z22K D 0.213 18Z18K D 0.039 

22Z17K   0.043 22Z17K   7.4E-05 30Z30Kc D 0.089 26Z18K   0.020 

M1_33C 18 

16Z13K   1.000 30Z24K D 1.000 30Z24K D 0.942 16Z13K   0.941 

14Z14K D 7.6E-05 26Z21K D 2.2E-07 16Z13K   0.033 16Z16K D 0.031 

16Z16K D 4.9E-05 16Z16K D 7.1E-13 16Z16K D 0.010 22Z16K   0.016 

M2_33A 17 

14Z14K   0.654 18Z18K D 0.895 22Z20K   0.852 22Z20K   0.627 

12Z12K   0.133 22Z20K   0.095 22Z22K D 0.129 14Z14K   0.160 

6Z6K   0.103 18Z17K   0.004 16Z16K D 0.007 16Z16K D 0.110 

M2_33B 18 

14Z13K   0.523 22Z22K D 1.000 22Z18K   0.789 22Z18K   0.822 

16Z14K   0.271 18Z18Kc D 1.8E-14 30Z18K   0.132 30Z18K   0.138 

8Z8K   0.108 16Z16Kc D 1.7E-18 22Z22K D 0.035 18Z17K   0.029 

M2_33C 19 

16Z13K  D 0.965 14Z14K D 1.000 16Z13K D  0.345 16Z13K D  0.869 

14Z12K   0.035 16Z13K   9.2E-05 26Z17K   0.333 22Z16K   0.059 

22Z16K   9.9E-05 26Z17K   7.3E-05 22Z16K   0.220 26Z17K   0.042 

a. 2Z2K indications two zones (2Z) and two hydraulic conductivity parameters estimated (2K) 

b. D - deficient model as defined by criteria 

c. "c" indicates constrained one or more parameters during non-linear regression iterations 
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AIC scores are influenced by the goodness-of-fit term for simpler models because the 

penalty term in AIC is small relative to the goodness-of-fit for those models (Table 6.3, Figure 

6.5 c). As goodness-of-fit decreases with more complex models, AIC scores decrease. This 

relationship between the AIC score and goodness-of-fit can be seen by comparing the shape of 

the AIC score to the shape of the goodness-of-fit term as model complexity increases. The 

highest AIC model probability is 0.53 for model 14Z13K, 0.19 for model 14Z14K, and 0.13 for 

model 16Z14K (Table 6.4; model set M1_19B). The 2k penalty for increased model complexity 

in AIC reduces the probability of 16Z16K so that the probability is less as compared to model 

16Z14K with a similar model structure and the same goodness-of-fit. 

The lnk n  penalty in BIC considers both the number of parameters and the number of 

observations (Table 6.3; Figure 6.5 d). This BIC penalty has greater influence than the 2k penalty 

in AIC. BIC results are similar to AIC in that model 14Z13K has the highest BIC model 

probability of 0.50 (Table 6.4; model set M1_19B). Model 12Z11K and 14Z14K have a BIC 

model probability of 0.19 and 0.13 respectively.   

6.3.3  IC model-averaged results for the full model set 

AICc model-averaged predictions and confidence intervals reflect high probability for the 

simplest models 2Z2K and 4Z4K. AICc model-averaged prediction and confidence interval for 

predictions H55 and H155 reflect these AICc model probabilities (Figure 6.4 a, b). KIC model-

averaged predictions reflect a probability of 1.00 for model 14Z14K, which results in extreme 

KIC confidence intervals for both predictions (Figure 6.4 c, d). The extremely large KIC 

confidence intervals, a result of an extreme variance on both predictions, provides no support for 

KIC model-averaged predictions.  

AIC and BIC assign a high probability for model 14Z13K. AIC and BIC assign a 

significant probability of  0.19 and 0.12 respectively for model 14Z14K, which produces an 

extremely large variance for both predictions. This extreme variance affects the model-averaged 

AIC and BIC variance and skews the resulting model-averaged confidence intervals (Figure 6.4 

e, f). The extreme model-averaged AIC and BIC confidence intervals on predictions H55 and 

H155 provide little support for the AIC or BIC model-averaged predictions.   
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6.3.4  IC model-averaged results for acceptable models 

Three models in model set M1_19B are deficient according to the criteria in Chapter 4 

(Supporting data: M1M2_Model_Elimination.xlsx). High correlations between parameters are 

present in models 12Z12K and 14Z14K (Figure 6.3 c). The determinant of the correlation matrix 

is less than 1x10-12 for models 12K12Z, 14K14Z, and 16K16Z (Table 6.1; Figure 6.3 c). The 

same three models have condition numbers that exceed 2000 (Figure 6.3 d). 

IC scores do not change with removal of deficient models. The removal of deficient 

models that have high KIC, AIC, and BIC probabilities result in a change in the relative K-L 

distance between models. Therefore, model probabilities have changed for KIC, AIC, and BIC 

for the remaining acceptable models (Table 6.5; model set M1_19B). AICc model-averaged 

predictions do not change because models with high AICc probability are simpler models. 

Deficient models are generally more complex and have low AICc model probabilities, so the 

removal of these models did not affect AICc results (Figure 6.4 g, h).  

KIC model-averaged predictions change because model 14Z14K, which has KIC model 

probability of one, has been removed. Low FI for this model, which contributed to the low KIC 

score, reflects the model structure, which is not supported by observation data set 19B. KIC 

revised model probabilities for the remaining acceptable models are 0.55 for 16Z14K, 0.37 for 

14Z13K, and 0.08 for model 12Z11K (Table 6.5; model set M1_19B). These more complex 

models in the reduced model set have higher FI than other models, but a lower goodness-of-fit 

value. The higher FI therefore explains more of the variations in the observation data. KIC 

model-averaged predictions are more reasonable for the reduced model set (Figure 6.4 g, h). KIC 

results are more accurate for H155 as compared to AICc, and more precise than AICc for model-

averaged predictions H55 and H155 in the reduced model set.  

AIC and BIC model-averaged result change with the removal of deficient models and are 

nearly identical (Figure 6.4 i, j). KIC produces model-averaged results similar to AIC and BIC 

because the same three models have the highest IC probability for each of these criteria, although 

the relative rankings and IC probabilities differ (Table 6.5; model set M1_19B, Figure 6.4 g, h, i, 

j).    
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Table 6.5. M1 and M2 top three IC model probabilities for reduced model sets 

    AICc KIC AIC BIC 

Model 

Set 

No. of 

Models 

 

Model 

Model 

Probability 
 Model 

Model 

Probability 
 Model 

Model 

Probability 

 

Model 

Model 

Probability 

19 Observations 

M1_19A 8 

2Z2Ka 0.815 16Z15K 0.794 16Z15K 0.749 12Z11K 0.612 

4Z4K 0.119 12Z11K 0.122 12Z11K 0.207 16Z15K 0.335 

6Z6K 0.067 14Z13K 0.052 14Z13K 0.043 14Z13K 0.049 

M1_19B 8 

2Z2K 0.518 16Z14K 0.550 14Z13K 0.697 14Z13K 0.612 

4Z4K 0.452 14Z13K 0.367 16Z14K 0.173 12Z11K 0.293 

6Z6K 0.030 12Z11K 0.082 12Z11K 0.130 16Z14K 0.095 

M1_19C 8 

2Z2K 0.657 16Z11K 0.947 16Z11K 0.923 16Z11K 0.882 

14Z10K 0.158 14Z10K 0.052 14Z10K 0.077 14Z10K 0.118 

4Z4K 0.141 12Z9K 0.001 12Z9K 8.4E-05 12Z9K 2.1E-04 

M2_19A 8 

2Z2K 0.701 16Z15k 0.665 16Z15K 0.665 16Z15K 0.586 

6Z6K 0.211 12Z11k 0.286 12Z11K 0.286 12Z11K 0.364 

4Z4K 0.088 14Z13k 0.038 14Z13K 0.038 14Z13K 0.047 

M2_19B 8 

2Z2K 0.372 14Z13K 0.485 14Z13K 0.539 14Z13K 0.429 

8Z8K 0.326 16Z13K 0.405 16Z13K 0.340 16Z13K 0.271 

6Z6K 0.216 12Z11K 0.049 12Z11K 0.095 12Z11K 0.194 

M2_19C 8 

14Z9K 0.871 16Z10K 0.923 16Z10K 0.923 16Z10K 0.882 

16Z10K 0.063 14Z9K 0.069 14Z9K 0.077 14Z9K 0.118 

12Z8K 0.041 12Z8K 0.008 12Z8K 8.4E-05 12Z8K 2.1E-04 

33 Observations 

M1_33A 12 

14Z14K 0.823 22Z21K 0.895 22Z21K 0.562 14Z14K 0.764 

12Z12K 0.115 18Z17K 0.041 14Z14K 0.228 16Z15K 0.190 

10Z10K 0.036 30Z23K 0.026 16Z15K 0.120 18Z17K 0.031 

M1_33B 11 

16Z14K 0.698 22Z17K 0.767 22Z17K 0.954 22Z17K 0.972 

14Z13K 0.246 26Z18K 0.139 26Z18K 0.044 26Z18K 0.021 

22Z17K 0.043 30Z18K 0.055 30Z18K 0.001 16Z14K 0.005 

M1_33C 12 

16Z13K 1.000 26Z19K 0.358 16Z13K 0.731 16Z13K 0.981 

22Z16K 2.6E-05 16Z13K 0.332 26Z19K 0.152 22Z16K 0.017 

14Z12K 4.5E-06 22Z16K 0.305 22Z16K 0.117 26Z19K 0.002 

M2_33A 12 

14Z14K 0.657 22Z20K 0.937 22Z20K 0.990 22Z20K 0.729 

12Z12K 0.134 18Z17K 0.041 18Z17K 0.005 14Z14K 0.186 

6Z6K 0.103 30Z22K 0.009 14Z14K 0.003 16Z15K 0.048 

M2_33B 12 

14Z13K 0.535 26Z18K 0.562 22Z18K 0.841 22Z18K 0.828 

16Z14K 0.277 22Z18K 0.333 30Z18K 0.141 30Z18K 0.139 

8Z8K 
0.111 18Z17K 0.082 18Z17K 0.014 18Z17K 0.029 

M2_33C 11 

14Z12K 0.997 26Z17K 0.945 26Z17K 0.600 22Z16K 0.538 

22Z16K 0.003 22Z16K 0.051 22Z16K 0.396 26Z17K 0.386 

8Z8K 2.5E-04 30Z18K 0.003 14Z12K 0.003 14Z12K 0.075 

a. 2Z2K indications two zones (2Z) and two hydraulic conductivity parameters estimated (2K) 
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6.4 Example 2  Model set M2_33C  

Example 2 includes 19 models in model set M2_33C (Table 6.1).  Observation data set 

33C has more observations in the up-gradient portion of the model (Figure 6.1 f). The flow is set 

at the down-gradient constant outflow boundary in M2 models, and as a result changes in 

parameter values do not affect flow at the up-gradient boundary condition. Therefore, the flow 

observation at the up-gradient constant-head boundary offers no information about estimated 

parameters.  

Seven models in the model set have derived parameters including models 12Z11K, 

14Z12K, 16Z13K, 18Z14K, 22Z16K, 26Z17K, and 30Z18K. Constraints on model parameters 

during non-linear regression were applied to model 16Z16Kc, hence the “c” after the model 

name. Residual variance generally decreases as model complexity increases and models with 

twelve or more parameters result in similar values of residual variance (Table 6.1; Figure 6.3 e). 

All models produce reasonable predictions, but models 2Z2K and 6Z6K produce the least 

accurate predictions as measured by the PRERR statistic (Figure 6.3 f).  

6.4.1  Individual model predictions 

The same stress is applied to the experimental models in this model set as they were 

applied in Example 1. Extremely large confidence intervals are not present in this set of models 

(Table 6.2; Figure 6.6 a, b). Some of the more complex models, such as models 18Z18K, 

22Z22K, 26Z26K and 30Z30K produce a large variance on predictions. Large variance on 

predictions result because of large variance on parameter estimates. The large variance on 

predictions is reflected in larger confidence intervals for these models. Model 16Z16Kc also 

produces a larger confidence interval. The simplest model 2Z2K does not include the true 

prediction within the 95% confidence interval for H55 and H155.  
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Figure 6.6 H55 and H155 individual model predictions including confidence interval, and 

model averaged predictions and confidence intervals for M2 models calibrated with data set 

33C are illustrated for the full model set (a, b, c, d) and reduced model sets (e, f, g, h). 

Predictions are less accurate for models 2Z2K and 6Z6K (a, b). The true prediction is not 

within the confidence region for model 2Z2K (a, b). AICc, KIC (e, f), AIC and BIC (g, h) 

produce neary identical results for the reduced model set with deficient models removed. 
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6.4.2  IC scores and model probabilities for the full model set 

The greater number of observation data affect both model calibration and the resulting IC 

scores. AICc scores are less influenced by the second-order bias term, and more complex models 

are assigned a higher AICc model probability as compared to Example 1 (Table 6.3; Figure 6.5 

e). The goodness-of-fit term dominates the AICc score for simpler models with less than 

fourteen parameters. Goodness-of-fit is similar for some of the more complex models, and the 

second-order bias and 2k penalty terms become more influential for complex models with low 

goodness-of-fit. AICc scores increase comparatively for complex models with greater than 

fourteen parameters as a result. Model 16Z13K, which is a relatively more complex model in the 

set, is assigned the highest AICc probability of 0.97 (Table 6.4; model set M2_33C). The 

goodness-of-fit term, combined with a lower 2k penalty as compare to more complex models, 

result in the lowest AICc score.   

A KIC score is not calculated for five models because the FI matrix is indeterminate for 

those models (Table 6.3; Figure 6.5 f). Of the remaining fourteen models, model 14Z14K has a 

model probability of one (Table 6.4; model set M2_33C). The low KIC score for this model is a 

result of low goodness-of-fit and low FI.  

 AIC and BIC equation components and resulting scores show the penalty term for each 

of these IC has more influence for complex models with more than seventeen parameters (Table 

6.3; Figure 6.5 g, h). Highest AIC model probabilities are distributed with an AIC probability of 

0.38 for 16Z13K, 0.33 for 22Z16K, and 0.22 for 26Z17K (Table 6.4). Highest BIC probabilities 

are for the same three models as AIC, but model 16Z13K has a larger BIC probability of 0.87 as 

compared to AIC. This is because the BIC lnk n  penalty is more influential than the 2k penalty 

in AIC. 

AICc model-averaged predictions are more accurate than KIC for H55 and H155 the full 

model set, but the differences are small (Figure 6.6 a, b). AIC and BIC model-averaged 

predictions are both accurate and precise (Figure 6.6 g, h). For this example, with the full model 

set, similar model-averaged results are produced for AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC.  

6.4.3 IC model-averaged results for acceptable models 

Criteria presented in Chapter 4 are used to identify deficient models (Supporting data: 

M1M2_Model_Elimination.xlsx). Infinite condition numbers for seven models indicate model 

deficiency for models 12Z12K, 14Z14K, 16Z16K, 18Z18K, 22Z22K, 26Z26K, and 30Z30K 
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(Table 6.1). These models also have a value below 1x10-12 for the determinant of the correlation 

matrix except for model 12Z12K which has a value of 8x10-5 (Figure 6.3 g). Extreme confidence 

intervals on calibrated parameters are present for three of these models and for model 16Z13K, 

and correlations between parameters are present for four of these models. In all, eight models are 

found deficient. Deficient models did not produce unreasonable prediction variances in this 

example, even though some of the deficient models result in extreme variance on some 

parameters. This is because the location of a prediction can result in low sensitivity of a 

prediction to parameters that have an extreme variance. Failure to meet the model evaluation 

criteria for model deficiency indicates the model structure for these models is not supported by 

the observation data, and model results are questionable, even if the confidence intervals appear 

reasonable.  

AICc model probabilities change because model 16Z13K, which was found deficient, 

had a high AICc probability (Table 6.5; model set M2_33C). Model 14Z12K has the highest 

AICc probability of 1.00 for the remaining models. KIC probabilities change because model 

14Z14K, which had the highest KIC probability in the full model set, is removed. With deficient 

models removed, model 26Z17K has the highest KIC model probability of 0.95. AIC and BIC 

have a distributed probability for models 26Z17K and 22Z16K. AIC assigns a probability of 0.6 

to model 26Z17K and a probability of 0.4 to model 22Z16K (Table 6.5). BIC assigns a 

probability of 0.54 to model 22Z16K and a probability of 0.4 to model 26Z17K.  

Model-averaged predictions are similar for AICc, KIC, AIC and BIC. Although model 

14Z12K has a high AICc model probability and lower KIC, AIC and BIC probability, this model 

produces similar predictions to model 26Z17K and model 22Z16K. These two models are 

favored by KIC, AIC and BIC (Table 6.5). AICc, KIC, AIC and BIC, therefore, produce more 

agreeable results with only acceptable models in the model set (Figure 6.6 e, f, g, h).    

6.5 Model-averaged results for all model sets 

Model-averaged results for M1 and M2 models calibrated with six different data sets 

demonstrate why removal of deficient models is an important step in multi-model analysis. The 

assessment of uncertainty using multiple models includes model-structure uncertainty and allows 

for a more realistic evaluation of all sources of uncertainty. Models that are acceptable according 

to the criteria presented in Chapter 4 are more likely to result in reasonable parameter estimates, 

and predictions are more likely to be more accurate. The variance of acceptable models offers 
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information on the true uncertainty on predictions, and true predictions are more likely to be 

included within the confidence interval range. The extreme variance associated with some 

deficient models is more reflective of the model deficiency rather than providing an estimate of 

the uncertainty associated with the natural system.    

IC model-averaged predictions are compared for accuracy (Table 6.6; Supporting data: 

M1M2_Model_Averaged_Predictions.xlsx), and precision using the coefficient of variation of 

model-averaged predictions (Table 6.7). Results for model sets calibrated with 19 or 33 

observations are compared using results from the full and reduced model sets. The equal 

probability model-averaged results using AVG are included only for reduced model sets. Equal 

probability results are not considered for the full model sets because model-averaged results 

would be skewed by deficient models which produce extreme variance on predictions, or 

extremely poor predictions.  

6.5.1 IC model probabilities for full model sets 

The influence of the second-order bias term along with the penalty for number of 

estimated parameters in AICc generally, but not always, results in higher probability for simpler 

models for models calibrated with 19 observations in the full model sets (Table 6.4). An 

exception to this is model 14Z10K in model set M1_19C, and models 14Z9K and 16Z10K in 

model set M2_19C. The goodness-of-fit is sufficiently low to counter the AICc penalties and 

result in higher AICc probabilities (Supporting data: 

Table6.4_Ext_M1M2_IC_Prob_FullModelSets.xlsx).  

AICc model-averaged predictions for the full model set are reasonably accurate (Table 

6.6) and precise (Table 6.7; Figure 6.7). None of the AICc high probability models are deficient 

for models calibrated with 19 observations. The influence of the second-order bias term in AICc 

diminishes with additional observation data, and more complex models are assigned a higher 

AICc model probability for models calibrated with 33 observations as compared to model sets 

calibrated with 19 observations.  
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Table 6.6 M1 and M2 IC model-averaged prediction accuracya 
  H55  H155 

Model 

set 

No. of 

Models 
AICc KIC AIC BIC AVG   AICc KIC AIC BIC AVG 

Full Model Sets 

M1_19A 11 3.2% 0.5% 0.5% 0.6% N/A   9.2% 0.5% 0.6% 1.0% N/A 

M1_19B 11 3.2% 2.4% 2.4% 2.5% N/A   9.2% 1.5% 1.8% 2.3% N/A 

M1_19C 13 3.7% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% N/A   9.1% 1.7% 1.1% 1.0% N/A 

M2_19A 11 2.8% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% N/A   2.4% 0.5% 0.5% 0.6% N/A 

M2_19B 11 0.2% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% N/A   0.2% 2.7% 2.8% 2.7% N/A 

M2_19C 13 0.1% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% N/A   0.1% 0.4% 0.4% 0.3% N/A 

M1_33A 17 0.02% 0.1% 0.01% 0.1% N/A   0.2% 0.2% 0.4% 0.3% N/A 

M1_33B 17 1.5% 0.2% 1.4% 1.3% N/A   1.3% 1.6% 0.9% 0.7% N/A 

M1_33C 18 0.2% 0.3% 0.3% 0.2% N/A   1.2% 0.8% 0.8% 1.2% N/A 

M2_33A 17 0.1% 0.4% 0.1% 0.1% N/A   0.2% 0.1% 0.2% 0.1% N/A 

M2_33B 18 2.1% 2.0% 1.9% 1.9% N/A   2.3% 2.1% 2.0% 2.0% N/A 

M2_33C 19 0.1% 0.7% 0.4% 0.2% N/A   0.01% 0.6% 0.4% 0.1% N/A 

Reduced Model Sets 
M1_19A 8 3.2% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% 0.5%   9.2% 0.4% 0.6% 1.0% 2.4% 

M1_19B 8 1.2% 2.4% 2.4% 2.5% 1.4%   8.8% 1.7% 1.8% 2.2% 2.2% 

M1_19C 8 3.7% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 1.2%   9.1% 0.9% 1.0% 1.0% 4.2% 

M2_19A 8 2.8% 0.5% 0.5% 0.6% 0.4%   2.4% 0.6% 0.5% 0.6% 0.2% 

M2_19B 8 0.2% 2.4% 2.4% 2.4% 1.4%   0.2% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 1.7% 

M2_19C 8 0.1% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 1.2%   0.1% 0.4% 0.4% 0.3% 1.1% 

M1_33A 12 0.02% 0.1% 0.1% 0.01% 0.5%   0.2% 0.3% 0.3% 0.2% 3.0% 

M1_33B 11 1.5% 1.3% 1.3% 1.3% 1.1%   1.3% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 1.9% 

M1_33C 12 0.2% 0.5% 0.3% 0.2% 0.2%   1.2% 1.2% 1.2% 1.2% 3.1% 

M2_33A 12 0.1% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 0.5%   0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 0.3% 

M2_33B 12 2.1% 1.2% 1.9% 1.9% 1.4%   2.3% 1.0% 2.0% 2.0% 1.6% 

M2_33C 11 0.7% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.2%   0.6% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.1% 

a. Accuracy calculated as absolute value of percent difference between true and model average 

estimated prediction 
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Table 6.7.  M1 and M2 IC model-averaged coefficient of variationa for predictions 

    H55   H155 

Model 

set 

No. of 

Models 
AICc KIC AIC BIC AVG   AICc KIC AIC BIC AVG 

Full Model Sets 
M1_19A 11 0.227 0.136 0.121 0.116 N/A   0.228 0.135 0.122 0.117 N/A 

M1_19B 11 0.227 25825 4988 2988 N/A   0.228 66930 12892 7697 N/A 

M1_19C 13 0.240 0.106 0.093 0.093 N/A   0.245 9878 1058 424 N/A 

M2_19A 11 0.019 0.014 0.019 0.016 N/A   0.018 0.013 0.019 0.016 N/A 

M2_19B 11 0.04 212836 10894 4901 N/A   0.038 267739 18479 8753 N/A 

M2_19C 13 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 N/A   1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 N/A 

M1_33A 17 0.129 0.128 0.123 0.123 N/A   0.130 0.129 0.124 0.123 N/A 

M1_33B 17 0.128 0.429 0.084 0.096 N/A   0.129 0.672 0.087 0.097 N/A 

M1_33C 18 0.072 0.070 0.071 0.074 N/A   0.073 0.070 0.071 0.076 N/A 

M2_33A 17 0.012 0.014 0.013 0.011 N/A   0.011 0.013 0.013 0.011 N/A 

M2_33B 18 6.07 94167 4668 1557 N/A   9.55 145662 7260 2449 N/A 

M2_33C 19 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.005 N/A   0.005 0.005 0.007 0.005 N/A 

Reduced Model Sets 
M1_19A 8 0.227 0.120 0.117 0.114 0.171   0.228 0.122 0.119 0.115 0.175 

M1_19B 8 0.283 0.137 0.132 0.131 0.220   0.283 0.138 0.133 0.133 0.224 

M1_19C 8 0.240 0.091 0.092 0.092 0.191   0.244 0.093 0.093 0.094 0.194 

M2_19A 8 0.019 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.021   0.018 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.020 

M2_19B 8 0.038 0.026 0.026 0.025 0.032   0.038 0.026 0.026 0.025 0.031 

M2_19C 8 0.010 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.024   0.009 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.022 

M1_33A 12 0.129 0.124 0.124 0.124 0.179   0.130 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.181 

M1_33B 12 0.985 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.186   0.987 0.993 0.993 0.993 0.189 

M1_33C 12 0.072 0.075 0.073 0.072 0.151   0.073 0.075 0.074 0.073 0.152 

M2_33A 12 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.017   1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.02 

M2_33B 12 0.020 0.015 0.013 0.013 0.027   0.020 0.016 0.013 0.013 0.029 

M2_33C 12 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.013   0.005 0.005 0.006 0.005 0.012 

a. Coefficient of variation is a standardized measure of the IC model average variation about the 

predictions and is calculated as the IC model average standard deviation of the prediction divided by the 

IC model average prediction  
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Figure 6.7 M1 and M2 model-averaged predictions and 95% model-averaged individual 

confidence interval on the prediction for AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC model-averaged results 

for full model sets and AICc, KIC, AIC, BIC, and AVG for reduced model sets using 19 

observations for calibration (19A, 19B, 19C). Two predictions, H55 and H155, are evaluated. 

Graphs show true prediction (open circle), model-averaged predictions (color-coded 

diamonds for each IC), and model-averaged individual confidence interval on each prediction 

(black dashes). Y axis is in different scales. 
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Deficient models with low FI result in high KIC model probability for models calibrated 

with 19 or 33 observations (Table 6.4; Supporting data: 

Table6.4_Ext_M1M2_IC_Prob_FullModelSets.xlsx). All models with high KIC model 

probability in the full model sets calibrated with either 19 or 33 observations are deficient with 

the exception of model set M2_19C. The FI matrix is indeterminate for most deficient models in 

this model set and a KIC score is not calculated (Supporting data: 

Table6.3_Ext_M1M2_IC_Components_Scores.xlsx). 

The 2k penalty term in AIC is countered by low goodness-of-fit values, and AIC is more 

likely to assign a high probability to more complex models in model sets calibrated with 19 or 33 

observations (Table 6.4). The lnk n  penalty in BIC has a greater influence as compared to the 2k 

term in AIC. BIC scores, similar to AIC, are strongly influenced by the goodness-of-fit term, and 

more complex models with a lower goodness-of-fit value are generally assigned a high BIC 

model probability (Table 6.4). AIC or BIC model probability do not always assign the highest 

probability for deficient models, but deficient models may have a significant AIC or BIC model 

probability, which affects the AIC or BIC model-averaged results (Supporting data: 

Table6.4_Ext_M1M2_IC_Prob_FullModelSets.xlsx).    

6.5.2  IC model accuracy and precision for full model sets 

KIC, AIC, and BIC model-averaged predictions are more accurate than AICc for full 

model sets calibrated with 19 observations except for model set M2_19B and M2_19C (Table 

6.6; Figure 6.7 a, b, e, f, i, j, m, n, q, r, u, v). AICc probabilities for full model set M2_19B are 

split between models 2Z2K, 8Z8K, and 6Z6K (Table 6.4; model set M2_19B). Model 2Z2K 

under-estimates the predictions, and models 8Z8K and 6Z6K overestimate the predictions The 

AICc model-averaged result is accurate. AICc assigns a probability of 0.87 for model 14Z9K for 

full model set M2_19C. This model has a low residual variance (Supporting data Table 

6.1_Ext_M1M2_IndivModelStats.xlsx) and produces more accurate predictions than model 

16Z10K which has a high KIC, AIC, and BIC model probability.  

KIC, AIC and BIC model-averaged accuracy for the model sets are similar for full model 

sets calibrated with 19 observations (Table 6.6). All three IC assign a high probability to more 

complex models (Table 6.4). These are generally the same models, but they have different KIC, 

AIC and BIC model probabilities. KIC is more likely to assign high probability to deficient 

models as AIC and BIC but they produce results which are similarly accurate.  
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 Precision, as measured by the coefficient of variation (CV) for an IC model-averaged 

prediction, is one or less for AICc model-averaged predictions for models calibrated with 19 

observations (Table 6.7). Precision is poor for KIC model-averaged predictions H55 and H155 in 

model sets M1_19B and M2_19B (Figure 6.7 e, f, q, r) and for prediction H155 for model set 

M1_19C (Figure 6.7 j). KIC assigns a high model probability to deficient models, which produce 

a large or extreme variance on predictions in these model sets (Table 6.4).  

AIC and BIC exhibit poor precision for model sets M1_19C (Prediction H155), M2_19B 

(H55 and H155), and M2_33B (H55 and H155). AIC assigns a probability of 0.11 for model 

16Z13K in model set M1_19C. BIC assigns a probability of 0.04 for the same model. These 

model probabilities are significant enough to produce large AIC and BIC model-averaged 

confidence intervals on prediction H55. This demonstrates that a deficient model with an 

extreme variance on predictions, but with a low IC model probability, can influences the model-

averaged IC predictions.  

Additional observations allow for more complex models in the model sets calibrated with 

33 observations. AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC produce similar results for prediction accuracy of 

H55 and H155 for all model sets calibrated with 33 observations (Table 6.6). Precision is similar 

for all four IC for model sets M1_33A, M1_33C, M2_33A and M2_33C (Table 6.7; Figure 6.8 a, 

b, i, j, m, n, u, v). KIC is less precise for predictions H55 and H155 for model set M1_33B 

because model 16Z16Kc, which has a KIC model probability 0f 0.99, is deficient and produces 

less precise predictions (Table 6.4; Figure 6.8 e, f; Supporting data: 

Table6.2_Ext_M1M2_IndivModelPred.xlsx).  

AICc produces generally accurate (Table 6.6) and precise (Table 6.2) predictions for 

model set calibrated with 33 observations. One exception is for model set M2_33B in which the 

AICc coefficient of variation is 6.1 for prediction H55, and 9.6 for prediction H155. AICc 

assigns a low probability of 2.2x10-5 for deficient model 18Z18Kc (Supporting data: 

Table6.4_Ext_M1M2_IC_Prob_FullModelSets.xlsx). Although this probability is small, the 

extreme variance associated with predictions for this model result in a large AICc model-

averaged variance, and subsequently, model-averaged confidence intervals on predictions 

(Supporting data: Table6.2_Ext_M1M2_IndivModelPred.xlsx; M1M2_IC_model-

avg_results.xlsx).     
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Figure 6.8.  M1 and M2 model-averaged predictions and 95% model-averaged individual 

confidence interval for AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC model-averaged results for full model sets 

and AICc, KIC, AIC, BIC and AVG for reduced model sets. M1 and M2 models are 

calibrated using different data sets with 33 observations (33A, 33B, 33C). Two predictions 

H55 and H155 are evaluated. Graphs show true prediction (open circle) and model-averaged 

predictions (color-coded diamonds for each IC).  Y axis is in different scales. 
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KIC, AIC, and BIC model-averaged variance on predictions H55 and H155 is extreme 

for model set M2_33B for KIC, AIC, and BIC and large for AICc (Table 6.7; Figure 6.8 q, r). 

KIC assigns a model probability of 1.0 to model 22Z22K in this model set which produces 

extreme variance on both predictions (Supporting data: 

Table6.2_Ext_M1M2_IndivModelPred.xlsx). Models with extremely large variance on 

predictions with a low IC probability can result in large or extreme variance on model-averaged 

predictions. For example, AICc assigns a probability of 2x10-5 to model 18Z18K in model set 

M2_33B, and this probability is sufficient to skew the model-averaged AICc variance as 

reflected in the larger CV for both predictions (Table 6.7).  

6.5.3  IC model probabilities for reduced model sets 

Model probabilities change with the removal of deficient models if those models have a 

large enough model probability in the full set. AICc model probabilities in the reduced model 

sets for models calibrated with 19 observations are similar to the full model sets (Table 6.5; 

Supporting data: Table6.5_EXT_M1M2_IC_Prob_ReducedModelSets.xlsx). This is because 

AICc model probability is low for complex, and more likely, deficient models. Removal of 

deficient models, therefore, does not significantly impact the AICc model probability in reduced 

model sets. Models sets calibrated with 33 observations generally do not result in high AICc 

model probability for deficient models. However, no assumption can be made from this result as 

to whether AICc generally will not assign a significant probability to deficient models if the 

number of observation data are significantly increased.  

KIC, AIC, and BIC model probabilities are significantly affected in model sets calibrated 

with 19 or 33 observations because KIC, AIC, and BIC high probability models in the full model 

sets are generally deficient models (Table 6.4). KIC is more likely to distribute probabilities 

between remaining acceptable models in reduced model sets (Table 6.5).  

6.5.4  IC model-averaged accuracy and precision for reduced model sets 

The removal of deficient models from model sets with nineteen observations produces 

different model probabilities for AICc which prefers simpler models, whereas KIC, AIC, and 

BIC generally produce similar probabilities for more complex models (Table 6.5). AICc 

produces a less accurate prediction H155 as compared to KIC, AIC, and BIC in model sets 

M1_19A, M1_19B, and M1_19C (Table 6.6; Figure 6.7 d, h, l). AICc produces a less accurate 
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prediction for H55 and H155 for model set M2_19A (Figure 6.7, o, p). AICc also produces a 

larger confidence interval on predictions H55 and H155 for model sets M1_19A, M1_19B, 

M1_19C, and M2_19A (Table 6.7; Figure 6.6 c, d, g, h, k, l, s, t). KIC, AIC, and BIC produce 

similar results for predictions H55 and H155 for all reduced model sets calibrated with 19 

observations (Figure 6.6 c, d, g, h, k, l, o, p, s, t, w, x). AICc assigns a probability to model 

14Z10K in the reduced model set M1_19C and also high probability to models 14Z9K in the 

reduced model set M2_19C primarily because the goodness-of-fit value is low enough for these 

models to overcome the AICc penalties (Supporting data 

Table6.3_Ext_M1M2_IC_Components_Scores.xlsx).  

KIC, AIC, and BIC generally assign high probabilities to similar models in the reduced 

model sets calibrated with 19 observations. Similar model-averaged KIC, AIC, and BIC results 

for accuracy and precision are apparent for predictions H55 and H155 (Figure 6.7 c, d, g, h, k, l, 

o, p, s, t, w, x). KIC, AIC, and BIC generally produce accurate predictions with reasonable 

model-averaged confidence intervals on predictions in the reduced models sets (Table 6.6; Table 

6.7). 

AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC produce similar model-averaged accuracy and precision for 

predictions H55 and H155 for reduced model sets and for models calibrated with 33 observations 

(Table 6.6; Table 6.7, Figure 6.8 c, d, g, h, k, l, o, p, s, t, w, x). AICc is somewhat less accurate 

for reduced model set M2_33B (Figure 6.8 s, t) and somewhat less precise for prediction H55 in 

reduced model sets M1_33B (Figure 6.8 g), but differences are small. Model-averaged results 

that produced large or extreme confidence intervals on predictions are not present, because 

models which contributed to the large confidence intervals have been removed.  

6.5.5  Equal probability model-averaged results  

Equal probability weighting, AVG, is applied to each reduced model set with only 

acceptable models and compared to other IC model-averaged results. AVG produces accurate 

model-averaged predictions for H55 and H155 for model sets calculated with 19 or 33 

observations (Table 6.6). AVG is less accurate compared to AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC for model 

sets M2_19C, M1_33A, and M1_33C.  

AVG model-averaged variance, as reflected by CV, results in individual 95% confidence 

intervals which are generally equal to or larger than KIC, AIC, or BIC model-averaged 

confidence intervals for model sets calibrated with 19 observations, but smaller than AICc 
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model-averaged confidence intervals (Table 6.7; Figure 6.7 c, d, g, h, k, l o, p, s, t, w, x). This 

occurs because AICc generally favors simpler models which have a larger prediction variance. 

AVG model-averaged individual 95% confidence intervals are greater than AICc, KIC, AIC, and 

BIC model-averaged confidence intervals for models calibrated with 33 observations (Figure 6.8 

c, d, g, h, k, l o, p, s, t, w and x). The broader confidence intervals produced by AVG may be 

more representative of uncertainty associated with the predictions if all models are acceptable, 

reasonable representations of the unknown system. Given the minimal effort required to 

calculate ICs, comparing model-averaged predictions and variance for AICc, KIC, and AVG 

before using the results is recommended.  

6.6 Summary and conclusions 

Akaike (AIC), Akaike corrected (AICc), Bayesian (BIC), and Kashyap (KIC) Information 

Criteria (IC) were evaluated for model sets with deficient models included, and for reduced 

model sets with deficient models removed. AVG (equal model probability) was considered for 

reduced model sets. Results of this research demonstrate the importance of removing deficient 

models from a set of candidate models before performing multi-model analysis. Criteria for 

identifying model deficiency were provided, including examining the determinant of the 

correlation matrix and the condition number of the sensitivity matrix. Model-averaged results for 

different IC were compared for full model sets and reduced model sets with only acceptable 

models for models calibrated for effective hydraulic conductivity parameters. The following 

conclusions result from this research: 

1. Seven criteria can be used to identify model deficiency including: 1) unusual 

convergence of non-linear regression during calibration; 2) unreasonable parameter 

estimates; 3) unreasonable confidence intervals or large coefficient of variation on 

parameter estimates; 4) correlations of 1.00 or -1.00 between two or more parameters; 5) 

low value of the determinant of the correlation matrix; 6) high condition number of the 

Jacobian matrix; and 7) unreasonable confidence intervals on predictions.  

2. Elimination of deficient models before model-averaging resolves the controversy arising 

in the multi-model analysis literature regarding different IC producing markedly different 

model probabilities and model-averaged results.  

3. Convergence of the non-linear regression analysis does not guarantee a model is not 

deficient.  
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4. IC equations do not include a component which identifies a deficient model and then 

removes the model from consideration. Inclusion of deficient models can degrade MMA. 

5. A deficient model with a low IC probability, but with an extreme variance on predictions 

can affect model-averaged results (Rojas et al., 2010). In our examples, an IC probability 

as low as 2x10-5 was sufficient to affect model-averaged prediction variances. 

6. Complex models with low residual variance are sometimes over-parameterized resulting 

in deficient models. Models with the lowest residual variance in the set of candidate 

models did not always produce the most accurate predictions. This result is consistent 

with previous work in groundwater calibration literature (Freyberg, 1988; Siefert et al., 

2012). 

7. KIC performs well when deficient models are removed because FI adequately determines 

the information content of the observation data for acceptable models.  

8. AICc generally favors simpler models for data sets with fewer observation data relative 

to the number of estimated parameters. More complex acceptable models, which may 

better explain the observation data and provide more accurate predictions, may be 

assigned low probabilities by AICc.   

9. KIC, AIC, and BIC perform similarly when deficient models are removed from the 

model set. AICc produces similar results to AIC and BIC for models calibrated with an 

increased number of observation data relative to the number of estimated parameters. 

AICc and KIC produce similar results if the remaining models are similar, but generally 

AIC and KIC assign different probabilities to different models. AICc produces different 

results if the number of observations relative to the number of estimated parameter values 

is small. 

10. Equal-probability model averaging, AVG, performs well for acceptable model sets in this 

study, and may be a viable alternative to using IC. However, further investigation is 

necessary to evaluate if AVG will perform well for multi-model analysis for groundwater 

modeling projects in general. 
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CHAPTER 7   

EFFECTS OF INCLUDING DEFICIENT MODELS ON MULTI-MODEL ANALYSIS FOR 

MODELS CALIBRATED FOR HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY AND RECHARGE 

7.1 Introduction 

Including deficient models in MMA for models calibrated for hydraulic conductivity 

parameters illustrated how these models adversely affect model-averaged results. This chapter 

evaluates how including deficient models adversely affects model-averaged results for models in 

which different types of parameters are estimated. Models presented in this chapter are calibrated 

for hydraulic conductivity and recharge parameters. Differences in sensitivities of simulated 

equivalent observations in a model to different types of estimated parameters affect the 

parameter covariance matrix, and consequently the prediction variances.  

Results of MMA are evaluated for model sets that include all models, and for reduced 

model sets with deficient models removed. The effect of different model structures for hydraulic 

conductivity and recharge on Fisher Information (FI) is investigated. An example is presented 

that demonstrates how models with extremely large variance on parameter estimates can produce 

a low variance on predictions, resulting in an extremely narrow confidence interval on a 

prediction, and unreasonably narrow confidence intervals on multi-model averaged predictions.  

7.1.1 SynM3 and SynM4 synthetic “true” models 

Synthetic “true” models represent a true but unknown field system with both hydraulic 

conductivity and recharge properties. These models are constructed in the same way as SynM1 

and SynM2 presented in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.1 a). SynM3 and SynM4 have the same distribution 

of hydraulic conductivity as SynM1 and SynM2 (Figure 3.1 b). SynM3 corresponds to the down-

gradient constant-head boundary in SynM1, and SynM4 corresponds to the down-gradient 

constant-outflow boundary in SynM2 (Figure 7.1 a). The down-gradient outflow boundary in 

SynM4 has the same discharge as the down-gradient constant-head boundary in SynM3 

producing the same distribution of hydraulic head for both models. Additionally, SynM3 and 

SynM4 have a complex distribution of recharge, that results in an average recharge rate of 2x10-4 

m/d in the up-gradient portion of the model and 2x10-5 m/d in the down-gradient portion (Figure 

7.1 b). 
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SynM3 and SynM4 are stressed by applying a recharge volumetric rate of 0.3333 m3/d 

equally distributed between 161.1 m and 327.8 m (Figure 7.1 a). Two predictions of the true 

change in hydraulic head are taken at a distance of 297.2 m (prediction H55) and 852.8 m 

(prediction H155) from the left face of grid cell 2. These “true” predictions are compared against 

experimental model predictions.     

Figure 7.1. Synthetic models SynM3 and SynM4 have the same structure and complex 

distribution of hydraulic conductivity as in SynM1 and SynM2 (a). SynM3 has a constant-head 

down-gradient boundary, and SynM4 has a constant-outflow down-gradient boundary. SynM3 

and SynM4 have the addition of a complex distribution of recharge (b). An observation of flow 

is taken at the up-gradient constant head boundary. The distribution of head is sampled at 

different locations for different observation data sets. Water is injected as a stress to generate 

true predictions of change in head at locations H55 and H155 (a). The true predictions are 

compared against model-average predictions.   
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7.1.2 Observation data sets 

Experimental models are calibrated using six different observation data sets sampled 

from SynM3 or SynM4 models (Figure 7.2, Supporting data: 

M3M4_Observation_Data_Sets.xlsx). Each observation data set consists of a flow observation of 

0.8123  m3/d at the up-gradient constant-head boundary plus 18 or 32 head observations. Six 

data sets are sampled. Data sets labeled “A” (19A, 33A) have randomly distributed observations 

(Figure 7.2 a, d), data sets labeled “B” (19B, 33B) have more observations in the down-gradient 

portion of the model (Figure 7.2 b, e), and data sets labeled “C” (19C, 33C) have more 

observations in the up-gradient portion of the model (Figure 7.2 c, f).  Head observations are 

rounded to 0.01 m to be consistent the limitation of measurement precision typical in field 

problems.  

 

7.1.3 Experimental models 

Experimental models represent groundwater models of the “true” but unknown field 

system and are constructed in the same manner as the experimental models presented in Chapter 

3 and Chapter 6. M3 models correspond to SynM3 with a down-gradient constant head-

Figure 7.2.  Six head observation data sets, which include either 18 or 32 head observations 

plus one flow observation at the up-gradient constant head boundary, are used to calibrate 

M3 and M4 experimental model sets. Data sets with 19 observations (a, b, c) are a subset of 

data sets with 33 observations (d, e, f). Model observation sets include a random 

distribution of observations (a, d), more observations down-gradient (b, e), or more 

observations up-gradient (c, f).  
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boundary. M4 models correspond to SynM4 with a down-gradient constant outflow boundary. 

Effective parameter values for both hydraulic conductivity and recharge are estimated for the 

experimental models. Model sets are identified by the type of model (M3 or M4), and the 

observation data set used for calibration. For example, model set M4_33A is a set of M4 

experimental models calibrated with observation data set 33A.  

Experimental models are identified by the number of calibrated hydraulic conductivity 

and recharge parameters. A model with two hydraulic conductivity parameters and two recharge 

parameters is labeled 2K2R and has a total of four parameters (Figure 7.3 a).  Additional label 

“c” added to the model name indicates the option to constrain parameters was employed and 

additional label “o” indicates the option to omit insensitive parameters was used during non-

linear regression iterations. Different model structures and level of model complexity are added 

by increasing the number of recharge parameters (Figure 7.3 b), or the number of hydraulic 

conductivity parameters (Figure 7.3 c).  

Figure 7.3. Example of parameter distributions in experimental models. Experimental models 

have a coarser grid spacing than the synthetic models. Different levels of model complexity 

are defined by the number of estimated hydraulic conductivity and recharge parameters (a). 

Two additional examples shown here include a model with more recharge parameters than 

hydraulic conductivity parameters (b) and a model with more hydraulic conductivity than 

recharge parameters (c). In a and b above, K1 represents the same parameter that 

encompasses 90 grid cells. K1 in (c) encompasses 24 grid cells and therefore is not the same 

K1 illustrated in (a) and (b).  
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7.2 Example Model set M3_19B 

The example presented herein includes nineteen M3 models calibrated with data set 19B 

(model set M3_19B). Non-linear calibration was attempted on twenty-two models, but three 

models did not reach convergence during calibration and are therefore eliminated from further 

consideration (Table 7.1). 

 

Table 7.1. Individual model statistics for model set M3_19B 

Model 
No. of 

Parameters 

Residual 

Variance 

Determinant 

of the 

correlation 

matrix 

Condition 

Number 

Prediction 

Error 

H55        

True-

Prediction 

H155        

True-

Prediction 

2K2R 4 65.33 2.7E-05 96.0 0.005 0.090 0.053 

2K4R 6 52.75 1.4E-06 232.6 0.047 0.283 0.123 

4K2R 6 55.09 6.5E-19 67022 0.011 0.124 0.081 

2K6R 8 33.91 1.7E-31 9.5E+06 0.079 0.377 0.126 

4K4R 8 38.82 1.1E-18 6079.3 0.062 0.319 0.148 

6K2R 8 33.76 1.5E-22 4.9E+16 0.045 0.093 -0.285 

2K8R 10 20.65 1.5E-16 1256.2 0.183 0.575 0.190 

4K6Rcoa 10 32.93 3.2E-21 11744 0.094 0.391 0.186 

6K4Ro 10 13.74 1.3E-13 632.1 0.278 0.736 0.118 

8K2Rco 10 30.66 1.6E-22 13494 0.019 -0.164 -0.106 

2K10R 12 4.21 2.6E-31 6753.1 0.219 0.630 0.205 

4K8R 12 2.29 1.2E-56 8.6E+05 0.281 0.568 0.489 

6K6R 12 3.85 4.0E-46 39543 0.197 0.614 -0.132 

8K4Rco 12 22.17 5.2E-25 1.3E+05 0.330 -0.808 -0.085 

10K2R 12 DNCb           

2K12R 14 2.56 0 1.9E+09 0.145 0.510 0.171 

4K10Rco 14 4.41 0 6.6E+08 0.239 0.641 0.258 

6K8R 14 5.29 4.8E-38 7.3E+18 0.212 0.645 -0.096 

8K6R 14 DNC           

12K2Rco 14 3.34 0 4.5E+09 0.061 0.211 0.278 

2K14R 16 DNC           

8K8R 16 2.81 0 3.0E+09 0.056 0.332 -0.051 

a. Model name identifies the number of hydraulic conductivity parameters (4K) and the number of recharge 

parameters (6R). A "c" indicates constraints were applied for parameters and "o" indicates the option to omit 

an insensitive parameter during non-linear regression was specified. 

b. DNC indicates model did not converge during non-linear regression analysis. 
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Increasing model complexity generally results in decreasing residual variance (Table 7.1, 

Figure 7.4 a). Models with the same number of parameters, but with different model structures of 

hydraulic conductivity and recharge, have different values of residual variance. For example, 

model 4K6R has a higher residual variance than model 6K4R although each model has ten 

parameters.  

 

7.2.1  Individual model predictions 

Stress is added to each calibrated experimental model and the resulting change in head is 

predicted at two locations corresponding to the locations for “true” predictions. These 

predictions are labeled H55 corresponding to the H55 “true” prediction provided by SynM1 or 

SynM2, and H155 corresponding to the H155 “true” prediction.  

Accuracy and precision of estimated effective parameter values contribute to the 

accuracy and precision of predictions (Table 7.2; Figure 7.5 a, b). Model 2K2R, which is the 

simplest model, produces the most accurate predictions with a reasonable confidence interval on 

each prediction. This model also has the highest residual variance (Table 7.1; Figure 7.4 a). The 

least accurate predictions result for model 8K4Rco. Models with twelve or more parameters have 

Figure 7.4. Residual variance (a); prediction error statistic, PRERR (b), natural log of the 

correlation matrix (c); and log of the condition number (d) for each experimental model for 

M3 models calibrated with data set 19B.  
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a low residual variance compared to other models in the set (Figure 7.5 a), but predictions 

generally are not as accurate (Table 7.2; Figure 7.4 b). This result is consistent with results in 

Chapter 6 and those of other researchers who have demonstrated that the model with the lowest 

error is not always the model that produces the most accurate predictions (Freyberg, 1988; 

Siefert et al., 2012). 

Models that produce large or extreme confidence intervals on predictions are more 

complex models 2K12R, 4K10R, 12K2R (14 parameters), and 8K8R (16 parameters) (Table 7.2; 

Figure 7.5 a, b). Models that result in a narrow confidence interval on predictions, and for which 

the true prediction is not included within the confidence interval include model 6K4Ro for 

prediction H55 and models 2K10R and 4K8R for prediction H155 (Figure 7.5 a, b). 

 

 

 

Table 7.2. Individual model predictions and prediction statistics for model set M3_19B 

  Prediction H55 Prediction H155 

Model Predictiona 
Standard 

Deviation 

Lower    

95% c.i.b 

Upper    

95% c.i. 
Prediction 

Standard 

Deviation 

Lower    

95% c.i. 

Upper    

95% c.i. 

2K2R 1.53 0.71 0.02 3.04 0.44 0.20 0.01 0.88 

2K4R 1.34 0.61 0.02 2.66 0.37 0.17 0.00 0.75 

4K2R 1.50 0.68 0.02 2.97 0.42 0.20 -0.01 0.84 

2K6R 1.25 0.51 0.12 2.37 0.37 0.16 0.02 0.72 

4K4R 1.30 0.63 -0.09 2.70 0.35 0.20 -0.09 0.79 

6K2R 1.53 0.63 0.15 2.91 0.78 0.34 0.04 1.53 

2K8R 1.05 0.40 0.13 1.96 0.31 0.13 0.01 0.60 

4K6Rco 1.23 1.10 -1.25 3.71 0.31 0.33 -0.44 1.06 

6K4Ro 0.89 0.30 0.22 1.56 0.38 0.15 0.03 0.73 

8K2Rco 1.79 2.60 -4.09 7.67 0.60 0.69 -0.97 2.17 

2K10R 0.99 0.22 0.48 1.51 0.29 0.09 0.08 0.50 

4K8R 1.05 2.09 -3.89 5.99 0.01 0.02 -0.04 0.06 

6K6R 1.01 1.93 -3.55 5.57 0.63 1.22 -2.26 3.52 

8K4Rco 2.43 23.28 -52.62 57.5 0.58 8.38 -19.24 20.41 

2K12R 1.11 10174 -26156 26158 0.33 5039 -12956 12956 

4K10Rco 0.98 20679 -53165 53167 0.24 6050 -15555 15556 

6K8R 0.98 0.25 0.33 1.63 0.59 0.73 -1.28 2.46 

12K2Rco 1.41 1345 -3457 3459 0.22 2898 -7450 7451 

8K8R 1.29 116872 -371886 371888 0.55 53468 -170135 170136 

a. SynM3 H55 true H55=1.62; true H155=0.50 

b. Lower and upper 95% individual confidence interval on the prediction 
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Figure 7.5. H55 and H155 individual model predictions (black diamonds), 95% individual 

confidence intervals (black line), model-averaged IC predictions (colored-coded dotted lines) 

and model-averaged 95% confidence intervals (colored-coded dashed lines) for M3_19B full 

model set (a, b, c, d, e, f) and reduced model set (g, h, i, j). Dashed arrows indicate large 

confidence intervals. Vertical axes values vary. Information for models with extreme variance 

(arrows with dashed lines) can be found in table 7.2. 
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7.2.2  IC scores and model probabilities 

AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC scores are calculated for each calibrated model (Table 7.3; 

Figure 7.6). Residual variance does not decrease enough to overcome the AICc penalties for 

more complex models (Figure 7.6 a). The second-order bias correction term inflates the AICc 

score for the models with more than ten parameters, and those models have a high AICc score 

resulting in low AICc probability. The shape of the AICc score reflects the shape of the second-

order bias term for more complex models which illustrates the influence of that AICc penalty 

term for complex models. Model 2K2R has the highest AICc probability of 0.90 (Table 7.4; 

model set M3_19B). These results are consistent with AICc results presented in Chapter 6 in 

which the simplicity of a model is rewarded if the number of observations relative to the number 

of estimated parameters is small.  

 

Table 7.3. AIC, AICc, BIC, and KIC components and scores for model set M3_19B 

Model pa 
2ˆln bn   2kc AIC 

2k(k+1)/  

(n-k-1)d 
AICc k ln(n) BIC p ln(n/2π) ln

e

FI  KIC 

2K2R 4 79.41 10 89.41 4.62 94.03 14.72 94.13 4.43 44.61 128.45 

2K4R 6 75.35 14 89.35 10.18 99.53 20.61 95.96 6.64 77.53 159.51 

4K2R 6 76.17 14 90.17 10.18 100.35 20.61 96.78 6.64 42.19 125.00 

2K6R 8 66.95 18 84.95 20 104.95 26.50 93.45 8.85 148.67 224.48 

4K4R 8 69.52 18 87.52 20 107.52 26.50 96.02 8.85 78.55 156.92 

6K2R 8 66.87 18 84.87 20 104.87 26.50 93.37 8.85 41.99 117.71 

2K8R 10 57.52 22 79.52 37.71 117.24 32.39 89.91 11.07 144.72 213.31 

4K6Rco 10 66.55 22 88.55 37.71 126.27 32.39 98.94 11.07 104.05 181.67 

6K4Ro 10 48.35 22 70.35 37.71 108.06 32.39 80.73 11.07 82.38 141.79 

8K2Rco 10 65.04 22 87.04 37.71 124.75 32.39 97.43 11.07 35.55 111.65 

2K10R 12 27.31 26 53.31 72.8 126.11 38.28 65.59 13.28 187.41 228.00 

4K8R 12 15.71 26 41.71 72.8 114.51 38.28 53.99 13.28 165.35 194.34 

6K6R 12 25.63 26 51.63 72.8 124.43 38.28 63.91 13.28 120.36 159.27 

8K4Rco 12 58.88 26 84.88 72.8 157.68 38.28 97.16 13.28 75.02 147.18 

10K2R 12 DNC
g
                   

2K12R 14 17.86 30 47.86 160 207.86 44.17 62.02 15.49 202.11 235.46 

4K10Rco 14 28.19 30 58.19 160 218.19 44.17 72.36 15.49 154.78 198.47 

6K8R 14 31.64 30 61.64 160 221.64 44.17 75.80 15.49 109.78 156.91 

8K6R 14 DNC                   

12K2Rco 14 22.92 30 52.92 160 212.92 44.17 67.09 15.49 27.85 66.27 

2K14R 16 DNC                   

8K8Rc 16 19.65 34 53.65 612 665.65 50.06 69.70 17.70 107.06 144.41 

a. p=number of parameters  b. n = number of observations  c. k=p+1  d. second-order bias correction term 

e. determinant of normalized Fisher Information  g. DNC - model did not converge 
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The FI term in KIC varies depending on model structure, and exhibits a wide range of 

values (Table 7.3; Figure 7.6 b). Models with the same number of parameters but different 

structure (i.e. spatial difference in parameter distributions) result in different FI . This 

phenomenon is apparent by examining KIC components for models 2K12R, the model that 

produces the largest KIC score, and 12K2R the model that produces the lowest KIC score. Both 

models have fourteen parameters. The goodness-of-fit value is 17.9 for model 2K12R and 22.9 

for model 12K2R (Table 6.1). The penalty for number of estimated parameters is equal because 

the number of observations and the number of estimated parameters is the same for both models. 

The model structure of 2K12R results in the largest FI , but the high FI  does not result in 

improving the goodness-of-fit. Low FI for model 12K2R combined with a low goodness-of-fit 

results in a KIC probability of 1.000 (100% plausible, Table 7.4).     

Figure 7.6. AICc, AIC, KIC, and BIC components and score for M3 models calibrated with 

data set 19B. AICc score is influenced by the second-order bias term for more complex 

models in model set M3_19B (a). Fisher Information varies depending on model structure (b). 

AIC and BIC scores are strongly influenced by the goodness-of-fit term for model set 

M3_19B (c, d), although the BIC penalty is larger than the 2K penalty in AIC. 
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The variation in FI  values strongly affects the K-L distance between models. The K-L 

distance between the most plausible model, 12K2R, and the next most plausible model, 8K2Rco, 

is 45 because the difference in FI is large for these two models. The additional KIC penalty term 

which relates the number of estimated parameters and number of observations has less influence 

on the total score as is evident from graphically examining the components of KIC (Figure 7.6 

b). This feature of KIC, where a single model is identified as the only plausible model in a model 

set, has been reported previously (Ye at al., 2008; Tsai and Li, 2008a, 2008b; Singh et al., 2010; 

Foglia et al., 2013). Models with high KIC probability produced poor results in some studies, 

showing a preference for models with large uncertainties associated with parameter estimates 

(Tsai and Li, 2008a, Foglia et al., 2013).   

AIC and BIC scores track the goodness-of-fit term illustrating the influence of this term 

on the AIC or BIC score (Table 7.3; Figure 7.6 c, d). These results are consistent with results for 

AIC and BIC presented in Chapter 6. The 2k penalty in AIC has less influence on the score than 

the lnn k term in BIC. AIC and BIC results are similar, but not identical. Model 4K8R has an 

AIC probability of 0.92 and a BIC probability of 0.97 (Table 7.4). 

7.2.3  IC model-averaged results for full model set 

Model-averaged predictions superimposed on the individual model predictions illustrate 

how the model-averaged predictions and confidence intervals reflect the different IC model 

probabilities. AICc model-averaged predictions for H55 and H155 reflect the AICc 0.9 

probability for model 2K2R (Table 7.4; Figure 7.5 a, b). KIC model-averaged confidence 

intervals on predictions H55 and H155 are extreme and reflect a probability of 1 for model 

12K2R (Table 7.4; Figure 7.5 c, d). The KIC model-averaged prediction for H55 is accurate, but 

an underestimation of prediction H155 is apparent (Table 7.2; Figure 7.5 a, b). The extreme KIC 

confidence intervals do not offer support for either KIC model-averaged prediction. AIC and 

BIC model-averaged variance results in extreme confidence intervals on predictions H55 and 

H155 because model 2K12R, which also results in an extreme variance on predictions (Table 

7.2), has an AIC probability of 0.04 and a BIC probability of .02 (Table 7.4; Figure 7.5 e, f). 

Although the AIC and BIC probabilities are low for this model, the extreme variance skews the 

model-averaged results. 
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Table 7.4. M3 and M4 top three IC model probabilities for full model sets       

    AICc KIC AIC BIC 

Model 

Set 

No. of 

Models 

 

Model 
  

Model 

Prob. 
 Model   

Model 

Prob. 
 Model   

Model 

Prob. 
 Model   

Model 

Prob. 

19 Observations 

M3_19A 22 

6K4Ra Db 0.934 10K2R D 0.615 2K10R D 0.353 2K10R D 0.440 

2K2R   0.063 8K2R D 0.331 2K12R D 0.285 6K4R D 0.288 

4K2R   0.001 6K2R D 0.039 4K10R D 0.167 2K12R D 0.138 

M3_19B 19 

2K2R   0.896 12K2Rcoc D 1.000 4K8R D 0.941 4K8R D 0.971 

2K4R   0.057 8K2Rco D 1.4E-10 2K12R D 0.044 2K12R D 0.017 

4K2R D 0.038 6K2R D 6.7E-12 6K6R D 0.007 6K6R D 0.007 

M3_19C 18 

2K2R   0.838 8K2Rco D 0.987 8K6R D 0.886 8K6R D 0.863 

4K2Rco D 0.060 6K8Rco D 0.013 4K10R D 0.097 4K10R D 0.094 

2K4R   0.038 6K2R D 3.6E-08 2K10R D 0.016 2K10R D 0.041 

M4_19A 22 

2K2R   0.895 12K2R D 1.000 4K10R D 0.608 2K10R D 0.621 

6K4R D 0.059 10K2Ro D 1.5E-16 2K10R D 0.390 4K10R D 0.377 

2K4R   0.020 8K2R D 3.8E-17 8K6R D 0.001 4K8R D 0.001 

M4_19B 22 

2K6R   0.980 12K2Rco D 0.998 2K12R D 0.979 2K12R D 0.973 

4K4R   0.011 10K2Rco D 0.002 12K2Rco D 0.017 12K2Rco D 0.017 

2K2R   0.007 8K2Rco 
D 

1.7E-04 4K8R D 0.001 4K8R D 0.003 

M4_19C 20 

2K2R   0.904 10K2R D 0.972 8K8Rco D 0.510 4K10Rco D 0.712 

2K4R   0.042 6K8Rco D 0.028 4K10Rco D 0.490 8K8Rco D 0.288 

2K6Rco D 0.021 8K8Rco D 6.0E-06 8K4Rco D 2.1E-05 8K4Rco D 8.0E-05 

33 Observations 

M3_33A 22 

2K10R D 0.871 12K2R D 1.000 2K10R D 0.636 2K10R D 0.879 

6K4R D 0.076 10K2R D 2.9E-04 2K12R D 0.222 2K12R D 0.069 

2K8R D 0.038 6K4R D 4.7E-06 2K14R D 0.054 6K4R D 0.013 

M3_33B 20 

6K4Ro D 0.296 10K2R D 0.597 8K8R D 0.634 4K10R D 0.491 

4K10R D 0.295 8K2Rco D 0.403 4K10R D 0.254 8K8R D 0.274 

4K8R D 0.168 6K2Rco D 1.4E-04 8K6R D 0.109 8K6R D 0.210 

M3_33C 22 

2K10R D 0.993 12K2Rco D 1.000 8K8R D 0.991 8K8R D 0.857 

2K8R D 0.004 10K2Ro D 2.5E-05 2K10R D 0.008 2K10R D 0.139 

8K8R D 0.002 8K4R D 5.0E-10 4K10R D 0.001 4K10R D 0.003 

M4_33A 22 

2K10R D 0.967 12K2R D 0.999 2K10R D 0.573 2K10R D 0.853 

2K8R D 0.014 10K2R D 0.001 2K12R D 0.374 2K12R D 0.125 

6K4R D 0.007 6K4R D 5.1E-06 4K10R D 0.039 4K10R D 0.013 

M4_33B 22 

2K10R D 0.801 12K2Ro D 0.979 2K12R D 0.618 2K12R D 0.622 

2K12R D 0.092 10K2Ro D 0.012 2K14R D 0.246 2K10R D 0.259 

8K4Ro D 0.073 8K2Ro D 0.007 2K10R D 0.058 2K14R D 0.055 

M4_33C 22 

2K10R D 0.929 10K2Rco D 1.000 8K8R D 0.991 8K8R D 0.910 

2K8R D 0.030 12K2Rco D 2.3E-06 4K10R D 0.004 2K10R D 0.065 

8K4R D 0.020 8K4R D 2.6E-12 2K10R D 0.004 4K10R D 0.016 

a. 6K4R is the number of hydraulic conductivity (6K) and recharge (4R) parameters for a total of 10 estimated 

parameters 

b. D - deficient model as defined by criteria 

c. Specified "c" constrained or  "o" omitted option for parameters during non-linear regression iterations 
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7.2.4  Identifying deficient models 

Chapter 6 established that inclusion of deficient models adversely affects model-averaged 

results, a conclusion consistent with other researchers (Burnham and Anderson, 2002, p.182; 

Rojas et al., 2010). This result is evident in this example from the model-averaged results of the 

full model set. KIC, AIC, and BIC assign high probability to deficient models. AICc assigns high 

probability to two models that are not deficient, but model 4K2R is deficient and has an AICc 

model probability of 0.04 (Table 7.4).  

Models 2K2R and 2K4R are the only acceptable models according to criteria listed in 

Chapter 4 (Supporting data: M3M4_Model_Elimination.xlsx). All other models have values 

below 1x10-12 for the determinant of the correlation matrix, indicating one or more parameters 

cannot be identified via non-linear regression analysis (Figure 7.4 c) and a high condition 

number (Figure 7.4 d). All deficient models produce a coefficient of variation greater than 10 

(1000%) for one or more parameters, and most deficient models have high correlations between 

parameters. Some eliminated models produce good to excellent predictions according to the 

PRERR statistic (Table 7.1; Figure 4b). This information is available from SynM1, but for field 

problems the prediction produced by a model is unknown, and the deficiencies indicate little 

support for the prediction.  

7.2.5  Model-averaged results for acceptable models 

Remaining models 2K2R and 2K4R are similar, thus model-averaged results for AICc 

and KIC (Figure 7.5 g, h), AIC and BIC (Figure 7.5 i, j) are similar. AICc probability for model 

2K2R is increased to 0.94 and KIC assigns a probability of 1.000 for model 2K2R (Table 7.5). 

AIC probability is nearly equal with a value of 0.51 for model 2K2R and 0.49 for model 2K4R 

indicating the inability of AIC to discriminate between the two models. BIC model probability is 

0.71 for model 2K2R and 0.29 for model 2K4R because the penalty term in BIC exerts more 

influence on the BIC score than the AIC 2k penalty does on the AIC score.  
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Table 7.5. M3 and M4 top three IC model probabilities for reduced model sets 

    AICc KIC AIC BIC 

Model Set 
No. of 

Models 

 

Model 

Model 

Probability 

 

Model 

Model 

Probability 

 

Model 

Model 

Probability 

 

Model 

Model 

Probability 

19 Observations 

M3_19A 3 

2K2Ra 0.967 4K2R 0.743 2K2R 0.647 2K2R 0.825 

4K2R 0.019 2K2R 0.257 4K2R 0.211 4K2R 0.105 

2K4R 0.013 2K4R 2.7E-09 2K4R 0.142 2K4R 0.070 

M3_19B 2 
2K2R 0.940 2K2R 1.000 2K4R 0.508 2K2R 0.714 

2K4R 0.060 2K4R 1.8E-07 2K2R 0.492 2K4R 0.286 

M3_19C 2 
2K2R 0.957 2K2R 1.000 2K2R 0.577 2K2R 0.778 
2K4R 0.043 2K4R 2.6E-07 2K4R 0.423 2K4R 0.222 

M4_19A 6 

2K2R 0.966 2K2R 0.439 4K4R 0.439 2K2R 0.669 

2K4R 0.022 4K2R 0.313 2K2R 0.313 4K4R 0.106 

4K2R 0.012 6K2R 0.248 2K6R 0.248 2K4R 0.095 

M4_19B 5 

2K6R 0.980 2K2R 0.633 2K6R 0.989 2K6R 0.989 

4K4R 0.011 4K2R 0.367 4K4R 0.011 4K4R 0.011 

2K2R 0.007 4K4R 2.6E-06 2K4R 1.6E-05 2K4R 4.1E-05 

M4_19C 3 

2K2R 0.937 4K2R 0.636 2K2R 0.480 2K2R 0.704 

2K4R 0.044 2K2R 0.364 2K4R 0.361 2K4R 0.206 

4K2R 0.019 2K4R 1.2E-07 4K2R 0.159 4K2R 0.090 

33 Observations 

M3_33A 4 

2K2R 0.567 8K2R 0.973 8K2R 0.878 2K2R 0.508 

4K4R 0.212 2K2R 0.027 4K4R 0.101 8K2R 0.304 

8K2R 0.171 4K4R 2.6E-08 2K2R 0.016 4K4R 0.157 

M3_33B 2 
2K2R 0.626 2K2R 1.000 2K4R 0.649 2K2R 0.708 
2K4R 0.374 2K4R 3.0E-07 2K2R 0.351 2K4R 0.292 

M3_33C 3 

2K2R 0.484 8K2R 0.991 8K2R 0.809 2K2R 0.537 

2K4R 0.469 2K2R 0.009 2K4R 0.143 2K4R 0.361 

8K2R 0.046 2K4R 4.0E-09 2K2R 0.048 8K2R 0.102 

M4_33A 7 

4K4R 0.351 8K2R 0.694 4K4R 0.469 4K4R 0.344 

2K6R 0.326 6K2R 0.201 2K6R 0.435 2K6R 0.319 

2K2R 0.180 2K2R 0.064 8K2R 0.033 2K2R 0.214 

M4_33B 6 

2K8R 0.889 2K2R 0.684 2K8R 0.988 2K8R 0.950 

2K6R 0.110 4K2R 0.316 2K6R 0.011 2K6R 0.049 

4K4R 
0.002 4K4R 1.5E-04 4K4R 1.7E-04 4K4R 0.001 

M4_33C 3 

2K2R 0.547 4K2R 0.665 2K4R 0.598 2K2R 0.636 

2K4R 0.377 2K2R 0.335 2K2R 0.281 2K4R 0.303 

4K2R 0.076 2K4R 6.6E-09 4K2R 0.121 4K2R 0.061 

a. 2K2R is the number of hydraulic conductivity (2K) and recharge (2R) parameters for a total of 4 estimated 

parameters 
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7.3 IC Model-averaged results for all model sets 

IC model-averaged accuracy and precision is evaluated for predictions H55 and H155 for 

all model sets. Accuracy is measured as the absolute value of the percent difference between an 

experimental model prediction and the true model prediction (equation 5.15). Precision is 

measured as the coefficient of variation for the prediction (equation 5.14). Results presented 

herein of multi-model analysis for M3 and M4 model sets are consistent with results presented in 

Chapter 6. 

7.3.1  Model sets calibrated with 19 observations 

M3 and M4 model sets calibrated with nineteen observations produce different model 

probabilities for AICc and KIC. AIC and BIC more commonly produce similar results in 

identifying models as most probable, although this is not true for all model sets. AICc is less 

likely to assign high model probability to deficient models for models calibrated with nineteen 

observations (Supporting data: Table7.3_Ext_M3M4_IC_Components_Scores.xlsx), but some 

deficient models are assigned a significant AICc model probability if the goodness-of-fit is low 

enough (Table 7.4; Supporting data: Table7.4_Ext_M3M4_IC_Prob_FullModelSets.xlsx). For 

example, deficient model 6K4R in model set M3_19A has an AICc model probability of 0.93. 

Other deficient models in other model sets result in an AICc model probability of 0.02 or higher.  

All high probability models for KIC, AIC, and BIC are deficient in all model sets (Table 

7.4). Narrow model-averaged AICc, AIC, or BIC confidence intervals, which do not include the 

true prediction within the interval, occur for model sets M3_19A, M4_19A, and M4_19C (Figure 

7.7 a, m, n, u, v). The model-averaged prediction accuracy is generally poor for AICc, AIC, or 

BIC for those model sets (Table 7.6). The narrow model-averaged confidence intervals are 

reflected in a small CV (Table 7.7). Extremely large KIC, AIC, and BIC model-averaged 

confidence intervals on predictions result for model set M3_19B, M3_19C, and M4_19B (Table 

7.7; Figure 7.7 e, f, i, j, q, r).   

Model 8K8R in model set M4_19B produces an extremely large variance on both 

predictions. This model has an AIC probability of 3x10-4 and a BIC probability of 1x10-4 which 

contribute to the large AIC and BIC CV values for this model set (Table 7.7) and large 

confidence intervals on predictions (Figure 7.7 q, r). This further demonstrates how poor models 

with extreme variance on predictions can influence model-averaged results, even if those models 

have a low IC model probability (Rojas et al., 2010). 
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Figure 7.7. M3 and M4 model-averaged predictions and 95% model-averaged individual 

confidence interval on the prediction for AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC model-averaged results 

for full model sets and AICc, KIC, AIC, BIC, and AVG for reduced model sets using 19 

observations for calibration (19A, 19B, 19C). Two predictions, H55 and H155, are evaluated. 

Graphs show true prediction (open circle), model-averaged predictions (color-coded 

diamonds for each IC), and model-averaged individual confidence interval on each prediction 

(black dashes). Y axis is in different scales. 
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Table 7.6. M3 and M4 IC model-averaged accuracy for predictionsa 

    H55   H155 

Model 

set 

No. of 

Models 
AICc KIC AIC BIC AVG   AICc KIC AIC BIC AVG 

Full Model Sets 
M3_19A 22 56.3% 5.9% 49.4% 52.9% N/A   38.2% 8.3% 47.5% 48.2% N/A 

M3_19B 19 6.4% 13.0% 34.8% 35.0% N/A   11.5% 56.0% 94.2% 96.1% N/A 

M3_19C 18 8.0% 5.4% 56.8% 56.4% N/A   13.0% 91.1% 94.2% 92.9% N/A 

M4_19A 22 3.2% 3.3% 51.9% 51.3% N/A   2.8% 2.8% 51.9% 51.2% N/A 

M4_19B 22 28.2% 8.7% 33.3% 33.3% N/A   27.8% 8.6% 33.0% 33.0% N/A 

M4_19C 20 28.8% 6.5% 51.3% 50.0% N/A   28.5% 6.4% 51.4% 50.0% N/A 

M3_33A 22 50.8% 3.2% 52.7% 51.0% N/A   52.9% 19.4% 56.7% 54.4% N/A 

M3_33B 20 47.2% 7.1% 49.3% 47.9% N/A   50.2% 118% 29.9% 44.8% N/A 

M3_33C 22 56.2% 8.0% 56.2% 56.2% N/A   62.5% 34.7% 62.5% 62.5% N/A 

M4_33A 22 52.6% 0.9% 55.0% 53.5% N/A   52.4% 0.6% 54.8% 53.3% N/A 

M4_33B 22 53.0% 9.1% 51.5% 51.5% N/A   52.8% 9.1% 51.2% 51.3% N/A 

M4_33C 22 33.7% 7.3% 54.5% 52.8% N/A   33.4% 7.5% 54.5% 52.8% N/A 

Reduced Model Sets 
M3_19A 3 4.3% 4.8% 4.6% 4.4% 4.8%   10.4% 1.1% 8.0% 9.3% 6.6% 

M3_19B 2 6.2% 5.5% 11.6% 8.9% 11.5%   11.5% 10.6% 17.8% 14.7% 17.7% 

M3_19C 2 6.7% 6.2% 10.6% 8.5% 11.4%   12.0% 11.4% 16.8% 14.2% 17.8% 

M4_19A 6 0.6% 8.1% 13.1% 5.3% 12.5%   0.2% 7.7% 12.9% 4.9% 12.1% 

M4_19B 5 28.2% 20.4% 28.3% 28.3% 16.1%   27.8% 20.1% 27.9% 27.9% 15.9% 

M4_19C 3 28.8% 30.1% 22.5% 25.6% 23.2%   28.5% 29.9% 22.2% 25.3% 22.9% 

M3_33A 4 6.4% 0.2% 1.7% 5.0% 6.9%   11.1% 98.0% 88.5% 25.3% 20.1% 

M3_33B 2 9.7% 4.5% 13.4% 8.6% 11.4%   16.2% 10.2% 20.6% 14.9% 18.2% 

M3_33C 3 9.7% 0.6% 1.9% 8.2% 6.6%   11.9% 87.2% 67.4% 5.1% 18.1% 

M4_33A 7 20.9% 7.6% 26.2% 20.9% 15.1%   20.7% 7.5% 26.1% 20.6% 14.8% 

M4_33B 6 41.6% 17.6% 42.4% 42.1% 14.3%   41.3% 17.2% 42.1% 41.8% 14.0% 

M4_33C 3 12.2% 33.2% 33.9% 5.0% 4.5%   12.8% 33.1% 34.5% 5.5% 5.0% 

a. Accuracy calculated as absolute value of percent difference between true and model-averaged estimated 

prediction 
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Table 7.7. M3 and M4 IC model-averaged coefficient of variationa for predictions 

    H55   H155 

Model set 
No. of 

Models 
AICc KIC AIC BIC AVG   AICc KIC AIC BIC AVG 

Full Model Sets 
M3_19A 22 0.26 0.44 0.45 0.33 N/A   0.22 0.89 1.80 1.04 N/A 

M3_19B 19 0.46 952 696 216 N/A   0.47 13256 12442 5881 N/A 

M3_19C 18 0.63 100 256 635 N/A   0.65 21369 3264 6626 N/A 

M4_19A 22 0.23 0.26 0.15 0.15 N/A   0.23 0.26 0.16 0.15 N/A 

M4_19B 22 0.23 6.02 71.0 27.6 N/A   0.23 8.27 84.8 33.0 N/A 

M4_19C 20 0.42 0.70 0.35 0.34 N/A   0.42 0.71 0.36 0.34 N/A 

M3_33A 22 0.21 0.21 0.24 0.20 N/A   0.22 0.55 0.33 0.23 N/A 

M3_33B 20 0.80 0.71 7.57 3.89 N/A   0.65 1.60 0.25 0.67 N/A 

M3_33C 22 13.9 1.09 5560 4801 N/A   682 7.80 277262 239682 N/A 

M4_33A 22 0.18 0.20 0.20 0.18 N/A   0.18 0.20 0.20 0.18 N/A 

M4_33B 22 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.25 N/A   0.26 0.27 0.26 0.25 N/A 

M4_33C 22 0.29 0.42 0.22 0.24 N/A   0.29 0.42 0.22 0.25 N/A 

Reduced Model Sets 
M3_19A 3 0.39 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.41   0.40 0.48 0.43 0.41 0.45 

M3_19B 2 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46   0.46 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.47 

M3_19C 2 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64   0.64 0.64 0.65 0.64 0.65 

M4_19A 6 0.21 0.30 0.32 0.26 0.34   0.21 0.30 0.33 0.26 0.34 

M4_19B 5 0.23 0.34 0.23 0.23 0.37   0.23 0.34 0.23 0.23 0.37 

M4_19C 3 0.41 0.47 0.52 0.47 0.53   0.41 0.47 0.52 0.47 0.53 

M3_33A 4 0.43 0.37 0.38 0.42 0.43   0.52 0.39 0.42 0.55 0.54 

M3_33B 2 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.47 0.47   0.47 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.47 

M3_33C 3 0.61 0.54 0.55 0.61 0.59   0.64 0.61 0.68 0.66 0.73 

M4_33A 7 0.33 0.37 0.35 0.32 0.34   0.33 0.37 0.35 0.32 0.34 

M4_33B 6 0.27 0.27 0.26 0.27 0.44   0.27 0.27 0.26 0.27 0.44 

M4_33C 3 0.58 0.39 0.58 0.55 0.61   0.58 0.39 0.58 0.55 0.61 

a. Coefficient of variation is a standardized measure of the IC model-averaged variation about the predictions and 

is calculated as the IC model-averaged standard deviation of the prediction divided by the IC model-averaged 

prediction  

Removing deficient models results in different model probabilities if models with a high 

IC model probability are deficient. AICc model probabilities change for model set M3_19A 

because the most plausible AICc model was deficient (Table 7.5; Supporting data: 

Table7.5_Ext_M3M4_IC_Prob_ReducedModelSets.xlsx). AICc probabilities also change for all 

other model sets except model set M4_19B (Table 7.5). KIC, AIC, and BIC probabilities are 

changed with the removal of deficient models because all high probability models for these three 

IC are deficient (Table 7.5). 
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Graphical comparison of model-averaged results for model sets M3_19A, M3_19B, and 

M3_19C shows similar results for AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC for accuracy and precision with 

deficient models removed (Table 7.6; Table 7.7, Figure 7.7 c, d, g, h, k, l). AICc produces more 

accurate and more precise results for both predictions in model set M4_19A (Figure 7.7 o, p). 

KIC is more accurate but less precise in model set M4_19B (Figure 7.7 s, t). AIC is somewhat 

more accurate and less precise for model set M4_19C (Figure 7.7 w, x).  

Results for the reduced model sets for experimental models calibrated with 19 

observations indicate that for these experiments, no one IC outperforms the others in terms of 

identifying models with the most accurate and most precise predictions. KIC more commonly 

results in a less precise prediction, but that does not indicate an inferior performance by KIC. 

Rather, KIC uses the information content of the observation data to find the balance between 

goodness-of-fit and model complexity. The larger KIC model-averaged variance on predictions 

may be a more realistic estimate of uncertainty, given the information content of the observation 

data and the level of model complexity.   

7.3.2  Model sets calibrated with 33 observations 

The increase in the number of observations increases the goodness-of-fit term in the IC 

equations (Supporting data: Table7.1_Ext_M3M4_IC_Components_Scores.xlsx). Increasing the 

number of observations diminishes influence of AICc and AIC penalties. BIC penalty lnk n  

does increase, but the maximum increase is 9.4 for the most complex models with 16 total 

parameters. KIC scores are less affected by increased number of observations, because FI is 

more influential in the KIC score as compared to the goodness-of-fit. Goodness-of-fit is 

generally lower for more complex models.. More complex models result in a high AICc, AIC, or 

BIC model probability in the full model sets (Table 7.4). All high probability AICc, AIC, or BIC 

models are deficient.  

Some models in different model sets produce narrow confidence intervals on predictions 

(Supporting data: Table7.2_Ext_M3M4_IndivModelPred.xlsx). High AICc, AIC, or BIC model 

probability models with narrow confidence intervals on predictions result in model-averaged 

narrow confidence intervals which do not include the true prediction. This result is apparent for 

AICc, AIC and BIC model-averaged results in model sets M3_33A, M4_33A, M4_33B, and for 

AIC and BIC for model set M4_33C (Table 7.6; Table 7.7; Figure 7.8 a, b, m, n, q, r, u, v). AIC 
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and BIC results have broad or extreme model-averaged predictions for H55 in model set 

M3_33B and both predictions in model set M3_33C (Figure 7.8 e, i, j).  

Models with low FI  result in high KIC model probability (see example in Section 7.2), 

because the magnitude of change of FI  between different models is such that the goodness-of-fit 

term must have a significantly low value to counter the magnitude of increase in FI  for more 

complex models. Models favored by KIC did not produce narrow confidence intervals on 

predictions. KIC model-averaged results are generally more accurate than AICc, AIC, or BIC 

(Table 7.6).  KIC model-averaged results are generally less precise than AICc, AIC, or BIC with 

the exception of prediction H55 for model set M1_33B, and both predictions for model set 

M3_33C (Table 7.7). All high probability KIC models are deficient (Table 7.4; Supporting data: 

Table7.4_Ext_M3M4_IC_Prob_FullModelSets.xlsx). 

Although the number of observations is increased for models with 33 observations, many 

of the models are nonetheless deficient. This may be due in part to the increased difficulty of 

calibrating both hydraulic conductivity and recharge parameters as opposed to calibrating models 

for only hydraulic conductivity. Most deficient models result in a low determinant of the 

correlation matrix, or high condition number (Supporting data: M3M4_Model_Elimination.xlsx). 

For some models, the criteria for the determinant of the correlation matrix or the condition 

number were met, but correlations between parameters exist or estimated parameters have a 

coefficient of variation greater than 10.  Typically, for those models the determinant of the 

correlation matrix was low, but was not below the somewhat arbitrary 1x10-12 threshold. Model 

sets M3_33B, M3_33C, and M4_33C result in only two or three acceptable models.  

A similar AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC model-averaged prediction is produced for H55 in 

model set M3_33A (Table 7.6; Figure 7.8 c), for H55 and H155 for model set M3_33B (Figure 

7.8 g, h), and for H155 for model set M3_33C (Figure 7.8 k). KIC model-averaged results are 

more accurate except for prediction H155 in model set M3_33C, and both predictions in model 

set M4_33C. Model-averaged results are generally similar for precision for all four IC (Table 

7.7). KIC and AIC model-averaged results are less precise for prediction H155 in model set 

M4_33A.  KIC model-averaged predictions for H55 and H155 are less accurate for model set 

M4_33A. KIC model-averaged results are more precise for predictions H55 and H155 for model 

set M4_33C.  
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Figure 7.8.  M3 and M4 model-averaged predictions and 95% model-averaged individual 

confidence interval for AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC model-averaged results for full model sets 

and AICc, KIC, AIC, BIC, and AVG for reduced model sets. M3 and M4 Models are 

calibrated using different data sets with 33 observations (33A, 33B, 33C). Two predictions 

H55 and H155 are evaluated. Graphs show true prediction (open circle) and model-averaged 

predictions (color-coded diamonds for each IC).  Y axis is in different scales. 
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No clear trend is apparent in terms of any one IC producing more accurate (Table 7.6) 

and more precise predictions (Table 7.7) for acceptable models (Supporting data: 

M3M4_IC_Model_Averaged_Predictions). Model 2K8R in model set M4_33B is assigned high 

AICc, AIC, and BIC model probabilities. This model does not include the true prediction within 

the model-averaged confidence interval, and AICc, AIC, and BIC model-averaged results reflect 

this model’s inaccurate predictions (Figure 7.8 s, t). KIC is most successful in producing model-

averaged results that include the true prediction within the model-averaged confidence intervals. 

This result is consistent with the result for reduced model sets calibrated with 19 observations. 

No one IC consistently results in a model-averaged prediction that is both the most accurate and 

precise (Table 7.5; Figure 7.8 c, d, g, h, k, l, o, p, s, t, w, x). 

7.3.3  Equal probability model-averaged results 

Criteria used to evaluate acceptability of models presented in Chapter 4 generally did 

well in identifying models which provide reasonable predictions with a reasonable estimate of 

the uncertainty of the predictions. A consistent level of model error is achieved by using the 

criteria for identifying model structures which are supported by the observation data set. The 

criteria essentially identify the most plausible models in the model set, given the model structure 

and the observation data set used for model calibration. Examples presented here demonstrate the 

most complex models with low residual variance are deficient. This result is consistent with 

conclusions drawn in Chapter 6 with models calibrated for only one parameter type (hydraulic 

conductivity). In addition, examples here and in Chapter 6 demonstrate that a model with a high 

IC probability does not necessarily produce the best predictions, even for a set of acceptable 

models. This observation was also made by Siefert et al. (2010).  

Assigning equal model probabilities using AVG (equivalent to EWA in Siefert et al., 

2010) is an alternative to using IC probabilities. AVG results produce reasonably accurate 

predictions for all acceptable model sets with a somewhat wider, but reasonable, confidence 

interval on predictions (Table 7.6; Table 7.7, reduced model sets; Figure 7.7 c, d, g, h, k, l, o, p, 

s, t, w, x; Figure 7.8 c, d, g, h, k, l, o, p, s, t, w, x). Use of equal probability for the models in this 

study provides reasonable model-averaged estimates of predictions, realistic estimates of model 

structural uncertainty, and takes into account all plausible model predictions. However, 

remaining acceptable models in these experiments are similar, and this method may not work for 

all modeling problems.    
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7.4 Evaluation of model elimination criteria  

The criteria for evaluating model deficiency produces a set of acceptable models which 

are more likely to provide reasonable estimates of effective parameter values, and reasonable 

confidence intervals on parameters. These models are also likely to produce more accurate 

predictions with reasonable confidence intervals on predictions because the model structure is 

supported by the observation data set used to calibrate the model. Using these criteria, a balance 

is found between bias and variance, and the maximum level of model complexity, given the 

observation data set, is identified. 

Using multi-model analysis is an attempt to identify one or more models that are an 

approximation to the available data (Burnham and Anderson, 2002). Properly assessing models 

for deficiencies and including models in MMA that are supported by the data set is also a method 

of model selection. Model structures may be approximately correct (Garganis and Smith, 2010) 

because we are limited by the small amount of data relative to the area modeled. With a 

reasonable approximation of model structure, supported by observation data, we are more likely 

to produce a set of models which reproduces the true system response. 

Eliminated model 12K2R in model set M4_33A, produced accurate parameter estimates 

and accurate predictions. The determinant of the correlation matrix is less than 1x10-12 for this 

model resulting in it being removed from the model set. Simpler acceptable models in this set 

also produce reasonably accurate and precise predictions, indicating the complexity of model 

12K2R may not be necessary. Therefore, elimination of this model may be justified given there 

are simpler models which adequately explain the data and provide reasonable predictions and 

reasonable uncertainty estimates of those predictions (e.g. as elucidated by Occam’s Razor; 

Madigan and Raftery, 1994). 

Other eliminated models also produce accurate predictions. However, these models all 

result in poorer parameter estimates as compared to acceptable models or they did not meet other 

criteria listed in Chapter 4. Given that the prediction is never known for field systems until some 

form of stress is applied to the system, the uncertainty of the prediction is critical to making 

informed decisions. Acceptable models provide more reliable uncertainty estimates than 

deficient models. 

The criteria in Chapter 3 did not properly identify model 2K8R in model set M4_33B, 

which produces poorer parameter estimates as compared to other acceptable models, and for 
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which the true prediction is not included within the 95% individual model-averaged confidence 

interval. The determinant of the correlation matrix for this model is 4.2x10-12 which is only 

slightly higher than the arbitrary 1x10-12 lower limit. 

  Questionable models can be tested as to whether they may be acceptable by using 

different starting values of parameters to perform another non-linear regression analysis. If final 

results of the additional regression analysis are similar to previous regression analysis results, the 

solution is repeatable, and the model may be considered acceptable (Hill and Tiedeman, 2007).  

7.5 Fisher Information and model structure  

Calibrating models for both hydraulic conductivity and recharge parameters produces 

different levels of FI for models with the same number of parameters, but with different model 

structures. This is explained by examining a set of eight M4 models calibrated with data set 33A 

to demonstrate how different model structures of hydraulic conductivity and recharge for models 

with the same number of estimated parameters produce different levels of Fisher Information. 

Models are paired so that each model pair, such as 2K6R and 6K2R, has the same number of 

estimated parameters but different model structures.  

Residual variance for a model pair in this set of models is lower for the model with 

greater complexity in terms of recharge parameters as compared to the model with greater 

complexity in terms of hydraulic conductivity parameters (Table 7.8; Figure 7.9 a). This 

difference is not as pronounced between models 2K4Rco and 4K2R because these models are 

more similar in structure as compared to the other model pairs. Prediction of change in head, 

H55, produced by model 2K4R, is more accurate than for model 4K2R, but this model pair has 

the same level of precision as defined by the standard deviation of the prediction (Supporting 

data: Table7.2_Ext_M3M4_IndivModelPred.xlsx, Figure 7.9 b). Models with a more complex 

distribution of recharge produce less accurate predictions (2K6R, 2K8R, 2K10R) with greater 

precision. Models with more complex hydraulic conductivity distribution produce more accurate 

predictions (6K2R, 8K2R, 10K2R) but with less precision.  
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Table 7.8 Selected model statistics for model set M4_33A  

Model 
Number of 

Parameters 

Residual 

Variancea 
ln|FI|b 

Determinant 

of the 

Correlation 

Matrix 

ln|Corr|c 
Condition 

Number 

log (Cond. 

No.)d 

2K4Rco 6 56.90 110.32 3.1E-07 -14.99 1856.4 3.27 

4K2R 6 65.20 72.02 2.2E-08 -17.64 206.9 2.32 

2K6R 8 42.79 147.79 6.7E-09 -18.81 577.6 2.76 

6K2R 8 52.31 79.74 6.2E-10 -21.20 269.9 2.43 

2K8R 10 11.21 190.44 3.8E-13 -28.61 478.7 2.68 

8K2R 10 44.28 86.45 6.2E-11 -23.51 297.2 2.47 

2K10R 12 6.30 222.96 1.6E-16 -36.34 2977.2 3.47 

10K2R 12 18.97 100.83 4.2E-14 -30.80 602.3 2.78 

a. Residual variance is the sum of squared weighted residuals divided by the number of observations 

b. Natural log of Fisher Information   

c. Natural log of the determinant of the correlation matrix   

d. Log of the condition number   

 

FI is a measure of the level of disorder of a model (Frieden, 2000) and different model 

structures of hydraulic conductivity and recharge produce different values of FI. The model with  

higher FI in each model pair has a higher level of order (Figure 7.9 c). Increasing recharge 

parameter complexity has a greater effect on reducing disorder (Figure 7.9 d) than increasing 

hydraulic conductivity parameter complexity (Figure 7.9 e). This is reflected by a lower residual 

variance for models with higher FI (Figure 7.9 a). However, parameter estimates and predictions 

are not as accurate for models with higher FI (Figure 7.9 b; Supporting data: 

M3M4_Parameter_Estimates.xlsx).  Consequently, predictions for models with greater recharge 

complexity are less accurate, albeit more precise. Higher level of disorder of models with lower 

FI is reflected in the broader confidence interval on predictions as is apparent for models 6K2R, 

8K2R, and 10K2R (Figure 7.9 b). Models with higher FI produce better model calibration, in 

terms of lower model error, but are not necessarily the most accurate estimate of parameter 

values or predictions.  
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Figure 7.9. Data and related statistics for a set of six models with increasing model 

complexity calibrated for hydraulic conductivity and recharge parameters from model set 

M4_33A. The plot of residual variance (model error) shows for model pairs with the same 

number of estimated parameters the model with fewer hydraulic conductivity parameters 

produces a lower error (a). True prediction, individual H55 model predictions, and 95% 

individual confidence interval on predictions for the same models (b). The natural log of 

Fisher Information for increasing model complexity for the eight models (c), and for models 

with increasing recharge parameter complexity (d) and increasing hydraulic conductivity 

parameter complexity (e).  The determinant of the correlation matrix indicates parameters 

cannot be well estimated for models have high information such as 2K8R, 2K10R and 10K2R 

(f). Most models have a reasonable condition number except model 2K10R (g).    
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Three models in this set of models are deficient, including models 2K8R, 2K10R, and 

10K2R. Models 2K8R and 2K10R have the highest level of FI. The precise prediction as 

reflected by the narrow confidence interval does not include the true prediction for models 2K8R 

and 2K10R. Model 10K2R has a lower level of FI and a broader confidence interval. All three 

models produce a determinant of the correlation matrix which is less than 1x10-12, suggesting 

one or more parameters cannot be well estimated and indicating these models are not supported 

by the observation data set. 

7.6  Narrow confidence intervals on predictions 

Narrow confidence intervals on predictions for individual models are apparent for some 

of the more complex models in model set M3_19B, such as prediction H155 produced by model 

4K8R (Figure 7.5 b). Model 4K8R produced extreme variance on some parameter estimates 

resulting in extremely large confidence intervals on some parameters (Supporting data: 

M3M4_Parameter_Estimates.xlsx). Narrow confidence intervals on predictions result for some  

models in other model sets (Supporting data: Table7.2_Ext_M3M4_IndivModelPred.xlsx).  

Given that the variance on a prediction is a function of both the variance of each 

parameter estimate and the sensitivity of a prediction to each parameter, a small variance on the 

prediction for a model with large uncertainty of parameter estimates appears to be an inconsistent 

result. In this section an explanation is provided for the condition where narrow confidence 

intervals on a prediction occur for a model with extreme uncertainty on parameter estimates. 

Predictions H55 and H155 produced by model 4K8R in model set M3_19B are used as an 

example. Prediction H55 results in a broad confidence interval, whereas prediction H155 

produces an extremely narrow confidence interval which does not include the true prediction 

within the interval (Figure 7.5 a, b).   

Model 4K8R has a low residual variance as compared to other models in the model set 

indicating the model produces a good fit to the observation data (Table 7.2; Figure 7.4 a). The 

determinant of the correlation matrix is 1x10-56, and the condition number is 9x105 (Table 7.1). 

Nevertheless, the non-linear regression converged. The low value of the determinant of the 

correlation matrix is reflected in the parameter uncertainties. Extremely large variances for 

parameters K3 and K4, and for most recharge parameters producing extremely large confidence 

intervals (Table 7.9). Hydraulic conductivity and recharge parameters are different in magnitude 

in terms of parameter values. The coefficient of variation (CV) indicates only parameters K1, 
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R1, and R2 produce CV less than 10 (1000% variation). Based on the above information, we 

might assume that the model will also produce a large variance on predictions, which is 

determined by the sensitivity of a prediction to each estimated parameter, the variance of a 

parameter, and the covariance between parameters. Sensitivity of the prediction to estimated 

parameters is the key to understanding the narrow variance and the resulting narrow confidence 

interval.  

 

Table 7.9. Parameter statistics for M3 model 4K8R calibrated with data set 19B 

Parameter 

True 

effective 

parameter 

valuea 

Parameter 

estimate 

Parameter 

varianceb 

Standard 

deviation 

Coefficient 

of variation 

 H55 

sensitivity 

to each 

parameterc 

H155 

sensitivity 

to each 

parameter 

K1 0.921 1.496 0.030 0.17 0.12 -1.007 -0.008 

K2 1.094 2.168 738.35 27.17 12.53 -0.047 -4.2E-04 

K3 0.097 0.001 1073678 1036.2 928846 -0.001 0.008 

K4 0.104 0.086 1073677 1036.2 12084 -1.1E-05 -0.008 

R1 2.2E-04 -2.7E-04 7.3E-08 2.7E-04 1.02 0 -3.3E-10 

R2 1.7E-04 5.9E-04 2.7E-06 1.6E-03 2.78 3.0E-10 8.4E-06 

R3 1.9E-04 1.6E-04 5.1E-05 0.007 45.30 0 -3.2E-05 

R4 2.2E-04 1.7E-04 1.1E-04 0.010 62.49 3.0E-05 -3.0E-05 

R5 1.8E-05 2.3E-07 5.5E-08 2.4E-04 1036.4 -7.8E-07 0.022 

R6 2.2E-05 6.6E-08 4.7E-09 6.9E-05 1036.2 0 0.075 

R7 1.5E-05 2.5E-04 0.066 0.257 1036.3 2.0E-05 2.0E-05 

R8 2.5E-05 -1.3E-04 0.019 0.137 1036.3 3.8E-05 3.8E-05 

a. True effective value of the parameter 

b. Variance of each parameter is taken from the diagonal of the parameter variance/covariance matrix 

c. Sensitivity of predictions to parameters is the change in the prediction with a 1% change in the parameter value 

 

Sensitivity of prediction H55 to parameters (Figure 7.10 a) and prediction H155 

(Figure 7.10 b) have different patterns. Prediction H55 has low sensitivity to K3 and K4, two 

parameters with an extremely large variance (Table 7.9), thus the influence of the high 

variance of these two parameters on the prediction H55 variance is diminished because of the 

low sensitivity. H55 is most sensitive to parameter K1 and has some sensitivity to K2, but 

almost no sensitivity to other parameters. Therefore, the variance on H55 mostly reflects the 

variance of parameters K1 and K2 (Figure 7.10 c). The resulting confidence interval on the 

prediction is broad in part because the variance on K2 is large. Each parameter offers a 

fraction of the total variance on the prediction depending on the prediction sensitivities to the 
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parameters (Figure 7.10 c). The sum of these fractional components for each parameter equals 

the total variance of prediction H55.   

 

 

The sensitivity distribution of prediction H155 shows a positive sensitivity to K3, and a 

negative sensitivity to K4 (Figure 7.10 b). The sensitivities are the same order of magnitude. The 

positive and negative sensitivities cancel the effect of the large variance of these two parameters. 

Figure 7.10. Sensitivity of predictions in M1 model 4K8R calibrated with data set 19B is 

shown for prediction H55 (a) and H155 (b). Prediction H55 shows the largest sensitivity is a 

negative sensitivity to parameter K1, and lower negative sensitivity to parameter K2 (a). 

Prediction H155 shows a positive sensitivity to K3, a negative sensitivity to K4, and a 

relatively large positive sensitivity to R5 and R6 (b). Contribution of the variance of each 

parameter to the total variance on the prediction is a result of the prediction sensitivity to each 

parameter and the covariance between parameters. Most of the variance in prediction H55 is 

from parameters K2 and K3 (c).  The largest contribution of variance for prediction H155 is 

from parameter K4, but the value is small (d). The positive and negative sensitivity of 

prediction H155 to parameters K3 (positive) and K4 (negative), which have extremely large 

parameter variances, results in a small variance for prediction H155 and extremely narrow 

confidence interval for the prediction.  Y axes are in different scales.    
 

H55                                                                 H155 
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The greatest contribution to the variance of prediction H155 comes from K4 (Figure 10 d), but 

the magnitude is small, thus the variance on prediction H155 is small resulting in a narrow 

confidence interval on prediction H155 that does not include the true prediction within the 

confidence interval. The low variance and resulting narrow confidence interval on prediction 

H155 appears to offer a precise prediction, but the prediction is precisely incorrect. 

Narrow confidence intervals on predictions that do not include the true prediction are not 

limited to deficient models. Acceptable models also produce narrow confidence intervals on 

some predictions, although the confidence interval on the prediction is not quite as narrow, and 

the error between the true prediction and the estimated prediction is not as large. Indeed, the 95% 

confidence interval indicates a 95% possibility the true prediction is included within the 

confidence interval. The extremely narrow prediction of models which were found acceptable 

suggests there may be some model deficiency that is not identified by the criteria in Chapter 4. 

7.7  Summary and conclusions 

Multi-model analysis is useful because both the error for fit of individual models to 

observation data and structural error of the models is taken into account. Including deficient 

models in multi-model analysis leads to poor model-averaged results. Using criteria to identify 

and remove deficient model results in improved model-averaged results. No IC proved superior 

in identifying models which produce both accurate and precise predictions. Equal probability 

averaging (AVG) may be an alternative to using IC, because all plausible models are considered 

in the calculation of model prediction and uncertainty on that prediction. However, the advantage 

of emphasizing the results of an acceptable model with greater complexity that may more closely 

replicate the true, but unknown, system is lost when using equal probability. Results presented in 

this chapter lead to the following conclusions: 

1. Acceptable models, as defined using the criteria in Chapter 4 for evaluating models, 

provide statistical support of both parameter estimates and model predictions as 

compared to models which do not meet the criteria. Criteria for identifying deficient 

models provide a balance between bias and variance and identify the acceptable 

maximum level of model complexity, given the observation data set.  

2. Low model error (residual variance) by itself is an insufficient indicator of the 

performance of a model in terms of replicating a true system response.  
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3. Observation data limit the level of model complexity. Attempts to make the model more 

complex beyond what can be explained by the data results in a deficient model (Hill and 

Tiedeman, 2007). 

4. The criteria for evaluating models presented in Chapter 4 successfully identify deficient 

models in the experiments presented.  

5. FI depends both on model structure and model complexity. Differences in KIC scores 

between models are generally greater as compared to differences in AICc, AIC, or BIC 

scores because FI can vary significantly for different model structures.  

6. Increase in FI improves model calibration, but estimated parameter values and 

predictions are more likely to be less accurate, albeit more precise, as compared to 

models with low FI. 

7. Complex models can result in extremely narrow confidence intervals on a prediction even 

if the model produces extremely large confidence intervals on parameter estimates. The 

narrow confidence interval depends on the sensitivity of the prediction to parameters, and 

the narrowness masks the true uncertainty associated with both the model and the model 

predictions. This condition is less likely to result when only acceptable model included in 

the multi-model analysis.  
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APPENDIX A PROGRAMS USED IN THIS RESEARCH 

The following programs were used during this research: 

• Models calibration using non-linear regression, and model predictions were calculated 

using UCODE_2014 (Poeter et al., 2014).  

• UCODE_2005 (Poeter et al., 2005) was used for some M1 or M2 models that did not 

converge using UCODE_2014. The models that were calibrated using UCODE_2005 are 

identified in the online data file M1_M2_Model_Elimination.xlsx.  

• MODFLOW_2005 (Harbaugh, 2005) is the groundwater modeling program used to 

calculate groundwater heads and flows.  

• Linear_Uncertainty (Poeter et al., 2005) is a program included within the suite of 

programs for UCODE_2005 or UCODE_2014. This program calculates the prediction 

variance, standard deviation, and confidence intervals on predictions for a model.  

• MMA (Poeter and Hill, 2007) was used to calculate AIC, AICc, BIC and KIC scores, and 

model probabilities for each model set and other statistics related to each model in a 

model set. MMA was also used to calculate model-averaged predictions. 

• Microsoft Excel was used to calculated model-averaged prediction variances and 95% 

model-averaged confidence intervals on predictions 

• UCODE_2014 or UC_2015 model files listed below to produce individual model data 

used in calculations: 

o filename._dm – AIC, AICc, BIC and KIC statistics; determinant of the weighted 

Jacobian matrix; Fisher Information; determinant of the correlation matrix; 

condition number of the Jacobian matrix 

o filename._pc – parameter estimates and statistics 

o filename._pcc – correlation between parameters 

o filename._sd – dimensionless scaled sensitivities 

o filename._ss – sum of squared weighted residuals 
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APPENDIX B SUPPLEMENTAL ELECTRONIC FILES 

• Supporting data for Chapter 3 

o Chapter3_Observation_data_sets.xlsx – Observation data sets used for 

calibrated experimental models 

o Chapter3_M1_M2_Param_Est_11A.xlsx – Parameter estimates and related 

statistics for M1 and M2 models calibrated with observation data set 11A 

o M1_M2_true_11A_sim_water_levels_Fig_3.3.xlsx – True SynM1 or SynM2 

water levers and water levels simulated by M1 or M2 experimental models 

calibrated with data set 11A  

o Dimensionless_scaled_sens_Figs_3.5_3.6_3.9.xlsx – Dimensionless scaled 

sensitivity used to construct graphs shown in Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.9  

• Supporting data for Chapter 6 

o Table6.1_M1M2_Ext_IndivModelStats.xlsx – This table is an extension of 

Table 6.1 and includes individual model statistics for M1 and M2 models in each 

model set. Statistics include residual variance, prediction error statistic, 

determinant of the correlation matrix, condition number, and the difference 

between true predictions H55 and H155 and individual model predictions.  

o Table6.2_Ext_M1M2_IndivModelPred.xlsx – This table is an extension of 

Table 6.2 and includes statistics on experimental model predictions H55 and 

H155, standard deviation, and lower and upper individual 95% confidence 

intervals for predictions for M1 and M2 models in each model set. 

o Table6.3_Ext_M1M2_IC_Components_Scores.xlsx – This table is an extension 

of Table 6.3 and includes components of AIC, AICc, BIC, and KIC equations and 

the resulting AIC, AICc, BIC, and KIC scores for each M1 and M2 model in each 

model set. 

o Table6.4_Ext_M1M2_IC_Prob_FullModelSets.xlsx – This table is an 

extension of Table 6.4 and includes AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC model probabilities 

for every M1 and M2 model in each of the full model sets. 
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o Table6.5_Ext_M1M2_IC_Prob_ReducedModelSets.xlsx – This table is an 

extension of Table 6.5 and includes AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC model probabilities 

for every M1 and M2 model in each of the reduced model sets. 

o M1M2_Observation_Data_Sets.xlsx – Observation data sets used for M1 and 

M2 experimental model sets  

o M1M2_Model_Elimination.xlsx – This table includes information used to assess 

model deficiency using criteria presented in this paper for every model in each 

model set. 

o M1M2_Parameter_Estimates.xlsx – This table includes true effective parameter 

values and parameter estimates, lower and upper 95% confidence interval on 

parameters, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation for each parameter in 

each model for each model set.  

o M1M2_Model_Averaged_Predictions.xlsx – This table includes model-

averaged predictions for each M1 and M2 full model sets and reduced model sets. 

Data includes model-averaged predictions, lower and upper 95% confidence 

interval on the prediction, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation. 

• Supporting data for Chapter 7 

o Table7.1_Ext_M3M4_IndivModelStats.xlsx – This table is an extension of 

Table 7.1 and includes individual model statistics for M1 and M2 models in each 

model set. Statistics include residual variance, prediction error statistic, 

determinant of the correlation matrix, condition number, and the difference 

between true predictions H55 and H155 and individual model predictions.  

o Table7.2_Ext_M3M4_IndivModelPred.xlsx – This table is an extension of 

Table 7.2 and includes statistics on experimental model predictions H55 and 

H155, standard deviation, and lower and upper individual 95% confidence 

intervals for predictions for M1 and M2 models in each model set. 

o Table7.3_Ext_M3M4_IC_Components_Scores.xlsx – This table is an extension 

of Table 7.3 and includes components of AIC, AICc, BIC, and KIC equations and 
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the resulting AIC, AICc, BIC, and KIC scores for each M1 and M2 model in each 

model set. 

o Table7.4_Ext_M3M4_IC_Prob_FullSets.xlsx – This table is an extension of 

Table 7.4 and includes AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC model probabilities for every 

M1 and M2 model in each of the full model sets. 

o Table7.5_Ext_IC_M3M4_Prob_ReducedSets.xlsx – This table is an extension 

of Table 7.5 and includes AICc, KIC, AIC, and BIC model probabilities for every 

M1 and M2 model in each of the reduced model sets. 

o M3M4_Observation_Data_Sets.xlsx – This table includes observation data sets 

used for M3 and M4 experimental model sets 

o M3M4_Model_Elimination.xlsx – This table includes information used to assess 

model deficiency using criteria presented in this paper for every model in each 

model set. 

o M3M4_Parameter_Estimates.xlsx – This table includes true effective parameter 

values and parameter estimates, lower and upper 95% confidence interval on 

parameters, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation for each parameter in 

each model for each model set.  

o M3M4_Model_Averaged_Predictions.xlsx – This table includes model-

averaged predictions for each M3 and M4 full model sets and reduced model sets. 

Data includes model-averaged predictions, lower and upper 95% confidence 

interval on the prediction, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation. 

• Synthetic model files  

o SynM1 – Synthetic model SynM1 has a complex distribution of hydraulic 

conductivity and a constant-head up-gradient boundary and a constant-head 

down-gradient boundary. Two sets of files include 1) the steady state simulation, 

and 2) the simulation for predictions. 

o SynM2 – Synthetic model SynM2 has a complex distribution of hydraulic 

conductivity and a constant-head up-gradient boundary and a constant-outflow 
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down-gradient boundary. Two sets of files include: 1) the steady state simulation, 

and 2) the simulation for predictions. 

o SynM3 – Synthetic model SynM3 has a complex distribution of hydraulic 

conductivity and a complex distribution of recharge with a constant-head up-

gradient boundary and a constant-head down-gradient boundary. Two sets of files 

include 1) the steady state simulation, and 2) the simulation for predictions. 

o SynM4 – Synthetic model SynM4 has a complex distribution of hydraulic 

conductivity and a complex distribution of recharge with a constant-head up-

gradient boundary and a constant-outflow down-gradient boundary. Two sets of 

files include 1) the steady state simulation, and 2) the simulation for predictions. 

o File folder Synthetic_Models includes a directory with each set synthetic model 

files. 

• Chapter 3 experimental model files 

o Chapter 3 experimental models include a set of M1 and M2 models calibrated 

with data set 11A, and also data sets with additional observations. Observations 

are taken from SynM1 or SynM2 models. Model files are found in the directory 

labeled Chapter3_Model_Sets. 

• Chapter 6 experimental model files 

o Chapter 6 experimental models include twelve models sets. M1 model sets are 

labeled M1_19A, M1_19B, M1_19C, M1_33A, M1_33B and M1_33C. M2 

model sets are labeled M2_19A, M2_19B, M2_19C, M2_33A, M2_33B and 

M2_33C. These model sets are included in a folder labeled 

Chapter6_Model_Sets. 

• Chapter 7 experimental model files 

o Chapter 7 experimental models include twelve models sets. M3 model sets are 

labeled M3_19A, M3_19B, M3_19C, M3_33A, M3_33B and M3_33C. M4 

model sets are labeled M4_19A, M4_19B, M4_19C, M4_33A, M4_33B and 

M4_33C. These model sets are included in a folder labeled 

Chapter7_Model_Sets. 


